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Abstract
This thesis presents experimental research, complemented by numerical particle-in-cell
simulations, studying the interaction of a high power CO2 laser with near-critical density
plasmas. The experiments all occurred around relativistic intensities, a0 ' 1, where
radiation pressure effects are important.
Experiments with a high intensity, 3.5 ps beam with peak intensities IL> 10
16 Wcm−2,
focussed on to a shaped, over-critical density hydrogen gas target were studied. The
accelerated proton beams showed spectral peaking, indicative of radiation pressure or
collisionless shock driven acceleration. Higher than previously observed proton energies
for this laser system were observed, with peak energies > 1.8 MeV, and energy spreads
as low as ∼ 5%. The peak proton energy showed good agreement with the predicted
energy scaling for hole-boring RPA, with Ep ∝ IL/ni.
Experiments were also conducted at lower intensities, with a 5 ps beam of peak intensity
IL∼ 1015 Wcm−2 again focussed on to a shaped hydrogen gas target. Here, the unique
laser and target conditions lead to a plasma grating structure being formed in the density
ramp preceding the critical surface, from which radiation pressure driven acceleration
could occur. The limited mass of these grating structures, along with the suppressed
background density, results in enhanced acceleration when compared to that at the
unmodified critical surface. Experimentally, a dependence on the peak proton energy
compared with the scale length of the plasma preceding the critical surface was observed,
attributed to an optimal density profile for the grating formation.
Finally, using the same experimental conditions, an alternative method for producing
thin gas targets was explored, through two colliding blast waves. Proton acceleration
was studied for relative levels of separation between the shock fronts, with the optimal
case being at the point of collision. Numerical simulations suggest that acceleration
was again enhanced by the creation of grating structures in the sharpened density
profile.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Context
The idea of accelerating charged particles is not new; mankind has been doing so for over
a century. The first so called “cathode ray tube” was developed by Braun in 1897 [1],
though the so called “cathode rays” had been discovered some 30 years earlier. It was
in fact not until the same year, 1897, that Thomson managed to demonstrate that these
cathode rays were in fact negatively charged particles, which would later become known
as the electron; a discovery which would form part of the basis for his award of the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1906. One of the first linear accelerator systems was proposed
by Ising in 1924, using a a system of sequentially triggered drift tubes between which
acceleration could occur. In 1928, Winderøe took this idea further and demonstrated
the first experiments using such drift tubes and a resonating radio-frequency, creating
an alternating electric field; it was realised that charged particles co-moving in phase
with an oscillating electric field could obtain energy and are accelerated. This work
formed the basis for Lawrence developing the first cyclotron1 in 1929. Around the same
time Cockroft and Walton were working on their own accelerator, producing protons
approaching 1MeV, used to perform “Nuclear disintegration experiments” [2] [3]. Sloan,
along with Lawrence, further improved Winderøe’s linear accelerator design in 1931,
although it was not until the end of the second world war that development of such
linear accelerators really gathered pace [4]. This has ultimately paved the way for
the varied range of accelerators used today, from large scale research machines such
as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC), to the
cyclotrons used at medical facilities for isotope production and radiotherapy.
Since these early experiments there has been an ever present desire for higher and higher
particle energies. While this has traditionally been achieved using ever larger machines
over immense scales, traditional methods are limited. The LHC produces ∼ 7 TeV
proton beams, but requires a 27 km circumference ring to achieve this. Furthermore,
the proposed VLHC upgrade is required to have a ring circumference of 100 km and twice
the magnet strength of the present LHC, delivering ∼ 100 TeV beams. The expansive
nature of these machines is in part due to the breakdown that occurs at the metal
walls of the accelerating cavity; this limits the maximum practical accelerating gradient
1another feat which resulted in the award of a Nobel Prize to Lawrence in 1939 for “the invention
and development of the cyclotron and for results obtained with it, especially with regard to artificial
radioactive elements”
1
2to ∼ 30 MVm−1. This effect is the critical factor limiting the energy gain for linear
accelerators and the reason for their large size. These accelerators typically consist of
a series of joined cavities, with adjacent cavities exhibiting alternating field polarity.
In such cases that the field polarity can be switched in phase with a particle bunch
as it moves between successive gaps, a continual accelerating force is experienced and
the bunch can reach high energies. However, the aforementioned limited acceleration
gradients mean large numbers of successive cavities are required to achieve high particle
energies. While multipass, circular cyclotron/synchrotron designs somewhat overcome
these difficulties, they are similarly not without limitations. Synchrotron radiation
losses for electron/positron colliders, and the escalating requirements on the bending
dipole magnet strength necessary to keep ions confined to the ring strongly limit these
geometries. Alternative methods, such as dielectric laser acceleration (DLA) [5], can
achieve > 100 MVm−1 acceleration gradients. In this scheme, dielectric structures are
machined such that when a laser is passed over the top, a field is induced above the
structure, within which charged particles can be accelerated. Careful design of the
machined dielectric structure allows tailoring of the accelerating fields. However, this
scheme has a number of drawbacks, most notably the localised nature of these fields;
the field strength drops away exponentially from the surface, limiting the characteristics
of the bunch that can be accelerated.
Fortunately, alternative solutions to the problem exist. Plasmas are able to support
significantly higher fields than the environment in conventional machines like the LHC;
these plasma based fields can exceed 100 GVm−1. A plasma, by its very nature has
already undergone “breakdown”; the limitations of conventional accelerators therefore
do not apply. The seminal paper by Tajima and Dawson [6] proposed the use of a
laser-plasma based acceleration scheme for electrons, indicating the possibility of these
previously unachievable high acceleration gradients by driving electron plasma waves.
These plasma waves act as an accelerating structure for injected electrons from the
upstream bulk. Since then, various work has used this idea and attempted to produce
the highest possible energy electron beams over the shortest distances. Research was
given a significant boost with the invention of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [7],
which allowed for major increases in the available driving laser intensity; intensities have
been increased from ∼ 1015 Wcm−2 to > 1021 Wcm−2. This in fact led to a remarkable
rise into research in this area.
The increase in laser intensity provided the opportunity for rapid advances in plasma
research, with, Modena et al. experimentally able to demonstrate 44 MeV electrons
and accelerating gradients of the order ∼ 100 GeVm−1 [8]. Subsequently, electrons have
been accelerated to ever higher energies (> 1 GeV) over centimetre scales [9] [10] [11]
[12] [13].
Ion acceleration is also of interest. However reaching these energies is significantly more
challenging for ions. The ions’ increased mass results in much higher injection velocity
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requirements, else the ions cannot stay in phase with the driven plasma waves which
travel at close to the speed of light. As such, proton driven wakes, while theoretically
possible [14] have not been experimentally realised. While wake accelerated proton
beams have not yet been realised, ion beam production through laser-solid interactions
have been demonstrated for over 30 years. Initially the energies were relatively modest
[15] [16] [17] [18], but again CPA allowed for significant advances [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]
[24]. Today, ion beams are multi-energetic, high flux and at significantly higher energies
at up to ∼ 90 MeV [25].
Laser accelerated ions possess many beneficial properties when compared to their con-
ventionally accelerated counterparts [26]. The higher acceleration gradients allow for
more compact sources, while co-propagating ion and electron bunches accelerated in
the interactions make the beams charge neutral, permitting higher beam charges. With
this, the bunch length of the particles is extremely short, at least over low propagation
distances. For large energy spread beams, the multitude of energies results in the beam
current degrading with distance. As will be discussed later in this thesis, the beams are
often comprised of a range of energies (often termed “thermal”), which is desirable for
a number of applications. Finally, the beams possess low transverse and longitudinal
emittance, a measure of a particle beams’ momentum spread as a function of spatial
position. These are up to a factor of ∼ 100 better than conventional sources [26].
1.2 Applications
There are numerous potential applications for laser-accelerated ion beams. Their unique
properties outlined above make them particularly interesting in areas such as radiog-
raphy and fast ignition inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Other applications include
isotope production for use in medical imaging, proton beam machining and hadron
therapy.
1.2.1 Fast Ignition
Since the industrial revolution began around 260 years ago, mankind has been consum-
ing ever more energy; the rate of this growth has been exponential. This has meant the
necessary adoption of new energy sources. While pre 1820’s mankind consumed power
through wood and other bio-fuels, we have since as a species transitioned to coal, oil and
gas. With these resources ever depleting, their price has also grown near exponentially.
Couple this with the way in which mankind is irreparably altering the Earth’s climate
through our energy use and the idea of fusion energy becomes extremely attractive.
Most current efforts focus on the fusion of a deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel mix. A DT
scheme is favourable due to the relatively high fusion cross-section at modest, lab-
oratory achievable temperatures of the order 10 keV. These temperatures allow the
4Coulomb barrier to be overcome and fusion to occur. A single DT fusion reaction
releases 17.6 MeV of energy in the form of an alpha particle and a neutron.
2
1D +
3
1T→ 42He (3.5 MeV) + 10n (14.1 MeV) (1.1)
For comparison, a rough estimate can be made for the equivalent amount of DT fuel
needed compared to a barrel of oil. The amount of energy that can be extracted from
a barrel of oil is ∼ 6.1 GJ (converting to J from BTU) [27]. A barrel of oil (∼ 150 kg) is
therefore equivalent to a mere 18 mg of DT fuel.
Deuterium and tritium are relatively easy to source; deuterium in particular is readily
available and can be extracted from seawater. Furthermore, the process produces no
long-lived, harmful radioactive waste, assuming the reactor walls are formed of a low-Z
material.
There are two main approaches to producing sustainable fusion energy. First is magnetic
confinement fusion, which involves magnetically confining a plasma in a torus produc-
ing a sustained reaction [28] [29]. The second method, inertial confinement fusion [30],
involves the compression of a DT fuel pellet until it ignites, releasing energy in the form
of neutrons which are captured in a lithium blanket surrounding the interaction. So
called indirect drive uses lasers to generate soft x-ray beams from the heated walls of
a hohlraum. These x-rays heat the DT fuel pellet, causing it to compress and driving
a shock wave which, under the correct conditions upon convergence, can cause ignition
[31]. A second scheme, fast ignition, separates the compression and burn phases. Com-
pression is initiated, and ignition then induced by energy deposition at the edge of the
fuel core from ion [32] [33] or electron beams [34] [35]. Fast ignition reduces the required
driver energy and also reduces the symmetry requirements of direct drive methods [36].
There is also the potential for higher energy efficiencies; the fuel compression conditions
are less strict, and for a targeted particle beam a large fraction of the energy can be
deposited in the target hotspot. Indirect drive suffers from relatively poor conversion
efficiency due to losses in laser energy conversion to x-rays and the subsequent coupling
to the fuel pellet. Laser-accelerated ion beams have high fluxes, which make them par-
ticularly suited to fast ignition applications. The potential to possibly produce arbitrary
energy with a given spread based on the acceleration mechanism might also one day be
feasible.
1.2.2 Hadron Therapy
One of the most commonly cited potential applications for laser-driven ion beams is in
the field of hadron therapy; the treatment of cancer through ion beams. First postulated
by Wilson in 1946 [37], hadron therapy is already used across the globe in a number of
facilities to treat various cancers. The use of hadron therapy has been steadily increasing
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Figure 1.1: The total number of patients treated to date for all current treatment
methodologies combined, protons and carbon ions. Data collated from [42].
since the first treatment centres opened in 1954, as shown in figure 1.1. As of December
2015, 62 treatment centres were operational worldwide where 154,203 patients had been
treated with hadron therapy of some form, the majority (85%) of which was via protons
[38]. It is suggested that more than 50% of all cancer patients have radiotherapy of
some form and 20% would benefit from ion beam therapy [39]. Given it is predicted
that 1 in 2 people born in the UK after 1960 will contract cancer in some form [40],
a vast number of patients would benefit from safe, affordable hadron therapy. This is
supported by the global market being worth $4 billion and growing at some 5 % annually
[41].
Current systems use conventional RF accelerators, which are well understood and char-
acterised. However, while they offer a number of advantages, their size and associated
infrastructure costs have historically made their installation and operation extremely
expensive. Consider the recent capital investment committed by the UK government
to two proton therapy treatment centres, one in London and the other in Manchester,
of the order £250m. Further examples of these extreme costs exist, for example the
$370m spent on two treatment centres in Arizona and Minnesota in the USA [43]. This
total is not purely for the accelerator and gantry system. However, the gantries in
particular, used for beam delivery to the patient, constitute much of the cost. Given
the requirement for highly targeted dose delivery, the patient is held in a fixed position
and the gantry rotated around the patient. This, along with the need for flexible ion
energies and the associated increased complexities of the magnet system for steering
and focussing the beam, has resulted in these large footprints and costs. That said, re-
6Figure 1.2: Energy deposition profiles for 6 MeV electrons, adapted from [45], 300 MeV
protons and 400 MeV/u carbon ions, plotted using TRIM [46]. Electrons
deposit their energy along their entire track with the peak intensity close to
the patients skin. Protons and carbon ions deposit most of their energy at
the end of their track, in the characteristic Bragg peak form.
cent technological developments in the field, spurred on by the adoption of the scheme
by industry, has resulted in a remarkable decrease in both of these aspects; full treat-
ment machines now occupy footprints of the same size as a magnetic resonance imaging
machine [44].
One might ask why hadron therapy is being adopted as an alternative to traditional
radiotherapy methods? This is in the large part because of the unique energy deposition
profile of protons and heavier ions. Ions deposit their energy in the form of a Bragg
peak, described by the Bethe formula, given as
− dE
dr
=
4pinZ2
mev2
.
(
e2
4pi0
)2
. ln
[
2mev
2
I
]
(1.2)
This energy deposition, as shown in figure 1.2, is unique in that almost all the ion energy
is deposited in a narrow region at the end of the particle track. This is in stark contrast
to the energy deposition profiles of electrons and the traditional radiotherapy delivery
method, photons. Unlike ions, electrons and photons deliver a relatively steady energy
profile, with the most intense deposition at the start of their track, just under a patients
skin. This can lead to significant issues when irradiating patients, since not only the
cancerous tissue, but also the healthy surrounding parts are dosed; secondary cancers
and damage to the growth of young patients are the result.
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The highly targeted nature of hadron therapy is desirable given it presents the possibility
to reduce side effects, while at the same time allowing higher, targeted doses to be
delivered; ions also suffer much less lateral scattering. Hadron therapy has been shown
to be advantageous in the treatment of some specific paediatric patients [47], although
other studies have found its use and the reduction in side effects less easy to diagnose
[48].
An obvious next question is ‘Why are laser accelerated ion sources of interest when
conventional sources already exist and are well characterised?’. There has been much
recent interest in the development and suitability of laser accelerated ion sources for use
in hadron therapy [49] [50] [51] [52] [53]. Laser based sources offer superior flexibility in
terms of the ion species and energies that can be delivered [54]; assuming targets can be
made and the laser parameters tuned there are a near infinite number of options. This
flexibility would be extremely useful, given that by nature, no two people or tumours are
the same. As such each person requires different treatment parameters. Furthermore,
the ability to easily switch between various ion species, for example between protons
and carbon ions, depending on any given treatment requirement, would be a unique
feature of laser based sources.
One of the most significant current obstacles are the energy requirements for clinical
applications. Energies of ∼ 300 MeV and ∼ 400 MeV/u are required for protons and
heavier ions, respectively. These are currently not attainable, with a number of varying
schemes proposed to reach these energies, making the path to achieving this unclear.
Furthermore, given the targeted nature of therapy, narrow energy spread beams are
desirable to minimise unwanted damage to healthy surrounding tissue. Whether this
will be achieved through the acceleration mechanism itself or a latter energy selection
stage is a matter of debate. The high flux nature of laser produced beams also presents
a challenge given the current methodology. Current treatment plans typically irradiate
tumours over the course of hundreds of consecutive shots, using a narrow energy spread
pencil beam to raster across the tumour. Laser accelerated ion beams provide the
possibility to deliver greatly enhanced fractions of the total required dose, possibly
even the whole dose, in a single shot. This would require a significant shift in the
current treatment thinking, with obvious concerns for patient welfare in the case of
inaccurate dose delivery. However, if these concerns could be overcome, this could
prove an interesting benefit of laser driven sources. In fact, so called ultra high dose
rates may offer a number of benefits over the current treatment methodology.
Therefore, while laser-produced ions are an interesting source for future hadron therapy
schemes, there are still a number of challenges to solve before their implementation can
be put into practice.
81.2.3 Radiography
The probing of plasmas is an interesting application of ion beams. Optical diagnos-
tics allow the investigation of density gradients through the diffraction of light rays
as they traverse a change in refractive index. Probing plasmas to look at their field
structure is not such an easy task. The proposition of ions as a diagnostic for prob-
ing matter is not a new idea [55] [56]. Laser produced ion beams have a number of
properties which make them ideal for observing these field structures, as well as the
density isotropy/homogeneity of the plasma [57]. Their small source size, high flux and
divergence properties, and particularly broadband energy profile coupled with a short
formation time make these beams ideal for probing plasmas.
Experiments where two high intensity laser beams are available use one target to produce
ions which can then in turn be used to image a second interaction [58]. Ions are emitted
from one target and then pass through the plasma created at the front and/or back
of the second target, where they are deflected dependant on the electric and magnetic
field structure. These beams can then be imaged. Interestingly, laser accelerated beams
are often thermal in nature; they are formed of a range of energies. For appropriate
distances between the ion source and probed target these ions are spatially separated
owing to their different velocities, facilitating temporal information about the probed
target to be retrieved.
A number of authors have successfully used ion radiography techniques for probing.
Romagnani et al. were able to temporally resolve the sheath field expansion from the
rear surface of a foil target [59]. The same author also used proton probing to resolve
an electrostatic collisionless shock wave [60]. Willingale et al. [61] used proton radio-
graphy to observe channel formation in a near-critical density plasma, while authors
have used the technique to observe magnetic field generation in laser-solid interactions
[62][63][64].
1.2.4 Isotope Production
Positron emission spectroscopy (PET) is a medical imaging technique by which gamma-
photon pairs are detected. The patient is injected with a choice of radioactive isotopes,
most commonly fluorine-18 and oxygen-15 for oncology and neuroimaging applications,
respectively. Isotopes are attached to molecules which imitate those found in the body,
often in the form of sugars which gravitate towards regions of high metabolic rate,
for example cancerous tumours. The short lived, unstable isotopes decay via positron
emission which annihilate with electrons within the patient, producing a pair of gamma
photons which are emitted in opposite directions from the point of view of their centre
of mass frame. These photons can be observed by scintillator detectors which surround
the patient, with the temporal separation allowing the location of electron-positron
annihilation to be determined [65]. With this a picture of the area of interest can be
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Figure 1.3: A photograph of the first PET single plane imaging device, otherwise known
as the “head-shrinker” [70].
constructed [66].
The first demonstration of annihilation radiation being used for medical imaging came
in 1953 [67], with PET being posited in the late 1950′s. The first single plane PET
scanner was developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1961, which was given
the rather ominous nickname of the “head-shrinker” (see figure 1.3) [68]. Research
has since continued with ever more sophisticated scanners being developed and PET
has gone on to become an important medical imaging technique used for a number of
applications [69].
Again, one of the major limiting factors in the use of PET as an imaging technique lies
with the short-lived nature of the radioisotopes used. With half-lives typically ranging
from 2 minutes to 2 hours, they must be produced and quickly administered to the
patient, allowing the molecules to move around the body to the site of interest before
imaging. Production is currently through cyclotrons situated at the hospital. It is
hoped that laser-driven ion sources could provide a viable alternative for producing
these medical isotopes. As such, a number of authors have attempted to demonstrate
the production of these isotopes from laser driven ions [71] [72] [73] [74]. Unfortunately,
current work has not been able to produce high enough activity levels of these isotopes
to make them viable for clinical use. However, it is hoped with further advances in
ion acceleration research it could be possible to demonstrate a laser source as a viable
isotope production mechanism.
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1.3 Conclusions
The previous pages have put forward convincing arguments that the rewards for pro-
ducing high energy, high flux ion beams through laser acceleration are significant. Much
progress has been made in the last couple of decades, although there is still a long way
to go to achieve beams suitable for many applications. While it may be argued that
the push to higher ion energies will require the generation of new, higher intensity laser
systems that are currently proposed [75] [76] or under construction [77], there is still
significant progress to be made in better understanding the ion acceleration mechanisms
in the current regime. This also does not preclude further incremental optimisation of
conditions to drive higher energy, higher flux beams with narrow energy spreads.
1.4 Thesis Summary
This thesis contains results from experiments studying proton acceleration at near crit-
ical densities using the mid-IR (∼10 µm) CO2 laser at the Accelerator Test Facility
(ATF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. These wavelengths are of interest due to
a number of beneficial scalings related to the critical plasma density (section 2.1.3)
and normalised vector potential (section 2.3.1). These quantities and benefits will be
outlined in detail in future sections. At this point, it is sufficient to state that with
a mid-IR laser the densities required for an overcritical, reflective plasma, and the in-
tensities needed for relativistic electron motion in a laser field are each decreased by
a factor of 100. This allows the use of gas targets for studies into proton acceleration
mechanisms which would not otherwise be possible with a near-IR laser; it is currently
challenging to make gas systems which can deliver the required pressures to achieve
over-critical densities for near-IR lasers.
Chapter 2 outlines the theoretical background of plasmas and some of their characteris-
tics. The theory of laser plasma interactions is then presented, along with the relevant
mechanisms which can result in ion acceleration from such events.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental parameters relevant to results presented in this
thesis. The concepts behind the design and operation of a high power CO2 laser are
given. Gas targets are described, with emphasis on the shaping of their density pro-
file with a collisional shock wave. Optical and ion diagnostic collection and analysis
techniques are also outlined.
Chapter 4 presents proton acceleration results in a near-critical density plasma, demon-
strating superior peak proton energies over those previously achieved at the ATF. A very
good agreement with the theoretical energy scaling laws was also observed, strongly in-
dicating hole-boring radiation pressure acceleration is the source of these peaked proton
beams.
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Chapter 5 again details proton acceleration from near-critical density plasmas, although
at lower intensities and for longer laser pulse durations. The results demonstrated higher
than expected proton energies. This is explained using particle-in-cell simulations which
demonstrate the formation of a plasma grating structure and subsequent acceleration
off these structures.
Chapter 6 concerns results from experiments aimed at creating thin gas targets from
colliding shocks. Results showed a dependence on the maximum observed proton energy
with the expansion radius, with optimal conditions found for the case of these colliding
shocks.
Chapter 7 summarises the work in this thesis, then gives an outlook to future avenues
relevant to the results presented.

2 Theory
2.1 Plasmas
A plasma is a medium composed of an electron and ion fluid. A formal definition is
given in Chen [78] as:
“... a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles which exhibits col-
lective behavior.”
Here, collective behaviour describes the way a change in plasma properties in a given
region will affect the plasma as a whole [79]. Consider a plasma in which a group of
particles is displaced by a force. This displacement will be felt by the whole plasma
through the transfer of energy mediated by collisions. Concurrently, the particles are
charged and as such, a net movement of ions or electrons leads to a charge imbalance;
any net charge difference between two regions results in an electric field. The movement
of charged particles also gives rise to current flow in the plasma and induces magnetic
fields. These electric and magnetic fields affect the motion of charged particles within
the plasma; this characteristic length scale is given by the Debye length, the distance
over which fields are effectively screened (see equation 2.2). Hence, collective behaviour
depends not only on local plasma conditions but on the whole system.
In the case of laser plasma interactions, a plasma is formed via induced ionisation of
a material. At the front surface of the target, this is caused either through collisions
or by the associated electric field of the leading edge of the laser pulse, while in the
bulk of the target there are more complex mechanisms at work (see section 2.3.2). The
plasma will have electron and ion densities, ne, and ni, respectively, where ne ≈ Zni.
The electrons within the plasma have a much lower mass than the ions and as such,
respond much faster. This leads to the assumption that the electrons are the dominant
species to be accounted for when considering the interaction between a laser pulse and
a plasma.
2.1.1 The Debye Length
For a more rigorous description of a plasma. To do this, it is pertinent to consider
the various involved length, time and velocity scales. Consider the characteristic length
scale, called the Debye length.
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Figure 2.1: The electric potential profile around a test charge in a plasma centred at
r = 0. The field of the test charge is surrounded by oppositely charged
plasma particles over the characteristic length scale, the Debye length.
The Debye length describes the response of a plasma to an external charge placed in it.
If a test charge is placed into the plasma, oppositely charged particles from the plasma
would move to form a volume around the charge to minimise the potential energy of
the system. For a cold plasma the shielding would be perfect and no field would exist
beyond the edge of the volume formed by the responding charges.
For a finite temperature plasma, the responding particles have a thermal energy that
allows those at the edge of the volume to escape the potential of the test charge. The
point at which a responding particle’s kinetic energy is equal to the potential experienced
from the test charge is known as the Debye length. It is the distance over which
the electric field from a source is shielded to 1/e of its original value through ‘Debye
Shielding’ and an example of collective behaviour in a plasma.
The potential of the volume occupied by the shielding particles around a test charge
can be expressed as
φ = φ0e
− r
λD (2.1)
where λD is the Debye length, given as
λD =
(
0kBTe
n0e2
) 1
2
(2.2)
A full derivation of the Debye length is given in appendix A, with typical values given
in table 2.1. Associated with the Debye length is a parameter called the Debye Number,
ND. This is defined as the number of electrons in a Debye Sphere (a sphere of radius
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Plasma Density [m−3] Temperature [eV] Debye Length [m]
Interstellar Medium 105 1 10
Solar Core 1032 1000 10−11
Solid Target Experiment, a0 = 10 10
29 106 10−8
Gas Target Experiment, a0 = 1 10
25 105 10−7
Table 2.1: Typical values of the Debye length.
equal to the Debye Length).
ND =
4pi
3
λD
3ne (2.3)
The Debye Number suggests whether Debye Shielding occurs, with ND  1 signifying a
plasma. This is because a significant number of particles are required for effective shield-
ing. Similarly, a large Debye Number is a condition of quasi-neutrality, since the larger
the number of particles, the less significant small local perturbations become.
2.1.2 Plasma Frequency
The previous section considered the relatively localised displacement of electrons due
to a test charge being placed in the plasma. The next step is to consider a much
larger scale displacement. Consider the displacement of a single electron within the
plasma. When displaced, the electron will experience a restoring force due to space-
charge fields being created by the breaking of the quasi-neutrality. This restoring force
will cause the electron to return to its original position and, due to the conservation of
momentum, overshoot; the particle oscillates about its initial position. The frequency
of these oscillations is called the plasma frequency, ωp.
The electron plasma frequency provides a measure of the response of plasma electrons
to an external stimulus and is given by
ωpe =
(
nee
2
me0
) 1
2
(2.4)
The Plasma Frequency and Debye Length
The plasma frequency is similar to the Debye length in that it describes the quasi-
neutrality in the plasma. The difference is that the plasma frequency considers time
scales, while the Debye length is concerned with length scales. As such, it can be said
that for length scales, l, and time scales, τ , with l λD and τ  1ωp , the plasma is
quasi-neutral. For l λD and τ  1ωp charge imbalances can occur.
Given the two parameters represent time and length scales, they can be used to obtain
a characteristic velocity scale. This is termed the thermal velocity of the electrons, vth,
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the distance an electron travels in one plasma period.
ωpλD = vth =
(
kBTe
me
) 1
2
(2.5)
2.1.3 The Dispersion Relation
Maxwell’s equations for time varying electric and magnetic fields are given by Faraday’s
and Ampe`re’s laws
~∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
(2.6a)
~∇× ~B = µ0~j + µ00∂
~E
∂t
(2.6b)
For a propagating electromagnetic wave, assuming the ion motion is negligible relative
to that of the electrons, for a collisionless plasma ~j = ene ~ve is the displacement current
and ~ve is the electron velocity. Taking the time derivative of equation 2.6b and through
substitution one obtains
~∇(~∇ · ~E)−∇2 ~E = −ω
2
c2
 ~E (2.7)
Assuming ~∇ · ~E = 0, or, in other words, the plasma reacts sufficiently fast to remain
quasi-neutral, one obtains the dispersion relation for a plasma
ω2 = c2k2 + ω2p (2.8)
where k is the wavenumber, i.e.
k =
ω
c
(
1− ω
2
pe
ω2
) 1
2
(2.9)
The dispersion relation describes the electromagnetic modes which can be supported
within the plasma. It can be readily modified to consider more complex plasmas, for
example with Te 6= 0, B 6= 0, etc. For the case of ω > ωpe , an electromagnetic wave
can propagate the plasma. Conversely, in the limit ω  ωpe , the plasma electrons
respond sufficiently fast and their number is great enough to prevent the propagation
of an electromagnetic wave. In this case, the plasma is termed over-critical.
When ω = ωpe , the critical density is reached, the point at which the an electromagnetic
wave cannot propagate. Rearranging 2.4, one then obtains the critical density
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nc =
0meω
2
e2
(2.10)
The critical density is a measure of the plasma opacity i.e. whether it is over or under-
dense to an incident laser pulse. When overdense, the plasma is opaque to the incident
laser pulse. When underdense, the laser can propagate through the plasma. Therefore,
the density of the plasma relative to the critical density determines the interaction of
the incident laser with the plasma. This can be extended to the relativistic case, for
a0  1, giving1
nc = 〈γ〉0meω
2
e2
(2.11)
where 〈γ〉 is given as,
〈γ〉 =
(
1 +
ja20
2
) 1
2
(2.12)
with j = 1 and j = 2 for linear and circular polarisation, respectively.
The Group and Phase Velocities
Consider the dispersion relation from equation 2.8. Rearranging for the refractive index,
η
η =
ck
ω
=
(
1− ω
2
pe
ω2
) 1
2
And so the phase velocity, vφ =
ω
k , is given by
vφ =
c
η
= c
(
1− ω
2
pe
ω2
)− 1
2
(2.13)
Similarly, the group velocity, the rate at which energy is transferred by the plasma wave
is given by vg =
dω
dk . Therefore, the group velocity is
vg =
c2k
ω
= cη = c
(
1− ω
2
pe
ω2
) 1
2
(2.14)
Since ωpe < ω, the refractive index of the plasma is less than one (i.e. η < 1). This
means that the group velocity is always less than the speed of light, vg < c.
1a0 is the normalised vector potential, see 2.3.1 later for more information
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Figure 2.2: The phase and group velocities for a laser within a plasma.
2.1.4 The plasma skin depth
For the case of an incident electromagnetic wave on a plasma-vacuum interface with a
step-like density profile, the wave equation can be solved either side of the density step
[80]. For an arbitrary incidence angle, θ, the electric field component in the direction
of laser propagation, Ez, in the vacuum region takes the form
Ez = 2E0 sin(kx cos θ + φ) (2.15)
In the plasma region, the field profile takes the form of an evanescently decaying wave,
with an electric field profile of the form
Ez = 2E0
ω
ωpe
cos θ exp
(
−xωpe
c
[
1− ω
2
ω2pe
cos2 θ
] 1
2
)
(2.16)
where δ can be defined as the plasma skin depth, which takes the form
δ =
c
ωpe
(
1− ω
2
ω2pe
cos2 θ
)− 1
2
(2.17)
In the limit where ne  nc, i.e. ωpe  ω, for normal incidence, equation 2.17 reduces
to
δ =
c
ωpe
(2.18)
The skin depth represents the distance over which a drop of 1/e in the electric field
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amplitude is observed. For an overcritical density plasma, the effects of an external
electric field are effectively screened beyond the skin depth.
2.1.5 Electromagnetic wave propagation up a density ramp
Consider a plane wave normally incident on an inhomogeneous plasma, propagating in
the z-direction. The wave equation for the electric field takes the form
d2E
dz2
+
ω2
c2
 (ω, z)E = 0 (2.19)
For a linear density ramp, the density can be given in the form n = ncz/L, where nc is
the relativistically correct critical density (see equation 2.11) and L the position of the
critical surface. The wave equation can then be represented in the form
d2E
dz2
+
ω2
c2
(
1− z
L
)
E = 0 (2.20)
Through a change in variables to ζ = (ω2/c2L)1/3(z−L), the wave equation reduces to
[81]
d2E
dζ2
− ζE = 0 (2.21)
Second order differential equations of this type have a general solution of the form
E(ζ) = αAi(ζ) + βBi(ζ) (2.22)
where Ai(ζ) and Bi(ζ) are the Airy functions of the first and second kind, while α and
β are constants dependent on the boundary conditions of the solution. From physical
intuition the solution for E can be expected to take the form of a standing wave for
ζ < 0 in the linear ramp preceding the point where n = γnc, the critical surface. This
arises given reflection of the incident wave can be expected off the critical surface; the
incident and reflected components can be expected to interfere with each other, forming
a standing wave. Such intuition justifies why the standing wave equation is used.
The solution is an exponentially decaying function for ζ < 0. Since Bi(ζ) → ∞ as
ζ →∞, it is possible to choose β = 0 [82]. The solution therefore takes the form shown
in figure 2.3.
Wavelength swelling is observed as the electromagnetic wave propagates up the den-
sity ramp. As the wave propagates up the density ramp, k → 0, so the electric field
amplitude must increase and so must the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave.
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Figure 2.3: The electric field profile in a linear density ramp. The profile is the form of a
standing wave exhibiting wavelength swelling preceding the critical surface.
Behind the critical surface, the wave decays exponentially.
2.2 Acoustic and Collisionless Electrostatic Ion Waves
2.2.1 Ion acoustic waves
One of the most basic waves that can propagate in a plasma is an ion acoustic wave.
The dispersion relation for an ion acoustic wave is given as
ω2 = k2
(
ZkBTe
mi
1
1 + k2λD
2 +
γkBTi
mi
)
(2.23)
For kλD  1, the ion acoustic wave wavelength is much longer than the Debye length,
and the 1/(1 + k2λD
2) term can be ignored. At high wavenumbers, the term dominates;
it is a measure of whether the plasma can be considered quasi-neutral. In this case the
dispersion relation becomes ω2pi = (Z
2ni0e
2)/(0mi), and the ion plasma frequency can
be expressed as
ωpi =
(
Z2ni0e
2
0mi
) 1
2
(2.24)
For the limit of Te  Ti and kλD  1, the phase velocity of the wave, also known as
the plasma sound speed, cs, is given as
vφ = cs =
(
ZkBTe
mi
) 1
2
(2.25)
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Figure 2.4: (a) the potential profile of a soliton moving through a plasma from right to
left and (b) the pseudo-potential, known as the “Sagdeev Potential”, for a
soliton with Mach number 1.3.
2.2.2 Solitons
Consider the continuity equation for an electron-ion plasma as given by
∂nj
∂t
+ ~∇ · (nj ~uj) = 0 (2.26)
where j denotes the particle species, nj (~r, t) is the charge density and uj (~r, t) the fluid
velocity. Also recall the fluid equation of motion
ρj
d ~uj
dt
= −~∇ · Pj + njqj
(
~E +
[
~uj × ~B
])
+ µ (2.27)
where all symbols have the same meaning, with Pj the pressure tensor and µ the friction
term. For simplicity, these can be simplified to a one-dimensional form. Make the
assumptions that there is no viscosity in 1D so that all off elements in the pressure
tensor go to zero and ~∇ · Pj = ~∇pj , there is no friction and no magnetic fields. This
gives
∂nj
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(nj ~uj) = 0 (2.28)
∂ ~uj
∂t
+ ~uj · ∂ ~uj
∂x
= − 1
mjnj
∂ ~pj
∂x
+
qi
mj
~Ex (2.29)
Finally, let us assume the electrons within the plasma are Maxwellian, resulting in their
density, assuming a Boltzmann distribution, taking the form
ne = ne0e
eφ
kBTe (2.30)
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Consider the potential profile in figure 2.4(a). The wave is travelling from right to left
at a velocity −u0. In the wave’s frame of reference, the potential appears stationary
with plasma streaming towards it with velocity u0. We assume a cold ion plasma,
Ti = 0 and that all ions are incident with the same velocity. Furthermore, if the shock
moves at a velocity much slower than thermal velocity of the electrons, the shock con-
tribution (centre shift) to the Maxwellian velocity distribution can be ignored. These
conditions result in a solution for a stationary shock. In the isothermal limit equation
2.29 becomes
uj · ∂uj
∂x
= − qi
mj
Ex =
mj
2
∂uj
∂x
(2.31)
Through integration one obtains the ion velocity within the shock as a function of the
upstream velocity.
u =
(
u0
2 − 2eφ
mi
) 1
2
(2.32)
This is just energy conservation of the up and downstream kinetic energies and potential
of the shock, i.e. miu
2
2 =
miu0
2
2 − eφ.
Similarly, for Z = 1 such that ni0 = ne0 = n0 the continuity equation, 2.28, in the wave
frame becomes
∂
∂x
(nivi) = 0 (2.33)
This yields niui = ni0ui0 . Finally, through substitution with equation 2.32, the density
of ions within the wave can be expressed in terms of the upstream quantities as
ni =
n0u0
ui
= n0
(
1− 2eφ
miu02
)− 1
2
(2.34)
Poisson’s equation then yields
∂2φ
∂x2
=
e
0
(ne − ni) (2.35a)
=
en0
0
[
e
eφ
kBTe −
(
1− 2eφ
miu02
)− 1
2
]
(2.35b)
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Now let us introduce the dimensionless variables
χ ≡ eφ
kBTe
(2.36a)
ξ ≡ x
λD
= x
(
n0e
2
0kBTe
) 1
2
(2.36b)
M ≡ u0
(kBTe/mi)
1
2
=
u0
cs
(2.36c)
where cs is the plasma sound speed. It is possible to re-express equation 2.35b in terms
of these dimensionless quantities, yielding
d2χ
dξ2
= eχ −
(
1− 2χ
M2
)− 1
2
≡ −dV (χ)
dχ
(2.37)
The benefit of expressing Poisson’s equation in terms of these dimensionless parameters
was recognised by Sagdeev [83]. Equation 2.37 takes a form analogous to that of an
oscillator in a potential well, i.e. the displacement, x, of an oscillator subjected to a
force −dV (x)/dx is given by d2x/dt2 = −dV/dx. Sagdeev realised by equating the
right hand side of equation 2.37 to dV/dχ, the analogy applies with the potential, χ,
playing the role of x and d/dξ replacing d/dt. V (χ) is the quasi-potential termed the
“Sagdeev Potential”, obtained through integration of equation 2.37 with the boundary
condition V (χ) = 0 at χ = 0
V (χ) = 1− eχ +M2
[
1−
[
1− 2χ
M2
] 1
2
]
(2.38)
which can be plotted as shown in figure 2.4(b) for a given Mach number. Assuming
no dissipation, a quasi-particle will move from χ = 0 to positive χ before returning to
its initial potential. This is the behaviour of a soliton [84], a potential and density
perturbation as depicted in figure 2.4. After the passing of the soliton, the medium is
restored to its initial state.
These soliton-like solutions can only exist for a range of Mach numbers, imposed by
restrictions to the possible values that can be assumed by the Sagdeev Potential. Three
cases are shown in figure 2.5. The lower limit arises due to the condition of a potential
well. This requires χ 1, or equivalently eφ >> kBTe. This yields the lower limit
M > 1 (2.39)
The upper limit comes from recognising that V(χ) must cross the χ axis for χ > 0,
otherwise a particle cannot be trapped and the potential would rise indefinitely. One
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Figure 2.5: The Sagdeev potential for three different Mach numbers, highlighting that
soliton solutions can only exist for 1 < M < 1.6. ForM < 1 no potential well
is formed, while for M > 1.6 no particle can be trapped and the potential
rises indefinitely.
can rewrite the Sagdeev Potential as
eχ − 1 < M2
[
1−
[
1− 2χ
M2
] 1
2
]
(2.40)
Here, the left hand side of the equality represents the electron density integral from
0→ χ and the right hand side the equivalent ion density integral. The electron density
will initially be greater than the ion density before they slowly equilibrate towards the
limit χ = M2/2. This limit is imposed by the root within equation 2.38, which for χ
values above this limit becomes imaginary. Physically, this implies eφ > miu0
2/2 or,
qualitatively speaking, above this limit ions would be excluded from the downstream
region and reflected off the soliton. Inserting this limit for χ into the Sagdeev Potential
gives the upper limit,
M < 1.6 (2.41)
Hence, for a cold ion plasma the critical Mach number can take any value within
1 < M < 1.6. With the condition that for the potential eφ < miu0
2/2 ion reflection
cannot occur, this allows us to define the critical potential, φc, above which ion reflec-
tion can occur. The critical potential is found to be
φc =
miu0
2
2e
(2.42)
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Figure 2.6: The potential profile of a collisionless shock. The potential rises to a max-
imum value, φm, before oscillating in the downstream region between φm
and φ1. Particle reflection off the shock will result in ions propagating with
the opposite velocity to the incident upstream plasma, −u0, in the shock
frame.
2.2.3 Collisionless electrostatic shocks
The previous section considered the case where particles experience no loss of energy
as the shock propagates. Let us return to the analogy of an oscillator in a potential
well but now consider the case where the particle loses energy. In this case, the particle
will not return to x = 0 but instead oscillate around some positive value of x. This also
applies to a particle within the shock; if energy is lost, particles can become trapped
within the shock structure, oscillating between two, non-zero values of V (χ). In this
case, the shock takes on the form as shown in figure 2.6.
This phenomenon occurs due to symmetry breaking introduced by the inclusion of
particle trapping within the shock. Alternatively, particle reflection off the shock front
breaks the symmetry through modification of the upstream plasma conditions, leading
to a wavetrain solution as shown in figure 2.6.
Now assume the ions have a small but finite, non-zero temperature distribution so that
Ti 6= 0; Ti << Te. It is now conceivable to have a situation of partial reflection of ions
off the shock front. This can be used to give a modified upstream ion density profile
which, when combined with Poisson’s equation, can be used to find a new, modified
Sagdeev Potential for a collisionless shock as demonstrated by Moiseev and Sagdeev
[85]. Through the introduction of a parameter, F (φ), which quantifies the fraction
of ions reflected off the shock front as a function of the shock potential, the modified
upstream ion density, ni0
′(φ), can be written as
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ni0
′(φ) = (1− F (φ))ni0 + 2ni0F (φ) (2.43)
It is then possible to modify equation 2.35b with two terms
− en0F (φ)
0
(
1− 2eφ
miu02
) 1
2
(2.44a)
en0
0
F (φ) (2.44b)
where equation 2.44a corrects for the subtracted reflected ion component from the total
number of transmitted particles behind the shock, while 2.44b adds the contribution
of the reflected ions to the upstream region. One then obtains the modified Poisson’s
equation for the upstream region
∂2φ
∂x2
=
en0
0
(1 + F (φ))e eφkBTe − 2F (φ)− (1− F (φ))(
1− 2eφ
miu02
) 1
2
 (2.45)
Similarly, the downstream region can be formulated by adjusting the local electron
density to match the ion density, giving
∂2φ
∂x2
=
en0
0
(1 + F (φ))e eφkBTe − (1− F (φ))(
1− 2eφ
miu02
) 1
2
 (2.46)
For the solution to be valid these solutions must be continuous in φ and ∂φ/∂x = V (χ)
at xc, the spatial position of the critical potential.
The solution can be simplified by assuming the reflection coefficient behaves as a step-
like function of the form
F (φ) = 0 for φ < φc (2.47a)
F (φ) = Fmax for φ > φc (2.47b)
It is then possible to form two equations which can be solved independently, as demon-
strated in figure 2.7. A particle will initially move from φ = 0 (χ = 0) to φ = φm
(χ = χm). Unlike in the soliton example, energy is lost by the particle and it returns
to a new potential, φ = φ1. The particle becomes trapped behind the shock, oscil-
lating between φ and φ1, giving the wavetrain solution as shown previously in figure
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Figure 2.7: The Sagdeev potential for a collisionless shock. The two curves demonstrate
the different potentials for particles before and after χm. A particle initially
follows the classical trajectory for a soliton to χm, before then oscillating
between this value and χ1.
2.6. This describes a so-called collisionless shock, a name given since the size of the
shock is less than the collisional mean free path of the particles that comprise it. The
potential profile is equivalent to that of a soliton up to φm, before forming a wavetrain
solution.
While the previous discussion is useful in describing the difference between shocks and
solitons, the assumptions made in the soliton model are not strictly required for shocks.
The assumption is made that no consideration for electron reflection off the potential
associated with the shock is required. It is reasonable to assume that there exists a
regime in which eφ kBTe. Physically this means it is possible for electrons to become
trapped behind the shock, modifying the electron pressure in the shock. Forslund and
Shonk [86] made the assumption of maximum electron trapping behind the shock to
modify the electron pressure, resulting in an increased critical Mach number M ≈ 3.1.
This was extended further by Forslund and Freiberg [87] to a critical Mach number of
M = 6.5. The model developed by Sorasio et al. [88] showed the Mach number increases
with the ratio of the upstream to downstream electron temperatures, Θ and densities,
γ, with no absolute upper limit.
Mmax ' 3 (γ + 1)
γ
√
piΘ
8
(2.48)
However, they conclude that for their double layer shock solution to exist the electron
pressure must exceed the ion pressure along the shock, while both must be equivalent
at the layer boundary. The result of higher critical Mach numbers is in fact intuitive.
Decreasing downstream electron temperature decreases the number of trapped electrons,
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Figure 2.8: Plot of the electron motion in a laser field for linear and circular polarisations
in (a) the static x-z plane and (b) the average electron drift frame.
lowering the electron pressure behind the shock; the maximum electrostatic potential
increases and high Mach numbers can be supported.
2.3 Laser-Matter Interactions
For laser-plasma based ion acceleration, the interaction of a laser with materials and
the directly or otherwise laser induced motion of electrons and ions within the plasma
must be considered.
2.3.1 Single Particle Motion
For an incident laser, the electrons within a plasma will respond to the electromagnetic
fields which gives particle motion. On the same timescales, ions are unable to respond
to these fields due to their increased mass; energy transfer from the laser is typically
through electron-ion interactions. Therefore, to understand the mechanisms behind
laser-plasma energy absorption and ion acceleration, it is to important to understand
electron motion in a laser field. A full treatment of a single particle in an electromagnetic
field is given in Appendix C. The components of the electron motion can be shown to
be
x =
a0c
ω
(1− cos(kz − ωt))
y = 0
z = (
a20c
4
)t− (a
2
0c
8ω
) sin 2(kz − ωt)
(2.49)
This result describes the particle motion. The motion of the particle in the x-z plane
for linear and circular polarisation is plotted in figure 2.8(a). The particle motion in the
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drift frame of the particle is shown in figure 2.8(b). For linear polarisation this takes
the form of a figure of eight pattern.
2.3.2 Ionisation Processes
When an intense laser is incident on a material, the initial process of interest is ionisation
of the target, predominantly through one of two mechanisms. Both are related to the
interaction of the laser’s electric field with the atomic electrons.
Multi-photon Ionisation
The first process is multi-photon ionisation. Here, as the name suggests, multiple pho-
tons lose their energy to atomic electrons on the front surface of the target, pushing these
electrons to higher and higher energy levels until they can escape the atomic potential;
the minimum number of photons required is given by the relation n~ωL > i, where i
is the ionisation potential. As successive photons are absorbed, the atomic electrons
transition through successive short-lived virtual states until they gain sufficient energy
to become ionised.
For the case of overdense targets, these so called seed electrons can then be accelerated
by the laser field into the target, causing further ionisation. This process occurs through
inelastic collisions between electrons. If the scattering is strong enough, or a sufficient
number of scattering events occur, the energy required to liberate atomic electrons can
be overcome.
A requirement for high density targets comes from the dependence of the collisional
cross-section on target density and the inverse dependence on electron temperature. A
general relationship for the number of collisionally ionised electrons can be estimated
to be of the form Ncol =
<kBTe>
i
nine < veσs >, where σs is the collisional cross section.
Other authors have developed methods for estimating the rate of collisional ionisation,
most notably Lotz [89]. Lotz developed an expression for the rate of collisional ionisation
as
σcoll =
N∑
i=1
aiqi
ln (Ee/i)
Eei
{
1− bi.e.−ci(Ee/i−1)
}
(2.50)
where Ee is the energy of the scattering electron, qi is the number of electrons in the outer
shell and ai, bi and ci are constants given by Lotz. This can be similarly represented in
the form [90]
σcoll = ne
aiqi
i(kBTe)
1
2
∫ ∞
i/kBTe
e−x
x
dx (2.51)
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the field ionisation by barrier suppression. The dashed black
line shows the unperturbed atomic potential, the red line is the laser poten-
tial and the green line the suppressed atomic potential. (a) shows partial
suppression of the barrier, allowing ionisation through multi-photon absorp-
tion. (b) shows electron tunnelling through the barrier, made energetically
favourable through the barrier suppression; γK ' 1. (c) shows full suppres-
sion and the electron can escape without tunnelling; γK  1.
Barrier Suppression Ionisation
The second process is called field ionisation by barrier suppression (FIBS) or tunnelling
ionisation. It is the result of electrons tunnelling through the Coulomb barrier which
is made probabilistically significant through the barrier suppression. This can occur
in the intense electric fields of the laser at the front surface of a target, or from a
Debye sheath at the target rear. The suppression makes it energetically favourable for
tunnelling to occur. Furthermore, if the magnitude of the laser field exceeds that of
the Coulomb barrier, it is suppressed to such an extent that the electrons can escape
without the need for tunnelling. This process has been modelled by various authors.
The ionisation rate for hydrogen like ions, where only a single 1s electron remains, was
determined by Keldysh [91] who used a quantum mechanical approach to determine
the probability of tunnelling. A more general solution for many-electron ion systems
was developed by Ammosov, Delone and Krainov [92], which is given by the so-called
ADK ionisation rate, which depends on the configurational quantum numbers of the ion.
Experimentally measured ionisation rates for a number of the inert gases at intensities
in the range 1013-1018 Wcm−2 have been compared with the ADK model [93] [94],
demonstrating reasonable agreement. However, some deviation from the ADK model
occurs for heavier elements at higher charge states.
To characterise the regime in which ionisation occurs, the Keldysh parameter, γK , [95]
can be used
γK =
(
i
2Up
) 1
2
(2.52)
Here, i is again the ionisation potential and Up = (
√
1 + a02− 1)mec2, the ponderomo-
tive potential. Effectively, the Keldysh parameter is a measure of the ionisation energy
compared to the potential energy gained by an unbound electron in the laser electric
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field. Put another way, it is the ratio of the electron tunnelling time to the laser pe-
riod i.e. the time required for a bound atomic electron to tunnel through the Coulomb
barrier relative to one laser period. For the condition γK  1, the ionisation potential
is much larger than the potential energy that an electron gains within the laser field.
Ionisation occurs through a multi-photon absorption process, with successive photons
being absorbed. Atomic electrons are excited to ever higher energy states until their
energy exceeds that of the bounding potential and ionisation occurs.
For γK  1, it is energetically favourable for electrons to exist in an unbound state,
although this is prevented by the atomic potential. The electric field becomes strong
enough to at least partially suppress the Coulomb barrier, resulting in an increased
probability of electron tunnelling; the tunnelling time of the electron decreases with
the suppressed Coulomb potential, allowing tunnelling to occur within a laser period.
Barrier suppression ionisation occurs. The ionisation in this case is described by the
ADK ionisation rate.
2.3.3 Absorption Mechanisms
Once the target is ionised, the next consideration concerns how laser energy is coupled to
the plasma. This is an important area of the interaction physics, since many applications
require efficient coupling of the laser energy to the accelerated ions and electrons.
The transfer of energy from an incident laser to a plasma is determined by the in-
tensity, density profile of the plasma, the laser wavelength and the angle of incidence.
There are four main mechanisms for energy coupling in near and above critical density
plasmas (ne ≥ nc); inverse bremsstrahlung, resonance absorption, vacuum heating and
~J × ~B heating. Parametric instabilities, or non-linear wave-wave interactions can also
occur in a plasma, which provide further mechanisms for energy absorption [78]. Ex-
amples include two plasmon decay [82] and stimulated Raman scattering [96] [97]. The
four mechanisms can be divided into two subgroups, those at high intensities, above
1018 Wcm−2 and those below this intensity, respectively. At moderate intensities, in-
verse bremsstrahlung and resonance absorption are dominant. At high intensities, the
main energy transfer occurs via vacuum heating and ~J × ~B heating.
Inverse Bremsstrahlung
Inverse bremsstrahlung is similar to the ionisation mechanism mentioned earlier (see
2.3.2). However, the energy deposited instead heats the plasma. Electrons are acceler-
ated by the oscillating laser electric field, before losing their energy through collisions
with the plasma ions. The electron-ion collision frequency is given by [98]
νei =
1
3(2pi)3/2
neZe
4ln Λ
02me1/2(kBTe [K])3/2
≈ 2.9× 10
−12Zne [m−3]
(Te [eV])3/2
, (2.53)
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where ne is the plasma electron density, Te is the electron temperature, kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, Z is the atomic number and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm. Inverse
bremsstrahlung is efficient in long density scale lengths and at low temperatures. The
energy and density requirements therefore limit the intensity range at which the mech-
anism is relevant to intensities of the order 1012 Wcm−2 → 1015 Wcm−2.
Resonance Absorption
Resonance absorption is the second relevant mechanism at moderate intensities. Unlike
inverse bremsstrahlung, it occurs solely at the critical surface. In this case, the energy in
the laser is coupled into plasma waves. Unlike inverse bremsstrahlung, it is a collisionless
mechanism [80]. Consider the case of a plane p-polarised laser incident on an overdense
plasma at an angle φ 6= 0 . Here, a component of the electric field of the laser acts in
the direction normal to the target. The exponential decay of the electric field has a
finite distance, the skin depth (see equation 2.18). Since there exists a component of
the electric field which causes electron oscillations in the direction of the target normal,
~E · ~∇ne 6= 0; charge density fluctuations are induced. The density perturbations can
become resonant in the plasma at the critical surface with the condition ωp = ωL. The
induced plasma wave can grow over a number of laser periods and deposit energy in
the bulk of the plasma through collisions or, at high intensities via wave breaking [82].
The energy deposition creates hot electrons; these are electrons with a higher energy
than the bulk temperature. The electron temperature for resonance absorption has
been shown to scale as Te ∝ I 13 t 16 [99], giving electron temperatures of 100′s eV at the
critical surface after only 10 fs for an intensity of I = 1015 Wcm−2. Note that in the plane
wave approximation, s-polarised light incident on the plasma cannot create a density
perturbation (plasma wave) at the critical surface and there is no resonance.
The requirement of a component of the laser field pointing into the target leads to an
angular dependence. It has been shown that enhanced absorption is possible for de-
formed target surfaces [100] [101]. Denisov [102] showed a self-similar dependence of
the absorption on the angle for targets with long density scale lengths. The mecha-
nism in fact cannot be supported for very sharp density scales [80]. Consider the field
amplitude of a resonantly driven plasma wave at the critical surface for a slab. There
will be little field swelling due to the propagation of the laser in a density gradient (see
section 2.1.5) and the amplitude of the plasma wave will be of the order of the laser
field amplitude, xp ' eEL/meω2L = vos/ωL. Since the resonance cannot be sustained if
the amplitude becomes greater than the density scale length (which tends to zero for a
step density gradient) the mechanism cannot occur.
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Vacuum Heating
In the relativistic intensity regime (a0 > 1), heating can occur through Vacuum or
Brunel heating [103]. First, consider a relativistic (I > 1018 Wcm−2) p-polarised laser
pulse incident at an angle φ on a plasma. For an overcritical plasma slab the laser can-
not penetrate beyond its skin depth (∼ c/ωp). However, as electrons reach the target
edge they will directly experience the laser field. Assuming their arrival coincides with
the correct period of the laser cycle, the electron is accelerated from the target into the
vacuum beyond the thermal Debye sheath, λD = vth/ωp. As the field polarity reverses
the electron is accelerated back towards the target. For relativistic intensities, the field
strength is such that the electron can penetrate the target to a distance exceeding the
skin depth; the laser field is completely screened and the electron experiences only half
the laser cycle. With no decelerating force from the laser, the electron is free to bal-
listically traverse the target. Since the laser pulse repeats this process every cycle, the
effect is that bunches of electrons are accelerated into the target at the frequency of the
incident laser pulse, ωL.
A variation on vacuum heating comes in the form of the anomalous skin effect. Here,
as in vacuum heating, electrons within the skin depth oscillate with the laser field,
depositing energy and thermalising through collisions. For the case of the anomalous
skin effect, the electrons gain sufficient energy within the field that their mean free path
exceeds the skin depth, i.e. λmfp > ls = vth/ω. As such, the laser heats an increased
volume of the target, with an effective skin depth, lα given as [104]
lα '
(
c2vth
ωLωpe
2
) 1
3
(2.54)
~J × ~B Heating
At high intensities, electron motion becomes relativistic and the ~v × ~B component of
the Lorentz force becomes comparable with the electric field contribution to the elec-
tron motion. The oscillating laser field accelerates electrons at the target surface into
the overdense bulk plasma. The mechanism is physically similar to vacuum heating
given electrons are directly accelerated by the laser field. Consider the Lorentz force
equation
~FL = e( ~E + [~v × ~B]) (2.55)
The primary driving force is the ~v× ~B component, which causes the electrons to oscillate
at twice the laser frequency, i.e. ω = 2ωL [105]. This allows some of the electrons to
gain enough kinetic energy to escape the laser field and propagate into the overdense
plasma along the laser axis.
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~J × ~B heating becomes significant at relativistic electron quiver velocities with the ab-
sorption fraction increasing with laser intensity [106]. Hence, ~J × ~B absorption has
been shown to be a highly efficient method of energy conversion for intensities above
1018 Wcm−2. For example, it was shown that for intensities of 1020 Wcm−2 at 6◦ inci-
dence, 60% laser absorption can be achieved [107].
The dominant mechanism at high intensities is dependent on both the magnitude of
the ~v × ~B term compared with the laser electric field normal to the target surface and
the plasma scale length on the target front surface. As such, ~J × ~B heating is the
dominant mechanism at (near) normal incidence. However, it can be suppressed by
using circularly polarised laser light.
2.3.4 Ponderomotive Acceleration
Traditional methods for deriving the non-relativistic ponderomotive force make the
assumption that the electron quiver motion in an applied electric field is much less than
the speed of light. For more information on this see for example [78] or [80]. This gives
the result
~fp = − e
2
2meω2
~∇ ~E2 (2.56)
However, in the relativistic regime (a0 > 1), one must consider the case when the quiver
velocity approaches the speed of light. With this in mind, consider the electron-fluid
momentum equation as shown in [108]
(
∂
∂t
+ ~v · ~∇)(γ~v) = −( ~E + [~v × ~B]) (2.57)
where γ is the Lorentz factor. Applying the Coulomb gauge, ~∇ · ~A = 0 [109], the mag-
netic vector potential can be related to the electric and magnetic fields by
~E = −∂
~A
∂t
− ~∇φ
~B = ~∇× ~A
(2.58)
Only the electric field relation is changed, with the electric potential going to zero. This
can be rationalised if one considers the case of a single electron in a laser field expe-
riencing the ponderomotive force. By applying the Coulomb gauge, one is essentially
imposing the condition that the particle is in a vacuum; for a single electron no potential
term can exist. Now, consider the vector identity
(~v · ~∇)(γ~v) = ~∇γ − ~v × [~∇(γ~v)] (2.59)
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the ponderomotive force experienced by an electron in a
spatially variant intensity profile.
Therefore, the momentum equation (2.57) can be rewritten as
∂
∂t
(γ~v − ~A) = ~v × [~∇× (γ~v − ~A)]− ~∇γ (2.60)
From this, the relativistic vorticity equation can be expressed as
∂
∂t
[~∇× (γ~v − ~A)] = ~∇× {~v × [~∇× (γ~v − ~A)]− ~∇γ} (2.61)
For a plasma initially at rest it can be said [~∇× (γ~v − ~A)] = 0. The vorticity equation
ensures this holds for all time, since the laser itself cannot generate vortices. Therefore,
the final momentum equation can be written
∂
∂t
(γ~v − ~A) = −~∇γ (2.62)
The ponderomotive term on the right hand side of 2.62 is valid for any intensity. The
term on the left hand side of equation 2.62 is the canonical momentum. Therefore
the interaction of a laser pulse with an electron fluid can be analysed if the continuity
equation and Maxwell’s equations are used. In the non-relativistic limit, by recognising
that as v  c, a Taylor expansion can be applied to the right hand side of equation
2.62, giving −~∇γ w −~∇(1 + 12 v
2
c2
+ 0v4) = −~∇ v2
2c2
. Recalling a0 =
v
c = eE0/meωLc and
substituting, the non-relativistic relation given in equation 2.56 is recovered.
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Figure 2.11: Plot to help illustrate self-focussing. (a) the critical power, Pc, which
defines the self-focussing regime. (b) the distance over which a 228 GW
beam would collapse to zero radius, zc, given by equation 2.65.
The effect is illustrated in figure 2.10. Electrons oscillate during the laser cycle; the
amplitude of this quiver motion is dependent on the laser intensity. The spatially
varying field intensity profile results in an asymmetry in the force experienced by the
electron, with the restoring force in the second half of the laser cycle reduced. There is
a net force away from regions of high intensity, the ponderomotive force.
2.3.5 Laser Self Focussing
Self focussing is the process of an induced change in the local plasma refractive index by
a propagating laser pulse. Electrons motion induces a spatial variation of the refractive
index, forming an effective “plasma lens” which acts to focus the beam. Self focussing
can occur in three manners; through thermal, ponderomotive (see section 2.3.4) or rel-
ativistic effects. Thermal and ponderomotive effects result in the expulsion of electrons
from regions of high intensity, creating local spatial variations in the refractive index
[110]. Relativistic self focussing arises due to a change in the refractive index caused by
a reduction in plasma frequency from induced relativistic electron motion in the laser
field. This is a third order non-linear process known as the optical Kerr effect, with
the refractive index change scaling as E2 (or equivalently, IL) [111]. Again, this occurs
most strongly on axis, resulting in a focussing effect.
Self-focussing can be characterised by the critical power, Pc, the laser power at which
diffraction effects are equivalent to those of self-focussing [80]. This can be expressed
as
Pc =
4pi0m
2
ec
5ω2L
e2ωpe
2
' 17
(
ω2L
ω2pe
)
[GW] (2.63)
Above this threshold, self focussing effects exceed diffraction effects and the beam radius
spatially decreases. This threshold level is represented graphically in figure 2.11(a).
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Further, the beam radius, 〈r2〉, can be expressed as a function of the Rayleigh length,
zR, and associated beam waist, σ0,
〈r2〉 = σ20
[
1 +
z2
z2R
(
1− PL
Pc
)]
(2.64)
In the limiting case PL > Pc, an expression can be derived for the distance over which
the beam would collapse to zero radius, zc, in the idealised case of no opposing forces.
This is given by
zc =
zR
PL/Pc − 1 (2.65)
The relation is plotted in figure 2.11(b). Here a laser with power of 228 GW is used to
illustrate equation 2.65. This value is chosen as it equates to the mean laser power of
results presented in Chapter 5.
2.4 Ion Acceleration
2.4.1 Sheath Acceleration
For thick targets at intensities 6 1021 Wcm−2, laser-plasma induced ion acceleration
is typically dominated by sheath acceleration, commonly called target normal sheath
acceleration [TNSA]2. The basic interaction process is shown in figure 2.12. The process
starts with a high intensity laser pulse interacting with the front surface of the target,
near-instantaneously ionising and transferring energy to the electrons as described in
sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Hot electrons are generated at the front surface and accelerated
into the bulk of the target, causing further ionisation. If sufficiently energetic, these
electrons can escape the rear of the target into the vacuum. As the number of electrons
leaving the target accumulates, the rear surface of the target becomes positively charged.
The electrostatic sheath field can accelerate ions from the surface of the target into the
vacuum. The energy and charge of the accelerated ion bunch depends on the sheath
profile created by the hot electrons. These electrostatic fields can arise at both the
front and rear surface of the target and as such, ion acceleration is possible in both the
forward and backwards directions. The fields present can reach of the order 1012 Vm−1
[22] [112].
The question of where the accelerated ions exiting the rear of the target originate has
generated much debate. Clark et al. [20] measured protons with peak energies of 18
MeV, emitted from the rear side of the target. The observation of an annular ring
structure to the proton beam lead to the suggestion of large magnetic fields induced in
2Although this is not strictly metonymically correct
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Figure 2.12: Figure depicting the process of sheath acceleration, through the interaction
of an intense laser pulse with a solid density foil target.
the target by laser generated fast electrons from the front surface. They argued that
this suggests the observed protons were generated at the front surface [113] [114]. Clark
et al. [20] also demonstrated ions being emitted backwards from the front surface of
the target. They observed proton energies up to 30 MeV. There has been considerable
other work by other authors, for example Snavely et al. [21], who have attempted to
resolve this issue, but it seems apparent that there is a contribution from both surfaces
of the target, as concluded by Zepf et al. [113].
If an electron is not sufficiently energetic to escape the sheath field, it will return to
the target; if it has the required kinetic energy it can still escape. Electrons which
return to the target can recirculate; becoming trapped between sheath fields formed at
the front and rear target surfaces. This acts to increase the hot electron temperature,
boosting the sheath fields. The phenomenon is particularly effective in thin targets,
where the relatively short transition time across the target facilitates multiple passes.
The increased electron temperatures form a stronger sheath, increasing the maximum
ion energy [115].
Various authors have attempted to come up with models to describe this acceleration.
Mora [116] uses a collisionless model for ions and attempts to predict quantities such
as the position and velocity of the ion front. It assumes half the considered space is an
electron-ion plasma, with the other half vacuum; the initial density assumes the shape
of a step-function. The electron distribution is assumed to be Boltzmann-like. Mora
[116] finds an expression for the field at the ion front, which is true at all times, takes
the form
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Efront w
2E0√
2e+ ω2pit
2
(2.66)
This result also allows for expressions for the velocity and position of the ion front as a
function of time to be deduced
vfront w 2cs ln (τ +
√
τ2 + 1) (2.67)
xfront w 2
√
2eλD0 [τ ln (τ +
√
τ2 + 1)−
√
τ2 + 1 + 1] (2.68)
where τ =
ωpi t√
2e
. By taking equation 2.67 in the limit ωpi  1, the cut-off energy of the
ion spectrum, the maximum ion energy, can be obtained
Emax w 2ZkBTe[ln (τ +
√
τ2 + 1)]2 (2.69)
Mora went a step further and further expanded the model with an adiabatic expan-
sion which resulted in an analogous scaling law which depends on the target thickness
[117].
While this model demonstrated some agreement with experimental and simulation re-
sults, it is limited in practicality due to the assumptions made. Firstly, the model takes
the ion density to be ni = ne/qi at the rear surface of the target. Whether this is a valid
assumption needs to be considered, since the density is determined by the hot electron
distribution and this in turn is predicated on the interaction at the front surface of the
target.
The second limitation concerns the way the cut-off energy is calculated. This maximum
energy is related to a time parameter which describes how long the sheath is under
the influence of the laser accelerated electrons; any evolution post-laser pulse cannot
be accounted for. It has been suggested that the Mora model overestimates the cut-off
energy [118] [119]. The model was shown to inadequately predict the change in Emax
as a function of increasing pulse length. However, a second, more complete two phase
model was introduced by Mora that better estimated the latter time evolution process
[117]. Finally, the model requires knowledge of the generated hot electron temperature,
Te.
This final limitation of the Mora model is particularly problematic since the hot elec-
tron temperature itself is not readily determined. Various authors have attempted to
provide scaling laws for multiple intensity regimes, but the relation between the various
ionisation and absorption mechanisms, themselves dependant on intensity as discussed
previously, makes these difficult to determine. Work by Beg et al. [120] suggested
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that for a0 . 1, the hot electron temperature scales as Te ∝ (Iλ2) 13 ; this matches the
resonance absorption scaling. For a0 > 1, Wilks et al. [105] found the hot electron
temperature scales with the ponderomotive potential, such that for circular polarisa-
tion,
Te = (
√
1 + a02 − 1)mec2 (2.70)
which simplifies to Te = a0mec
2 for a0  1. Therefore, Te ∝ (Iλ2) 12 . Gibbon also
suggested a transition regime [121], around a0 ' 1, where the scaling goes as Te ∝
(Iλ2)
1
2
→ 1
3 , up to 1019Wcm−2, as the absorption and electron acceleration mechanisms
change.
More recently, Kluge et al. [122] studied the hot electron scaling with intensity using
two dimensional particle in cell simulations. For a0  1, the hot electron temperature
was shown to scale as Te = a0
2 = Iλ, while for a0  1, the scaling goes as
Te =
(
pia0
2 ln 16 + 2 ln a0
− 1
)
mec
2 (2.71)
These results were shown to be in good agreement with experimental results, especially
for a0 > 1.
A number of authors other than Mora have attempted to develop models to examine
sheath acceleration scaling. These include Schreiber et al. [123], Passoni and Lontano
[124], Albright et al. [125] and Robinson et al. [126]. A review by Perego et al. [119] of
all these and the Mora model compared the predicted ion energies with experimental
results. Remarkable agreement was seen with some of the models. The model by Passoni
et al [124] performed particularly well when compared to experimental results over an
intensity range 1018 → 1021Wcm−2.
Ion Beam Characteristics
Much of the attraction of sheath accelerated ion beams are their unique properties.
The sheath acceleration mechanism produces thermal ion spectra [21] [127] useful for
many applications. The nature of the sheath field profile at the rear of the target
generates this spectrum. The sheath is dependent on the fast electron profile at the
rear surface. Typically, the front surface electron beam is divergent from its interaction
with the laser, the highest energy electrons being in the target normal direction. The
sheath field and hence highest ion energies are also typically strongest in this direction,
with lower energies at larger angles. This leads to the sheath field at the rear of the
target taking a quasi-gaussian profile parallel to the surface [59], while falling away
exponentially perpendicular to the target. Since the accelerating field is normal to the
sheath the ion beam is divergent and has a thermal profile (typical half angles are ∼ 20◦
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[59], although this clearly depends on the sheath field profile, which is susceptible to
perturbation from instabilities in the hot electron propagation and target deformation
[128]).
While no spectral energy peaking typically exists, a number of authors have attempted
to achieve such features through careful target manipulation. Schwoerer et al. [129]
demonstrated a 1.2 MeV proton beam with ∼ 25% energy spread through the use of
proton rich dots placed on the rear surface of a titanium foil. Hegelich et al. demon-
strated 3 MeV 5+C ions, with an energy spread of ∼ 17% from palladium targets with
a thin carbon surface layer.
The typical thermal ion spectrum is of interest for certain applications, for example
proton radiography. Since a thermal spectrum comprises multiple energies, there is also
a multitude of ion velocities. With adequate separation between the source and the
object to be imaged, time resolved images can be achieved. Furthermore, these ion
beams have been shown to have an extremely small effective source size < 15 µm with
very low transverse emittance [26] [130], again important for proton radiography.
Limitations and Conclusions
Sheath acceleration is now a relatively well understood mechanism for ion acceleration
capable of consistently producing proton or ion beams, although the properties of these
beams themselves are not necessarily consistent. This, along with the ion source prop-
erties continues to drive research motivated by applications. Many applications require
not only good shot to shot reproducibility, but also monoenergetic features. This is
clearly challenging as discussed previously, but various authors have attempted to solve
the solution through target and laser manipulation. Some authors have attempted to
produce low energy spread beams with some success. The process usually involves
careful target control to reduce unwanted impurities and the addition of artificial con-
taminants on the rear surface which act to allow energy selection in the sheath at the
cost of energy conversion efficiency. The reader is directed to any of the following for
more information [129] [131] [132].
There exist a second modus operandi to produce these beams through post acceleration
energy selection techniques. Hadron therapy is a good example. Various authors have
suggested and applied the use of post accelerating structures, for example quadrupoles
[133] or a Gabor Lens [134] [135]. These structures work by discarding the unwanted
energies, through focussing of the ion beam and then passing the beam through an
aperture. The problem with these designs is that they are very energy inefficient; for
a small energy spread most of the ions are discarded, meaning most of the coupled
laser energy is also lost. Use of these devices therefore exacerbates the already low
coupling efficiencies. A secondary issue is the limited maximum energy of the ions that
can currently be produced. The maximum proton energies produced to date are of the
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order of 85-90 MeV [25], while hadron therapy requires protons up to 250 MeV, rising
to 300 MeV for radiography. Substantial progress is needed to achieve the ion energies
required. One of the great challenges is the energy scaling as one goes to relativistic
intensities (Te ∝ (Iλ2) 12 ). This makes the intensity requirements excessively prohibitive.
Add to this the low repetition rate of the world’s leading high intensity lasers and the
task becomes even more daunting.
Considering the above, one clearly has two avenues of pursuit in the drive for higher
energy (perhaps monoenergetic) ions. First, one can drive for higher intensity lasers
capable of higher repetition rates, thus allowing for sheath accelerated beams to be
used. A second, perhaps more interesting solution is the use of a different acceleration
scheme to produce the desired beam characteristics. With this in mind, the next section
will consider two different accelerating mechanisms based on ion acceleration driven by
the radiation pressure exerted by a laser incident on a plasma.
2.4.2 Radiation Pressure Acceleration
Radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) is the method by which ions are accelerated
through the pressure exerted upon a plasma by a laser. For an overdense plasma, if
the laser exerted pressure exceeds the electron thermal pressure, the plasma can be
accelerated in the direction of laser propagation. This is not actually a new idea; Marx
[136] proposed a terrestrial laser could be used as a propulsion system for an interstellar
spacecraft by using the pressure exerted by the laser photons on a ‘light sail’. The
pressure exerted on a plasma by a laser is proportional to the intensity, PR ∝ IL.
This means that current laser systems can exert pressures in excess of 100 GBar, albeit
only for a fraction of a second. Even so, it was theorised ions could be accelerated to
high energies using this technique [105] [137] [138]. Initially, it was predicted that for
linearly polarised lasers, intensities of the order 1023 Wcm−2 would be required [137] for
radiation pressure dominated acceleration; a currently unattainable level. It was soon
realised that by using circular polarisation, this requirement could be brought down
by a factor of 100, attributed to the suppression of hot electron generation via ~J × ~B
forces with a circularly polarised pulse [139] [140]. Further work by Palmer et al. [141]
showed that these intensity requirements could be reduced even further by using a mid-
IR (λ ' 10µm) CO2 laser like the one found at the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
These experiments exploited the favourable wavelength scaling of the vector potential
(equation C.2).
There are two manifestations of RPA; hole-boring and light sail acceleration. They
are distinguished by the type of plasma with which they interact. Hole-boring RPA
(HB-RPA, or just HB) is concerned with plasmas which can be assumed infinitely thick
during the acceleration phase, while light sail (LS) considers the acceleration of an
entire, thin plasma slab. They are of interest due to their common defining features,
namely favourable peak ion energy scaling with intensity and the monoenergetic ion
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bunches they can generate.
Collisionless shocks (see section 2.2.3) are also of interest as a mechanism for ion accel-
eration. Hole-boring and collisionless shock acceleration share many common features;
the most important being both propagate the plasma with an associated potential which
acts to “sweep up” upstream ions. Assuming kBTi < eφshock, ions can be reflected off
the potential to velocities twice that of the shock. Whether acceleration is due to HB or
collisionless shock acceleration depends on the balance between the radiation pressure
of the laser and thermal pressure of the plasma. Assuming ponderomotive scaling3 for
the electron temperature, the plasma thermal pressure can be taken as
Pth = nekBTe = nemec
2
[√
1 +
a02
2
− 1
]
(2.72)
while the radiation pressure is of the form given in equation 2.78 which can be re-
expressed as
Prad = ncmec
2a0
2 (2.73)
For the case that Prad > Pth it can then be said that for radiation pressure to domi-
nate
a0 >
√
ne2
2nc2
− 2ne
nc
(2.74)
This result is shown in figure 2.13.
For the case of radiation pressure domination, the critical surface is spatially driven into
the target (a hole is “bored”). As the critical surface moves into the plasma ions can
be swept up and accelerated to high energies. For the case where the thermal pressure
dominates, the laser cannot drive the critical surface spatially, but electron heating
means it is possible to form a collisionless shock.
Both mechanisms comprise of the formation of a shock with subsequent reflection of
upstream ions from the potential associated with this structure. The formation mech-
anism is the characteristic feature. For hole-boring, the ponderomotive force forms the
shock, while for collisionless shock acceleration, temperature or density gradients are
the cause.
3linear polarisation is assumed as this is most relevant to the work in this thesis.
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Figure 2.13: The relation between the vector potential and plasma density when the ra-
diation pressure and plasma thermal pressure are balanced. An interaction
sitting well above this line is dominated by hole-boring, while an interaction
well below this line is dominated by collisionless shock acceleration
Hole-Boring
First consider a plasma slab with electron and ion densities, ne and ni, respectively.
An incident laser pulse ponderomotively accelerates electrons at the front surface of
the plasma, causing charge separation and forming electron depletion (0 < x < x1)
and electron compression (x1 < x < x2) regions (see figure 2.14(a)). The size of the
compression region is defined by the penetration distance of the ponderomotive force into
the target, ls = c/2ωp. The ponderomotively accelerated electrons continue to pile up
until the induced charge separation field, Ex, balances the ponderomotive force.
Macchi et al. [142] use a Lagrangian scheme to describe the ion motion within the
charge separation layer. In one-dimension, the equation of motion is given as
mi
d2xi(t)
dt2
= ZeEx0 = ZeE0
(
1− xi(0)− x1
ls
)
(2.75)
where xi(0) is the initial position for a given ion and Ex0 is the field at the initial ion
position. It is possible to solve the equation of motion to find the position of any given
ion as a function of time, given as
xi(t) = xi(0) +
[
Ze
2mi
E0
(
1− xi(0)− x1
ls
)]
t2 (2.76)
This result indicates the field and density profiles are self-similar in the compression
region and all ions will arrive at the same time, tb = (2lsmi/ZeE0)
1/2. The model
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Figure 2.14: Profiles of the electron density, ne, ion density, ni and induced electrostatic
field, Ex for the HB front formation (a) at early times when ion motion is
fixed and (b) later times during the co-propagation of the electron and ion
fronts.
further predicts that at time tb a singularity forms in the density. Obviously in practice
this does not occur; either equilibrium is reached before this, or wave-breaking occurs
and the density structure collapses.
Simultaneously, the radiation pressure drives the critical surface spatially into the
plasma. For steady conditions within the charge separation layer, the velocity of the
critical front can be simply calculated hydrodynamically by first recalling the continuity
and force balance equation for a simple plasma,
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(ρu) = 0
∂
∂t
(ρu)− ∂
∂x
(ρu2) +
∂
∂x
(ZPe + PL) = 0
(2.77)
In the reference frame of the HB front, the front itself is stationary and so the time
derivatives will go to zero. In the stationary frame, the continuity equation becomes
∂
∂x(ρu) = 0 and for the force balance, PL  ZPe, giving the result
ρu = constant
ρu2 = PL =
2I
c
(2.78)
resulting in a velocity
u =
√
2I
ρc
(2.79)
Similarly, the HB velocity can be obtained by a 1D quantum mechanical consideration
of the change in photon momentum, δpphotons, in a time δt. This is done through the
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balancing of the photon and mass momentum flows. In the frame of the moving shock,
the ion density can be given as niγhb, where γhb is the Lorentz factor due to the length
contraction in the shock frame. For simplicity assume total reflection of N photons
with momentum ~ω in a bunch duration τ ; the intensity is then I = N~ω/τ . Since
the number of photons is invariant in reflection, N must be conserved. The reflected
photons are Doppler red shifted in the shock frame owing to the moving critical surface.
The frequency of the reflected photons, ωr with respect to their initial frequency, ω
′
is
given by
ωr = ω
′
(
1− β
1 + β
) 1
2
= ω
(
1− β
1 + β
)
(2.80)
where ω
′
= ω [(1− β) / (1 + β)] 12 . ωr/ω = I ′/I = (1− β) / (1 + β) is the ratio of the
intensities in the shock to lab frame. Here, (1− β) / (1 + β) represents the reflection
coefficient, R, of the incident pulse off the critical surface [143]. In the lab frame,
this occurs in a time τ = τ
′
/(1 − β). The resultant radiation pressure is, as previ-
ously expressed, given as the change in photon momentum for a given period of time,
Prad = δpphotons/δt, which can be expressed as
Prad =
N~
c
(ω + ωr)
τ
=
2I
c
1− β
1 + β
(2.81)
Note the radiation pressure here is just the frame corrected non-relativistic result found
in equation 2.78. In the shock frame the upstream plasma ions travel towards the laser-
plasma interface with velocity −vhb. The momentum of ni ions is therefore assumed to
be −γhbnimivhb.
Through momentum conservation, assuming total ion reflection through elastic collisions
in an incompressible plasma, the total reflected ion momentum is γhbnimivhb. However,
to equate this with the radiation pressure, we need the change in momentum to be in
terms of a unit area (i.e. it needs to also be a pressure). This is done by multiplying by
the rate at which ions arrive at the interface, which is vhb. Therefore, an expression for
the total change in momentum is given by
δpions = niγhb (2miγhbvhb) vhbδt (2.82)
where niγhbvhbδt is the total number of reflected ions within δt. The factor of 2 arises
since the reflected ions arrive and leave with velocities of equivalent magnitude but
opposite sign. Balancing the mass and photon momentum flows leads to
2mivhb
2niγhb =
2I
c
(1− β)
(1 + β)
(2.83)
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From here, the solution for the hole-boring velocity can be found purely algebraically.
Let
Γ =
IL
nimic3
= α
Z
A
nc
ne
me
mi
a0
2 (2.84)
where α is equal to 1 or 1/2 for circular and linear polarisation, respectively. Through
substitution
(Γ− 1)β2 − 2Γβ + Γ = 0 (2.85)
The root that then corresponds to the hole-boring velocity is then given as
vhb
c
=
Γ
1
2
1 + Γ
1
2
(2.86)
where Γ represents the dimensionless piston parameter. Note that the other root is
unphysical as it would result in vhb > c. The energy of the ions in the lab frame, i, is
given by
i = (γhb − 1)mic2 (2.87)
To determine the ion energy in the lab frame, one must obtain an expression for γhb,
which is done by a transformation of the shock frame velocity into the lab frame. This
is done through the relativistic velocity transformation, u = u
′v
1+u
′v
c2
, giving
vLF =
2vhb
1 + β2
=
2βc
1 + β2
(2.88)
Substituting into the expression for γhb, one obtains γhb =
1+β2
1−β2 , which in turn can be
fed into the energy equation, giving
i = mic
2
[
1 + β2
1− β2 − 1
]
= 2mic
2
[
Γ
1 + 2Γ
1
2
]
(2.89)
This result gives the relativistically correct HB velocity as first formulated by Robinson
et al. [144]. This and the piston velocity as a function of the density are plotted for
Hydrogen in figure 2.15.
The result also holds in the non-relativistic limit, Γ 1, vhb  c, with
vhb ' Γ
1
2 =
√
I
minic3
(2.90)
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Figure 2.15: Left, dependence of the hole-boring velocity on the ion density in a Hydro-
gen plasma and right, the predicted ion energy as a function of density for
reflected ions off the critical surface
i ' 2mic2Γ = 2I
nic
(2.91)
As shown above, the energy scaling for the HB accelerated ions is better than sheath
acceleration, with Ei ∝ IL, going to Ei ∝ IL 12 in the relativistic intensity regime for
a fixed density. However, accounting for the fact nc ∝ IL 12 too, working at the same
ne/nc gives the equivalent scaling.
The reflected ion beam co-propagates through the target with reflected electrons as a
charge neutral bunch. This ensures the transport is ballistic. The stopping power is
given by the Bohr formula [98],
LBohr = ln
(
mevp
3
Ze2ωp
)
(2.92)
where vp is the relative velocity of the ions relative to the background electrons. There-
fore for thin, low Z targets collisional energy loss should not be significant.
Various authors have studied HB-RPA theoretically [105] [145] [146]. Liseikina and
Macchi [147] demonstrated a 13.7% conversion efficiency into ions as well as low di-
vergence and monoenergetic ion features. This conversion efficiency is favourable in
comparison to sheath acceleration methods, while monoenergetic features are desirable
for many applications, further motivating research. Cattani et al. [148] showed through
an analytical model looking at a steady state solution for the electron motion of an over-
dense plasma that enhancement of the electron density at the surface occurs, i.e. a sharp
density gradient above the background is formed through snow ploughing. Robinson et
al. [149] showed that hole-boring is possible for densities below the critical density due
to this induced density spike. This allows for higher ion energies, since the HB velocity
scales with the inverse of the density. Therefore, for lower bulk plasma densities, the
front moves faster and the energy gained by snowploughed ions increases. Palmer et al.
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[150] demonstrated the effects of linear density gradients on the front edge of the target
on the ion beam profile.
Experimentally, observations are more difficult. The scaling of equation 2.89 shows
that for solid densities only modest ion energies are expected. Furthermore, target
heating inhibits the acceleration process, either through an increase in the thermal
plasma pressure or through the formation of strong electrostatic fields at the target rear
surface. That said, Palmer et al. [141] observed mono-energetic ions from a near-critical
density gas jet whose energies showed agreement with the i ' I/n scaling of equation
2.91.
Collisionless Shock Acceleration
Expressions have in the last section been derived for the piston velocity of a shock
front being driven into a plasma at the critical surface due to the exerted radiation
pressure. This implicitly assumes an essentially cold plasma i.e. Pth < PRad. Now
consider the case where this is not true and the thermal pressure dominates. For such a
plasma the thermal pressure acts to oppose the radiation pressure exerted upon it by an
incident laser pulse, slowing the HB-RPA front. For the case Pth  PRad, the critical
surface motion is totally suppressed. However, it is possible to launch a collisionless
electrostatic shock. The incident laser can locally heat electrons at the critical surface
which propagate and heat the upstream plasma and increase the bulk sound speed, cs.
A density enhancement can be launched into the plasma ahead of the critical surface
which, if its velocity falls within the limits 1 < M < 1.6, can transition to a collisionless
shock. Collisionless shock acceleration of ions is of interest as an alternative to laser
hole-boring. Some of the important basic physics for these collisionless shocks was
outlined in section 2.2.
Rapid heating of the plasma electrons can lead to a shock structure being formed due
to induced temperature gradients. Unlike in HB-RPA, when the shock can be driven
for as long as the incident laser maintains the induced charge separation, a collisionless
shock can be sustained long after the laser pulse has terminated; the collisionless nature
of these shocks means heat transfer occurs over relatively long timescales. Dissipation
occurs via the population of electrons trapped behind the shock front [151] [152], or for
strong shocks due to the reflection of the upstream ions off the front [153] [154].
Much in the same way as hole-boring acceleration, ions can be reflected off the shock
front and accelerated to high energies [155][156]. Considering the shock frame, if the
ions have a kinetic energy less than the electrostatic potential across the shock front (i.e.
φcrit = Mcr
2/2), they can be reflected and accelerated by the shock, with most joining
the shock formation while a few are reflected to twice the shock velocity. It is possible for
some ions to gain energy equivalent to twice the shock velocity. To obtain monoenergetic
ion features, the shock velocity should be uniform, which relies on the uniform heating
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of the upstream plasma electrons relative to the radiation pressure.
Initial work by Denavit [145] used one dimensional particle-in-cell simulations to show
the formation of these shocks by relativistic intensity lasers incident on overdense plas-
mas. Furthermore, he showed the properties of ion acceleration depend on the ratio of
bulk up- and down-stream electron temperatures. A scan of the incident laser intensity
and target electron density provided evidence for significant variation in the shocks and
resultant ion beams. The higher the upstream electron temperature (lower density),
the faster a shock can propagate and the higher the reflected ion energy.
Various authors have extended this work. Authors such as Silva et al. [157], Chen et
al. [158][159] and Macchi et al. [160], investigated thin targets, the effect of varying
the target properties and temperature effects, respectively. Silva et al. showed that for
thin targets the formation of high velocity shocks was possible. Simulations demon-
strated that electron recirculation could cause uniform, high electron temperatures. For
shock formation times longer than the recirculation time of electrons, shock velocities
vshock/c > 0.1 were possible. Further studies by Fiuza et al. [156] [161] demonstrated
that plasma heating and density steepening in near-critical plasmas with a gradually
decreasing density ramp can theoretically generate high energy protons up to 200 MeV
with a 100 TW laser system. Work has also studied the interaction of shock accelerated
ions with a sheath formed at the rear of a target, demonstrating the ability for enhanced
ion energies [162] [163] [164].
A number of authors have experimentally investigated ion acceleration. Wei et al. [165]
demonstrated transversely accelerated 13 MeV helium ions using the a 0.7 ps, 180 J laser
incident on an underdense gas jet. Henig et al. [166] reported shock-accelerated 8 MeV
protons from microsphere targets. Haberberger et al. [167] observed narrow energy
spread, ∼ 20 MeV protons with a CO2 pulse train incident on a hydrogen plasma.
Collisionless shocks are also of interest due to their presence as astrophysical objects.
Theoretically there has been much interest suggesting the benefit of their creation in the
laboratory [168] [169] [156] [170] [171] There has been much work to produce these shocks
in the laboratory for study. Romagnani et al. [60] observed ion acoustic solitons and
collisionless shock waves from solid targets propagating into a surrounding gas. Nilson
et al. [172] studied cylindrically driven collisionless shocks undergoing a corrugation
instability relevant to high Mach-number ionising astrophysical shocks. Huntington
et al. [173] experimentally observed the magnetic fields associated with the Weibel
instability [174] which it has been posited leads to collisionless shock formation.
Light-Sail Acceleration
A further radiation pressure induced acceleration mechanism, light-sail (LS), considers
thin targets from which the region within the focal spot can be accelerated as a single
entity. Unlike in hole-boring, for LS the ions are coupled to the electrons and accelerated
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solely through the radiation pressure. This increased acceleration time, τ , results in
higher ion energies and favourable energy scaling over not only sheath acceleration but
also HB-RPA, with the ion energy scaling as Ei ∝ IL2.
LS acceleration was first outlined through three dimensional simulations by Esirkepov
et al. [137], with predictions of up to 100 GeV/u ions possible for laser intensities of
> 1023 Wcm−2. This work was further expanded by authors such as Robinson et al.
[175], who developed a full one dimensional model to describe the ion acceleration in
the light sail regime.
In the non-relativistic limit, the energy gained by a plasma slab of thickness ld with ion
mass, mi, and ion density, ni, can be calculated by using a rate of change of momentum.
The radiation pressure exerted on a plasma is given by 2.81, so from this the force can
be shown to be
(1 +R)
IL
c
A =
dp
dt
= minildA
dv
dt
(2.93)
Through integration, it is possible to retrieve the light-sail velocity
vls =
τ
minild
(1 +R)
IL
c
(2.94)
Since electrons and ions co-move ahead together ahead of the laser pulse, this represents
the velocity of the accelerated ions. This has also been extended to the relativistic limit
by Robinson et al. [175].
An approximation for the optimal thickness of the target can also be made. This is
achieved by assuming that maximum ion energies result when the radiation pressure
from the laser is exactly balanced by the thermal/electrostatic pressure of the plasma.
This can be done by using the analogy of the radiation pressure being the same as the
force between two capacitor plates. Again using the radiation pressure and also the
force between two parallel capacitor plates (FE =
σE
2 ), where σ = nieL is the charge
on the plates. The electric field can be found using Gauss’ law (E = σ0 ). Therefore,
FE =
σ2
20
=
n2i e
2L2
20
and so by equating these forces, one can obtain an expression for
the optimal thickness of the target, L,
L =
√
2(1 +R)0IL
cn2i e
2
(2.95)
This essentially assumes that there is no transverse ponderomotive acceleration compo-
nent, which will arise from a spatially varying intensity profile given the ponderomotive
force scale as fp ∝ ~∇E2. The condition that the electrons and ions must remain cou-
pled to ensure the plasma slab moves together also requires cold electrons. This makes
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circular polarisation optimal for this scheme as it suppresses ~J × ~B heating, ensuring
efficient acceleration.
From the result, it can also be seen that if a target is above the optimum thickness there
is an increase in the overall mass of the target. This leads to a reduction in the overall
acceleration, but more importantly a balance cannot be reached between the radiation
pressure and the resultant charge separation, leading to the decoupling of the electrons
and ions.
While the model proposed above gives very favourable peak ion energy scaling and the
possibility for monoenergetic ion spectrum features, the model is too idealised to be
applicable in most experimental situations. The model is based on a one dimensional
approximation in which supergaussian intensity profiles are used. This acts to suppress
the generation of hot electrons, but in reality these beam profiles are hard to achieve.
Consequentially, target deformation and spatially varying intensity profiles lead to sup-
pressed ion acceleration. It has been suggested through simulations that shaped foils
with density profiles designed to match the incident laser intensity profile could help
mitigate this problem [176], although to design such a target would be challenging. The
model also fails because Rayleigh-Taylor like [177] and Weibel-like [178] instabilities are
prevalent.
3 Experimental Methods
For any given laser-plasma experiment it is important to be able to characterise the
interaction to the fullest extent. An understanding of the laser and target conditions
both independently and during an interaction is crucial. This chapter describes the CO2
laser from Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory used for
experimental work presented in this thesis, along with gas targetry methods employed.
A number of optical and ion diagnostic tools are then described along with simulation
tools employed in analysis and understanding the work presented.
3.1 High Power CO2 Lasers
The experimental work in this thesis was carried out at the ATF at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory. The ATF offers the use of a high power CO2 laser, either as a
standalone experimental tool or in conjunction with a 70 MeV electron beam [179]. A
number of previous CO2 only experiments into ion acceleration [141] [180] [181] [182]
and laser wakefield acceleration have been conducted. Furthermore, a large number of
CO2-electron beam experiments have also explored staged electron acceleration [183],
non-linear Thomson scattering [184], inverse free electron lasers [185] [186] and inverse
Compton scattering [187] [188].
The use of CO2 as a gain medium for lasers is not particularly novel, with high power
CO2 lasers being used extensively in industry [189] [190]. However, short-pulse, high
power lasers are not commonplace. A number of systems have existed, for example, the
Neptune laser at UCLA [191], but currently the sole operational short pulse, high power
CO2 laser for research applications is located at the ATF.
CO2 is attractive for use in a gas laser for a number of reasons. Unlike atomic gases,
the upper energy levels are energetically relatively close to the ground state; the lasing
transitions have an energy that represents a large fraction of the energy needed to
excite the molecule. The efficiency of this molecular laser is therefore quite high. CO2
is one of the most simple of the triatomic molecules, since it is linear and symmetric
with three degrees of rotational freedom (see figure 3.1). These take the form of the
symmetric stretch mode, ν1, the bending mode, ν2 and the asymmetric stretch mode,
ν3. As such, the vibrational level of a given molecule can be represented in the form
(ν1, ν2, ν3). The molecule also possesses rotational modes. The energy of any given
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Figure 3.1: The three vibrational degrees of freedom of the CO2 molecule.
state can be represented as the sum of the energy of the vibrational and rotational
modes, E = Erot. + Evibr. = (n + 1/2)~ω + J(J + 1)~2/2µL2, where n and J are
these vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively, µ is the reduced mass
and L is the molecular size. The rotational states are typically much lower in energy
when compared to the vibrational states, so act to provide the fine structure to a given
vibrational state. An example of the energy levels of a CO2 molecule is shown in figure
3.2.
In an excited molecule, a transition can occur to a lower level through the emission
of a photon. For a given transition, from one vibrational state to another, selection
rules dictate there must also be a change in the rotational quantum number, J . For
a transition such that ∆J > 0, this is denoted the P-branch, while for ∆J < 0 the
transition falls in the R-branch. These result in a +h/2pi and −h/2pi change in angular
momentum, respectively. Since the selection rules prohibit a transition ∆J = 0, this
leads to the so-called “centre band” which is a zero point in the gain spectrum and lies
between the R- and P-bands, as shown in figure 3.3. The fine modulation of the two
bands is the result of the various transitions that are possible between the rotational
modes in the two vibrational levels.
At the ATF, matters are complicated somewhat by the addition of a number of other
molecules to the CO2 gain medium; for the regenerative amplifier this consists of a
mixture containing CO2, N2 and He in a typical 1 : 1 : 8 ratio [192]. Nitrogen is
added to assist in the population inversion of the gain medium. In a pure CO2 medium,
excitation can occur to a number of states aside from the desired (0, 0, ν3) mode, reducing
efficiency and the power output. The addition of N2 molecules helps overcome this issue.
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Figure 3.2: The vibrational and rotational energy levels of the CO2 molecule. Excitation
occurs into the (0,0,1) state, before decay into the (1,0,0) or (0,2,0) states.
Decay into the excited He and then ground states can then occur (not
pictured).
N2 is a diatomic molecule and so has only one degree of vibrational freedom along its
internuclear axis. The lifetime of excitations into these higher vibrational states is
relatively long and conveniently the energy of the excited N2(ν = 1) is nearly equivalent
to the desired CO2(0, 0, 1) asymmetric stretch mode. As such, efficient energy transfer
can occur between the readily excited N2(ν = 1) mode and a ground state CO2(0, 0, 0)
molecule via collisions. It is then possible to achieve efficient excitation into the desired
CO2(0, 0, 1) state. The excited asymmetric stretch mode then radiatively decays into
one of either the first symmetric stretch mode, CO2(1, 0, 0), or the second bending mode,
CO2(0, 2, 0); these emit at 10.4 µm and 9.4 µm central wavelengths, respectively. These
modes are subsequently depopulated via collisions with the added He molecules on
relatively fast timescales, giving the required population inversion between the ground
and excited CO2(0, 0, 1) mode.
While the two primary transitions are centred at 10.4 µm and 9.4 µm, the various rota-
tional sub-levels result in a broader spectrum, modulated by the probability of each of
these various modes. The result is the true central wavelength of the R- and P-branches
sits at 10.2 µm and 10.6 µm, respectively. The ATF laser operates using the R-branch
owing to its superior line density. Since the gain spectrum is constructed of multiple
spectra corresponding to the rotational mode transitions whose bandwidth is small, it is
not possible to extract a short pulse. This is clear given the temporal full width at half
maximum pulse length τp that can be extracted from a spectrum with bandwidth δνp is
given by τp = β/δνp, where β = 2 ln 2/pi ≈ 0.44 for a gaussian pulse [80]. Brimacombe
and Reid [194] demonstrated the bandwidth, δν (in GHz) of a given transition can be
found using the formula
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Figure 3.3: CO2 gain spectra for the ATF regenerative amplifier, created using the
co2amp code [193]. Top, gain spectrum for a 1 : 1 : 8 ratio of CO2, N2 and
He at 4 bar pressure. Bottom, the gain spectrum for the same gas mixture
at 10 bar.
δν ≈ P · (5.79ψCO2 + 4.25ψN2 + 3.55ψHe) (3.1)
where P is the pressure in bar and ψα is the relative concentration of the given molecule.
For the previously stated CO2 : N2 : He = 1 : 1 : 8 ratio of molecules at 1 bar, this re-
sults in a frequency of δµ ≈ 3.8 GHz. This would give a typical minimum pulse length
of τp ≈ 120 ps, although in reality the extracted pulse is closer to 1 ns [195]. Amplifi-
cation is strongest at the centre of bandwidth spectrum, increasing the ratio between
the centre of the pulse and the wings and lengthening the pulse [192]. Furthermore,
since any modulation in the frequency domain will translate to a modulation in the
temporal domain of the extracted pulse, without smoothing a single, short pulse will
not be extracted; instead a pulse train will be produced, the temporal separation of
which will be equal to the inverse separation of the rotational spectral lines (25 ps and
18 ps for the R- and P-branches, respectively). For short pulses, it is necessary to re-
move the modulation caused by the rotational modes in the spectrum to increase the
bandwidth.
A smoothing of the gain spectrum can be achieved in a number of ways. Collisional
broadening, if strong enough, is one method that can be employed. As the pressure
of the gas is increased, the effective lifetime of excited states is reduced since collisions
induce radiative transitions on timescales shorter than their mean lifetime. The re-
duced lifetime increases the energy uncertainty of the emitted photon, broadening the
spectrum. Should the broadening become large enough, such that the bandwidth pro-
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files from neighbouring rotational transitions overlap, the spectrum is smoothed. From
equation 3.1, it can be calculated that pressures of the order 25 bar would be required
for full smoothing. Practically however, this is not achievable at the ATF since it is
not possible to efficiently arrange the electrical discharge system used in the amplifier
and achieve uniform excitation. Pressures are limited to a more modest 10 bar as a re-
sult. As such, the bandwidth remains less than the rotational line spacing, although the
spectrum is modified to some extent (see figure 3.3). A further method to modify the
gain spectrum comes in the form of using a mixture of Oxygen isotopes. By using both
16O and 18O the molecular symmetry is broken, doubling the density of rotational lines.
The regenerative amplifier1 at the ATF uses a combination of isotopes, 16O : 12C : 16O,
16O : 12C : 18O and 18O : 12C : 18O in a 1 : 2 : 1 ratio [196]. A combination of using the
superior line density in the R-branch, pressure broadening and isotopic CO2 allows an
∼ 3.5 ps pulse to be extracted.
The seed pulse for the ATF CO2 laser is based on an optical parametric amplification
system (OPA). This uses a frequency doubled erbium oscillator, Ti:sapphire regenerative
amplifier and a mid-IR wavelength converter to produce a ∼ 350 fs pulse with 12-15 µJ of
energy [193]. This is tuned to the desired branch of the CO2 gain spectrum. The pulse is
then positively chirped, longer wavelengths at the start of pulse, using a stretcher, which
also acts as a bandpass filter to select the region of the spectrum that matches the desired
branch of the gain spectrum2 i.e. the 10R branch. The pulse energy after the stretcher
is 1 µJ. The beam is passed through a CdTe half-wave Pockels cell and polarising
splitter which acts as an optical isolator, before being injected into the regenerative
amplifier. This is isotopic as earlier described and UV pre-ionised before being excited
by a transverse electric discharge. It is multi-pass, with the beam extracted by reflection
off a germanium optical switch, which consists of a Ge wafer orientated at Brewster’s
angle, optically excited by a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser so that it becomes reflective.
The energy of the extracted pulse can be tuned by changing the discharge voltage and
the number of passes, but is of the order 10 mJ. The beam is then injected into the
8 bar main amplifier which is non-isotopic and contains a CO2 : N2 : He = 2 : 1 : 28 ratio
of molecules. This is x-ray pre-ionised and again transverse electrically discharged.
The beam makes multiple passes and can be amplified up to ∼ 20 J. The beam is
then recompressed before the interaction chamber down to ∼ 3.5 ps, with the damage
threshold of the gratings effectively limiting the deliverable energy to ∼ 3.5 J; the peak
laser power is of the order 1 TW. The beam is transported to the target, where it is
focussed by an f/2 parabola (although the beam diameter is sub-aperture, giving an
effective f/2.5 focussing geometry) to a measured, best achievable spot size of 33 µm.
The peak on shot intensity is nominally 3× 1016 Wcm−2, a0 ∼ 1.4.
1The main amplifier does not currently use isotopes due to the ∼ $250k cost, although there are plans
to implement this in the near future which would reduce the pulse length to ∼ 1.5 ps
2This is achieved by carefully selecting the size of the grating to act as your filter
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Figure 3.4: Left: Rendered image of a 1 mm gas nozzle made for experiments at the
ATF. Right: Schematic of the gas nozzle, with the three important param-
eters that determine the gas profile illustrated.
3.2 Gas Targetry
For the work presented in this thesis, near- and over-critical density gas jet targets were
used. Gas targets offer a number of advantages over more conventional thin foils. Gas
targets are flexible in the species of ions to be accelerated and inherently less prone to
localised contamination, unlike their foil counterparts. It is also possible to operate gas
targets at high repetition rates, an important consideration for potential applications.
To this point it has been difficult to produce over-critical density gas jets for conventional
Nd:YAG and Ti:Sapp based laser systems; the electron densities required have not been
achievable. One significant benefit of going to CO2 lasers is the ∼ 100-fold decrease
in the critical density (equation 2.10) owing to the longer emission wavelength. For
comparison, the critical density is ∼ 1021 cm−3 and ∼ 1019 cm−3 for 1 µm and 10 µm
wavelengths, respectively. It is quite straightforward to achieve over-critical densities
for CO2 wavelengths in gas targets.
Experiments in this thesis use a supersonic gas nozzle attached to a high pressure
gas valve. The nozzle design determines the peak achievable pressure and the spatial
density profile [197]. The free parameters are the throat and exit diameters, dcrit and
dexit, respectively, and the length of the nozzle, lopt. This is shown in figure 3.4. These
define a basic gas profile, with a change in the reservoir pressure behind the nozzle
used to alter the peak density. The minimum aperture diameter should also be dcrit to
minimise instabilities in the flow.
It was earlier stated the nozzles used in this thesis were supersonic. A nozzle is termed
supersonic when the mass flow rate through the throat of the nozzle exceeds the sounds
speed of the gas (M > 1). Supersonic nozzles can exhibit steep density gradients at
the gas-vacuum interface, although it has been shown these gradients become shallower
and the peak density decreases with distance from the exit of the nozzle [197].
The specific nozzle used in this thesis, a so called “1 mm” nozzle, has a dcrit = 0.5 mm,
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Figure 3.5: Density lineouts for the 1 mm nozzle used on experiments at BNL for 4, 5
and 6 bar backing pressures at a height of 700 µm from the exit.
dexit = 1 mm and lopt = 4 mm. For a typical experimental scenario the gas is shot at a
vertical height of ∼ 0.5− 1 mm. This protects the nozzle from damage due to ablation
from the laser, while maintaining a high peak density. Tapering of the top of the
nozzle to the cone angle of the laser allows the interaction region to be closer to the
nozzle exit. At these heights, it has been shown the longitudinal density profile can
be approximated as triangular [180]. Characterisation of the nozzle was conducted
at Imperial College using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer setup, as described in section
3.3.2. Density profiles for the nozzle at 4, 5 and 6 bar backing pressures are given in figure
3.5. This comes from a linear extrapolation from characterisation of the nozzle at higher
backing pressures; it is not possible to observe sufficient fringe shift at low densities to
accurately determine the pressure. This is appropriate since for high pressures where the
density can be accurately measured, the peak density as a function of backing pressure
is linear and tends to zero.
3.2.1 Target Shaping
As discussed above, gas targets offer a number of benefits over foil targets. However
they do possess one significant drawback; their density profile. The long, gradual ramps
either side of the peak density at the centre of the jet are not conducive for efficient ion
acceleration, especially that driven by the radiation pressure [181]. Some authors have
suggested that a density ramp at the target rear side could also benefit ion acceleration,
through the suppression of sheath fields which preserves mono-energetic features [22]
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[167]. Others have suggested the scale length must be kept to a minimum (< 0.13λL
√
a0)
to ensure instabilities are not seeded which can detrimentally modulate the proton beam
[198].
Perhaps less controversially, most authors agree that for efficient radiation pressure ac-
celeration the front surface scale length must be extremely sharp. This minimises the
energy loss in any pre-plasma and maximises the reflection coefficient in the radiation
pressure equations. Short scale lengths can be achieved through shaping of the gas pro-
file, which is achieved with the creation of a collisional shock wave, or blast wave (BW)
[199]. Blast waves arise in a number of situations, including from nuclear explosions
[200] and in the solar wind, induced by solar flares [201].
The theory of a strong, collisional shock wave driven by a point explosion was initially
described by von Neumann [202], Taylor [200] and Sedov [203] [204]. Sedov developed a
self-similar description of the evolution of a BW in a cold, uniform density gas with an
instantaneous explosion at t= 0. The idea of self-similarity describes a system in which
phenomena differ only in the numerical values of their governing parameters, while
the parameters adhere to an equivalent form [205]. Expressed another way, a given
function, f(α), is termed self-similar if its general profile can be expressed through
only a change in numerical constants for all values of a given dependent variable, α.
The equivalent phenomenon in geometry is an affine transformation, which provides an
intuitive example of the idea of self-similarity.
The motion of a fluid can be thought of as one-dimensional should all properties depend
only on one geometric variable and time. By using the ideal of self-similarity, it is
possible to derive expressions for a collisional shock wave in a compressional fluid,
as shown by Sedov [206]. First, to simplify the problem, let us make the following
assumptions. Consider an ideal gas in which a large amount of energy is deposited in
a short time frame; energy deposition can be considered instantaneous. Second, only
consider the induced shock for radii much greater than the size of the deposition region
such that the energy can be assumed to originate from a point source. For an ideal
gas in the adiabatic limit, the equations of motion, continuity and energy take the form
∂ρ
∂t
+ u
∂ρ
∂r
+
ρ
rj−1
∂(rj−1u)
∂r
= 0 (3.2a)
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂r
+
1
ρ
∂p
∂r
= 0 (3.2b)
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p
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)
+ u
∂
∂r
(
p
ργ
)
= 0 (3.2c)
where ρ is the density, p is the pressure, u is the velocity and j is an integer of 1,
2 or 3 which defines planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries, respectively. These
expressions are in themselves not self-similar, but can be made self similar should it be
possible to re-express them in terms of dimensional constants.
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Solutions for the conditions either side of a strong shock can be obtained (in the shock
frame), which take the form
ρ0 (u0 − χ) = ρ1 (u1 − χ) (3.3a)
ρ0 (u0 − χ)2 + p0 = ρ1 (u1 − χ)2 + p1 (3.3b)
1
2
(u0 − χ)2 + γ
γ − 1
p0
ρ0
=
1
2
(u1 − χ)2 + γ
γ − 1
p1
ρ1
(3.3c)
where χ is the shock velocity. Through the assumption of an infinitely strong shock
such that the upstream pressure and velocity are zero, these can then be simplified to
ρ1 =
γ + 1
γ − 1ρ0
[
1 +
2
γ − 1
cs
2
χ2
]−1
(3.4a)
u1 =
2
γ + 1
χ
[
1− cs
2
χ2
]
(3.4b)
p1 =
2
γ + 1
ρ0χ
2
[
1− γ − 1
2γ
cs
2
χ2
]
(3.4c)
where cs denotes the sound speed ahead of the shock. The subscripts 0 and 1 denote
quantities in front and behind the shock, respectively. Now we impose the limit, M =
χ/cs > 1,
u1 =
2
γ + 1
χ (3.5a)
ρ1 =
γ + 1
γ − 1ρ0 (3.5b)
p1 =
2
γ + 1
ρ0χ
2 (3.5c)
In other words, the shock velocity is a characteristic parameter and these three relations
can be used to define the strong shock limit in this case. It can now be said the fluid
motion is dependent on two dimensional parameters, the energy of the explosion, E, and
the initial density, ρ0. These parameters are dimensionally independent; [E] = ML
2T−2
and [ρ] = ML−3. Here, M , L and T represent unit mass, length and time scales,
respectively. However, while E and ρ0 are independent, the unit scales are dependent
[207]. A such, the motion can be described as self-similar and will depend on the spatial
co-ordinate, r, and the time, t [208]. Sedov demonstrated the only dimensional variable
which contains only length and time is the ratio of E to ρ0. In this case a dimensionless
quantity, ξ, can serve as the similarity variable, with
ξ = r
( ρ0
Et2
) 1
2+j
(3.6)
It is then possible to express final results for the radius and velocity of the shock
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wave
r1 = ξ0
(
E
ρ0
) 1
2+j
t
2
2+j (3.7)
χ =
dr1
dt
=
2ξ0
2 + j
(
E
ρ0
) 1
2+j
t
−j
2+j (3.8)
where ξ0 is a constant of order unity.
Physically this result is rather intuitive. Consider a spherical geometry; at a given time t
the shock will expand to evacuate a volume V = 43pir1
3 with the mass swept up equal to
m = V ρ0. The pressure behind the shock is proportional to the energy per unit volume,
p ∼ E/r13, while the shock and gas velocities are also proportional, so from equation
3.5c, χ ∝ u1 ∼ (p/ρ0)1/2 ∼ (E/ρ0r13)1/2. Hence through integration the radius can be
expressed as r1 ∼ (E/ρ0)1/5t2/5. This result is equivalent to that developed by Sedov,
minus the constant ξ0.
Again using the strong shock relation 3.5c, it is possible to demonstrate the self-
similarity of the solution. In spherical geometry, p1 ∼ ρ0χ2 and through substitution
of equation 3.8, it can be shown p1 ∼ E/r13. The pressure behind the shock is fixed
for distances and times proportional to E1/3; similarity is exhibited for a different en-
ergies.
Shell thickness
Similar considerations using equation 3.5b allow the thickness of the shell that forms
behind the shock front to be approximated. The mass swept up by the shock is given
by
m = V ρ0 =
4
3
pir1
3ρ0 (3.9)
In the limit of the shell thickness, δr, being much less than the expansion of the shock
such that δr  r1, the mass in the shell is given as
m = 4piρ1r1
2δr (3.10)
Combining these two expressions with 3.5b, one obtains an expression for the shell
thickness as a function of radius
δr =
ρ0
3ρ1
r1 =
(γ − 1)
3(γ + 1)
r1 (3.11)
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Shock scale length
A final interesting quantity comes in the form of the scale length of the shock, specifically
on the internal side. The scale length is the distance over which the density drops to 1/e
of its peak value. Sedov also provides means for computing this, although the derivation
is rather convoluted. The reader is directed to the book by Sedov [206] for the complete
derivation.
The final results are expressed below as a function of the non-dimensional variable, ψ,
which can take any value between 2/γ(j + 2) ≤ ψ ≤ 4/(γ + 1)(j + 2) for j = 1, 2 with
γ > 1 and j = 3 with γ < 7. These represent the explosion point and edge of the shock
in space, respectively.
r
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2
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with the constants
α1 =
γ(j + 2)
2 + j(γ − 1)
[
2j(2− γ)
γ(j + 2)2
− α2
]
α2 =
1− γ
2(γ − 1) + j
α3 =
j
2(γ − 1) + j
α4 =
α1(j + 2)
2− γ
α5 =
2
γ − 2
(3.14)
The normalised density, ρ/ρ1, and radius, r/r1, can be plotted for γ = 1.4 (equivalent
to hydrogen gas) and j = 1, 2 and 3, giving the results shown in figure 3.6. This result is
important as it indicates the scale length is a function of the shock radius, determined by
the energy absorbed and expansion time. For the conditions plotted in figure 3.6(a), the
scale length, rs, is given as 0.125r1, 0.076r1 and 0.057r1 for j = 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
The scale length is shorter for higher dimension solutions since the amount of areal mass
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Figure 3.6: (a) The normalised density profile of a blast wave as a function of radius
for γ = 1.4 and j = 1, 2 and 3. (b) Normalised scale length as a function of
expansion time.
that is swept up by the shock front occupies a larger volume; the peak density condition
of the shock (equation 3.5b) results in a longer scale length.
Let us now address some of the limitations of the model. Practically speaking, a number
of the assumptions simply do not hold true in the real world. Energy deposition is
not instantaneous, nor is the density homogeneous. Furthermore, the expansion is, in
reality, not precisely cylindrical or spherical. However, despite this, the model represents
a reasonable approximation of reality [209]. In fact Taylor was able to demonstrate
remarkable agreement between these solutions and an “atomic explosion” [210]. Let us
return to the idea of gas homogeneity. In practice, the density profile of the explosion
medium will take an alternate form. Much work has studied alternative density profiles,
be it exponential as in the atmosphere [211] [212] or of some other form as possible in
astrophysical scenarios [213] [214] [215]. In fact, for reference Sedov also provides a
more generalised set of solutions for density profiles that follow a power law of the
form ρ1 = A/r0
ω, where ω is a positive or negative constant that defines the density
inhomogeneity and A is a positive constant.
Experimentally, shock generation can occur through the deposition of energy within a
gas jet by a laser in a small, localised volume or along a narrow channel. The energy
parameter, E, in this case is the absorbed laser energy. A number of authors have
studied the formation of cylindrical BWs (j = 2) in gas cluster targets [217] [218] [219].
Here strong laser absorption by the clustered medium along the laser path creates a
hot plasma filament which can drive a cylindrical BW. Nilson et al. [172] showed that
at late times a cylindrical collisionless shock formed in an underdense helium gas jet
decays into a cylindrical BW which followed the predicted scaling given by equation
3.7.
As earlier stated, BWs can be used to favourably shape the gas profile and provide
steeper density gradients, as shown in figure 3.7. Aside from the favourable density scale
length, the density increase from equation 3.5b allows for over-critical density targets
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Figure 3.7: (a) Two-dimensional image of a blast wave in a gas jet, produced using
the hydro-code FLASH [216]. (b) Longitudinal density lineouts for the
same shock, demonstrating the target shaping and increased, steeper density
profile.
while minimising the background target density; from equation 2.91, this maximises the
ion energy.
Practically, for the work in this thesis, a blast wave is achieved in one of two ways.
Firstly, a CO2 pre-pulse can be used to deposit ∼ 1− 10 mJ of energy in the jet at
some time, τ ∼ 5− 25 ns, before the main pulse. Ionisation can result in over-critical
plasma formation and impeded propagation of the pre-pulse, leading to more localised
heating and a spherical expansion of the BW. This method has been studied theoret-
ically, through simulations and experimentally by Dover et al. [199] and is the basis
for a number of previous experiments [141] [181]. The time is dependent on the pre-
pulse mechanism used. This is achieved through pulse splitting before the regenerative
amplifier or is part of a pulse train inherent to the laser generation process, with the
timing variable and fixed at 25 ns, respectively. This method is desirable since it de-
posits energy on picosecond timescales in an assumed small, localised volume and has
both energy and timing flexibility. It also provides variability of the deposition region
within the gas in three dimensions. In reality, this method suffers from a number of
challenges related to reproducibility. The inherent instability of the laser can result in
large energy variations which appreciably affect the BW generation.
The second method involves the use of a stainless steel “clip”, positioned on top of
the nozzle such that it covers the edge of the gas flow. This has also been used pre-
viously for ion acceleration experiments at the ATF [220] [182]. The clip is shot with
a secondary YAG laser, focussed with energy ∼ 70 mJ and pulse length τYAG = 5 ns.
The clip is heated by the laser, ejecting ablated material in to the gas inducing heat-
ing and a shock to form. This approach is based on a similar scheme developed in
which the nozzle is shot directly [221]. This scheme offers the benefit of superior shot
to shot reproducibility of the shock, along with variable timing. However, it suffers
the major drawback that the laser pulse length is long, of the order of hydrodynamic
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timescales. As such long expansion times are required, giving larger expansion radii and
shallower density gradients at the rear of the shock; this is conventionally believed to
be undesirable for ion acceleration.
For the purposes of this thesis, both pre-pulse generation mechanisms are used.
3.3 Optical Diagnostics
An important branch of diagnostic tools for characterising a plasma created during
laser-matter interactions are optical probes. These beams propagate through a plasma,
typically transversely to the drive laser, and through the phase change induced by
density gradients allow plasma conditions to be inferred. For this to be possible at
near- and above-critical densities, the probe beam is often at a much higher frequency
to ensure the beam can propagate. If this were not the case the probe beam would be
refracted to such an extent it would not be collected for imaging or, in extreme cases
for ne > nc, it would not propagate at all.
Given this information, probe beams are often frequency doubled (or higher order)
sections of the main driver pulse, or better still separate, higher frequency beams. For
this thesis a separate, synchronised YAG beam, also employed in the CO2 laser chain,
is used at both its fundamental (1064 nm) and second harmonic (532 nm) wavelengths.
Each harmonic is further split by polarisation with all beams independently, temporally
tunable to provide up to four-time optical probing of the interactions on any given
shot.
3.3.1 Shadowgraphy
Shadowgraphy is the process by which the spatial intensity profile of an optical probe
beam is imaged and the modulation of this profile used to infer information about
density gradients within the plasma. Typically, the beam traverses the plasma before
being imaged at the detector plane at a distance L from the plasma, as shown in figure
3.8.
For a given plasma profile, the phase difference, φ, along a given path can be expressed
as
φ =
∫
ω
c
η dl (3.15)
Hence, in the small angle approximation (θ  1 and L d), the angle of deflection of
the emerging wavefront, θ, is given as [222]
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of refraction effect through a cylindrically symmetric, gaussian
plasma. Refraction leads to regions of high and low intensity at the detector
plane.
θ =
dφ
dy
λ
2pi
=
d
dy
∫
η dl (3.16)
For shadowgraphy, variations in the intensity arise from deviations in the wavefront due
to refraction in the probed medium which, when projected to the imaging plane cause
regions of relative high and low intensity. For a given light ray, in 1D the beam would
be deflected from its initial position, y, to y′ = y + θ · L, which can be re-expressed
as
y′ = y + L
d
dy
∫
η dl (3.17)
As such, the deflection in 2D can be given more generally as
(
x′, y′
)
=
(
x+ L
d
dx
∫
η dl , y + L
d
dy
∫
η dl
)
(3.18)
If the intensity of the incident beam is uniform and since the total amount of light is
conserved, the adjusted intensity at the detector plane becomes I ′dx′dy′ = Idxdy and
the change in intensity profile at the imaging plane can be expressed as
I
I ′
= 1 +
[
d2
dx2
+
d2
dy2
] ∫
η dl (3.19)
This expression implies the refraction of the beam is dependent on the second deriva-
tive of the refractive index which itself confirms the effect is dependent on the plasma
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. A laser is split into two arms,
a reference arm which passes unperturbed, and a signal arm, which traverses
the medium to be probed. These are recombined, with the relative phase
difference between the two arms allowing information about the medium to
be inferred. Figure by Chaya Kelly.
density.
The intensity profile at the detector will be a combination of bright and dark patches
(high and low intensities). Dark regions in the image represent high density gradients.
For the experiments in this thesis, the refracted beams are collected by a large numerical
aperture imaging lens; this is a requirement to ensure strongly refracted rays can be
collected. The beam can then be imaged onto a CCD.
3.3.2 Interferometry
Interferometry describes the method by which two laser beams are interfered with each
other in the detection plane. The two beams are incident on the detector with a small
angular offset to each other, resulting in a phase difference which gives a periodic fringe
(interference) pattern. For experimental purposes, the formed image in this scenario is
referred to as the reference image. Should one of the arms pass through a plasma or
gas, this induces a further phase shift due to the refractive index gradients, perturbing
the periodic fringe structure. Comparison of a reference and perturbed image allows for
the density profile of the probed medium to be retrieved.
There exist a number of different methods to achieve interferometry, but for the purposes
of this thesis a variation on the Mach-Zehnder is used. Traditionally, the Mach-Zehnder
system splits the probe beam in two before the interaction region, with one arm per-
turbed by the gas or plasma while the other is undisturbed. This is shown in figure 3.9.
These are then recombined before being imaged on a CCD. This is the scheme used
for gas jet calibration, as outlined in section 3.2. Experimental interferograms in the
following chapters use only one beam which is interfered with itself. The beam is larger
than the interaction region so that both perturbed and unperturbed regions exist, the
beam can be split after the interaction and these two regions can be overlapped at the
detector. This has a number of advantages, with the most important being the relative
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ease of temporally overlapping the two beams. Since the dynamics in a laser plasma
interaction occur on very fast timescales (< 1 ps), the probe beam is also necessarily
temporally very short; this ensures interaction dynamics can be resolved without being
smeared out. Strict requirements on the spatial accuracy of the path length in the two
arms are imposed. By splitting post interaction and recombining quickly, this minimises
the path length and makes temporal alignment significantly more simple.
To deconvolve the plasma density, the phase shift, φ, must first be calculated. The
recorded intensity profile for the perturbed arm can be expressed in the form
I(x, y) = Ib(x, y) + If (x, y) cos (ky + φ(x, y)) (3.20)
where Ib and If describe the intensity profiles of the background and fringes, respec-
tively, and k = 2pi/λf with λf the fringe spacing. Expansion of the cosine gives
I(x, y) = Ib(x, y) +
1
2
If (x, y)e
i[ky+φ(x,y)] +
1
2
If (x, y)e
−i[ky+φ(x,y)] (3.21)
Note that this implies a pi phase shift in the perturbed image would result in a λf/2
shift in a given fringe relative to the reference image; a fringe maximum would become
a minimum. Similarly, for the reference image the intensity profile takes the form
I(x, y) = Ib(x, y) +
1
2
If (x, y)e
iky +
1
2
If (x, y)e
−iky (3.22)
A two-dimensional Fourier transform acting upon equation 3.21 yields an expression for
the intensity profile in frequency space
I˜(p, q) = I˜b(p, q) + Γ(p, q) + Γ(p,−q) (3.23)
where Γ(p, q) and Γ(p,−q) are the Fourier transforms of the second and third terms
in equation 3.21, respectively. This results in a profile in Fourier space consisting of
three peaks, separated by ±k from the centre, where the k = 0 central peak arises
from the I˜b(p, q) signal. Through selection of a region of Fourier space including only
one of the outer peaks, a mask can be applied to both the reference and perturbed
images. This mask will remove both the contribution of the I˜b(p, q) signal and any high
frequency noise, leaving only the contribution from, for example, Γ(p, q). The inverse
Fourier transform can then be applied to both images which gives 2D images of the
phase information contained in the 12If (x, y)e
i[ky+φ(x,y)] term in equation 3.21. The
ratio of the perturbed image to the reference can be taken
I ′f (x, y)
I ′b(x, y)
=
1
2If (x, y)e
i[ky+φ(x,y)]
1
2If (x, y)e
iky
= eiφ(x,y) (3.24)
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Figure 3.10: (a) Raw interferometry image of a collisional shock wave, (b) The three
Fourier components of the interferometry image, (c) the retrieved phase
profile and (d) the retrieved density profile. The on-axis feature is not real
and an artefact of the Abel inversion.
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The relative phase can then be expressed as
φ(x, y) = arctan
(
I ′f (x, y)
I ′b(x, y)
)
(3.25)
where φ(x, y) can assume any value between −pi and pi. The phase shift can be used
to extract the density of the gas through use of an Abel inversion, which in its general
form is given as
F (y) = 2
∫ ∞
y
f(r)
r√
r2 − y2dr (3.26)
This assumes a radially symmetric density profile. The phase shift and density can be
related using
∆φ(y, z) =
2pi
λL
∫ ∞
−∞
(η(r, z)− 1) dx = 4pi
λL
∫ ∞
0
(η(r, z)− 1) dx (3.27)
The refractive index of a plasma was given previously in equation 2.13 and can be
expanded in the limit ωL  ωp to give η ≈ 1 − 12 ωp
2
ωL2
= 1 − 12 nenc , with nc the critical
density of the probe beam. The phase difference can be re-expressed as
∆φ(y, z) = −2pi
λL
∫ ∞
0
ne(r, z)
nc
dx (3.28)
Transforming into polar co-ordinates using r =
√
x2 + y2 and changing the integration
variables to r gives
∆φ(y, z) = − 2pi
ncλL
∫ ∞
y
r√
r2 − y2 ne(r, z) dr (3.29)
This is now exactly of the form of the Abel inversion (equation 3.26). The inverse Abel
inversion can be expressed as
f(r) = − 1
pi
∫ ∞
r
f(r)
dF (y)
dy
dx√
y2 − r2 (3.30)
Therefore, the plasma density can finally be expressed as
ne(r, z) =
ncλL
pi2
∫ ∞
r
dφ(y, z)
dy
dx√
y2 − r2 (3.31)
dφ(y,z)
dy is the gradient of the phase and can be extracted from the phase map retrieved
from the interferometry images. By performing an Abel inversion for all values of z in
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the image, ne(r, z) can be obtained.
Interferometry analysis in this thesis is conducted using the Interpret [223] code, written
by Jason Cole from the Imperial College plasma physics group, or the Magic code [224]
[225], written by George Swadling, formerly of the MAGPIE group at Imperial College.
Interpret retrieves the density profile as outlined in this section. A number of alternative
phase retrieval methods are offered by the code, but only the method described here
was used. The code is particularly useful since it is fully automatable, which is desirable
for analysing large volumes of data. However, the code cannot handle interferograms
with poor fringe contrast, in which case manual intervention is required.
Magic uses a different approach to the density retrieval. By recognising that the fringe
spacing in the interferometric image represents a 2pi phase shift, the displacement of each
fringe is used to calculate the density. First, the fringes are traced using a combination
of automated and manual fringe tracing. Automatic tracing is achieved by following
the maximum and minimum values either side of a user set threshold value. Manual
fringe tracing is used in regions of the image where this process fails; the fringes are
traced by the user with a drawing package such as Adobe photoshop. The automated
tracing fails in regions of poor image contrast, and where interferometric information is
lost due to very sharp density gradients, causing probe deflection outside the collection
angle of the imaging system. Phase maps of the modified and reference images are
extracted by interpolating between the fringes using a linear interpolation method,
called a Delaunay triangulation algorithm [224]. Subtraction of the background phase
map from the modified map gives the phase due to the plasma. The electron density
can then be extracted. For a 532 nm probe the areal electron density per fringe shift
is 4.2× 1017 cm−2. The density is extracted by multipling the phase map by the areal
density calibration and then dividing by the size of the plasma structure in the direction
of probing. While this tool provides a reliable method for density extraction from the
interferograms, the process is often extremely labour intensive; manual fringe tracing of
a single image can often take several hours.
The choice of analysis code therefore depends on the quality of the interferograms ob-
tained. For those with good fringe contrast, Interpret is used as this offers the fastest
density retrieval. For those interferograms where Interpret fails, manual fringe tracing
in combination with Magic is used.
3.4 Ion Diagnostics
Ions can be detected in a number of ways on laser-plasma experiments. Radiochromic
film stacks are placed directly into the beam path and utilise the deposition character-
istics of ions to create two-dimensional spatial profiles in discretised energy bins [226].
The film undergoes a chemical reaction when exposed to radiation due to damage in-
duced in the molecular bonds, turning blue. The greater the change in colour the higher
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the particle flux. Columbia resin 39 (CR-39) [227] [228] [229] works on a similar prin-
ciple, with damage centres induced within the resin due to the ionising radiation. This
is then etched in a heated sodium hydroxide solution with the damage centres prefer-
entially etched away, forming pits. These can be imaged under a microscope, with the
size and shape of the pit giving information on the ion species. Absolute numbers are
retrievable, with longer etching times giving higher ion energies.
Work in this thesis uses a third method for detection of ions. A Thomson parabola [230]
magnetic spectrometer is used in combination with a scintillator, as described below.
Unlike radiochromic film and CR-39, this samples only a small portion of the ion beam,
but have the added benefit of increased ion energy resolution.
3.4.1 Magnetic Spectrometer
A Thomson spectrometer allows for the detection of ions through their dispersion via
magnetic and electric fields. Both fields are perpendicular to the incoming ion beam
and parallel to each other. Consider an incoming ion of charge q, mass m, travelling in
the zˆ direction through perpendicular electric and magnetic fields, orientated in the yˆ
direction. Assume magnetic and electric fields of length LB and LE , respectively, also
in the zˆ direction, with the propagation distance from the respective field regions to the
detector plane given by ξB and ξE . These are illustrated in figure 3.11.
Ions in the fields will experience a Lorentz force (equation 2.55), and the equations of
motion can be expressed as
x¨ =
q
m
vzBy (3.32a)
y¨ =
q
m
Ey (3.32b)
The dispersion of ions occurs in two steps, first during the region of the field and second
between the field and detector. These are denoted by the subscripts i and ii, respectively.
The velocity in x due to the deflection of the magnetic field is given by
x˙ =
q
m
vzBy
∫
dt =
qBy
m
z (3.33)
where z = vzt. The deflection within the magnetic plates, assuming constant velocity
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vz, is then given by
xi =
qBy
m
∫ t=LB
vz
0
z · dt (3.34a)
xi =
qBy
mvz
∫ LB
0
z · dz (3.34b)
xi =
qBy
mvz
LB
2
2
(3.34c)
Similarly, the deflection between the field region and the detector can be expressed
as
xii =
ξB
vz
x˙LB =
qBy
mvz
LBξB (3.35)
Finally, the complete deflection can be expressed as
x =
qBy
mvz
LB
(
LB
2
+ ξB
)
(3.36)
Similarly, the deflection due to the electric fields follows the equivalent procedure. As
such, it can be expressed as
y =
qEy
mvz2
LE
(
LE
2
+ ξE
)
(3.37)
By eliminating the velocity from equations 3.36 and 3.37 the complete dispersion profile
can be expressed as
y =
mEy
qBy
2
LE
LB
LE
2 + ξE(
LB
2 + ξB
)2x2 (3.38)
This says that ions of equivalent charge-to-mass ratio are dispersed on a parabolic
trajectory. Multiple ion species with differing ratios will therefore result in multiple
traces. In practice, however, for the work in this thesis only proton acceleration is
considered. As such, only the magnetic deflection, as given in equation 3.36, is of
interest.
Proton data extraction
The ion spectrometer used on experiments presented in this thesis has the ability to
provide both electric and magnetic field deflection, although in practice only the mag-
netic field is required. The ion spectrometer set-up specific to experiments at the ATF
is shown in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: A schematic of the magnetic ion spectrometer used for experiments at the
ATF. The magnet is depicted in blue, while the electric field plates are in
red. An image of a raw proton trace image is displayed at the scintillator
plane. Figure by Chaya Kelly.
The ion acceleration experiments conducted were using hydrogen gas and hence only
proton acceleration was observed. Given only a single species is expected, the need for
the electric field dispersion is removed. Typically the proton beam is passed through
a 600 µm pinhole or 1 cm× 600 µm slit, located along the laser axis. The size of the
pinhole or slit is a compromise between larger sizes to maximise the fraction of the
beam observed and smaller sizes to improve spatial and therefore spectral resolution.
For multi-species traces the additional requirement on the size is imposed; it must be
small enough that ions tracks do not cross. Protons pass through the magnetic field
and are dispersed onto a BC− 422Q scintillator from Saint-Gobain crystals [231]. The
scintillator is flash coated; this is a thin layer of aluminium deposited on the surface
aimed at stopping stray laser light exciting the scintillator. The ions deposit energy
which causes electron excitation and subsequent emission which is imaged with an Andor
iXon CCD camera. Further information about the choice of scintillator can be found in
the paper by Cook et al. [232].
The dispersion of ions through the magnetic field was calculated using the measured
magnetic field profile, a quasi-flat top profile with peak field strength 0.44± 0.005 T, and
analytic proton tracking simulations for the specific field profile. This gives a relation
for the energy, E [MeV], as a function of the dispersion, x [mm], taking the form of a
polynomial given by equation 3.39 and plotted in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: The proton energy as a function of dispersion displacement for the magnetic
ion spectrometer used on experiments at the ATF.
E(x) =
28390
x5
− 2605
x3
+
715.5
x2
− 21.61
x
+ 0.004760x (3.39)
Raw images typically consist of an zero point, produced by neutral particles which are
not deflected by the fields, then the proton signal. This is illustrated in figure 3.11.
Spurious signal is also often present, caused by laser light activating the scintillator due
to defects in its flash coating, along with so called hard hits on the image, which are
produced by bremsstrahlung x-rays incident on the camera CCD. Noise present in the
image is typically significantly higher in counts than the real signal and localised to a
region spanning only a few pixels. Before analysis, these features are removed from the
image by the application of a median filter, the size optimised to remove the spurious
signal while minimising the effect on real data. These regions are then interpolated over
to give an expected real signal level.
Proton fluxes were extracted through vertical integration over the signal trace (the
spatial dimension) for each energy bin. This total count level was then adjusted to
compensate for the optical imaging system and the CCD response of the camera. The
scintillator response was previously calibrated at the ATF with slotted CR-39 using the
proton spectrum from a foil target to give a comparison of absolute proton counts as a
function of energy [233]. The response was shown to be broadly linear over the energies
concerned. An angularly resolved signal is then obtained in the direction perpendicular
to magnetic dispersion, assuming the source size is much smaller than the slit/pinhole
size. Subsequently, a full integrated spectrum can be achieved by considering the sam-
pling angle of the diagnostic. The energy resolution is determined by the resolution of
the scintillator imaging system. Given the dispersion is non-linear with energy, so too
the energy resolution is non-linear, with increased resolution at lower energies. A full
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Parameter Value
Laser focus to pinhole/slit 150± 0.5 mm
Pinhole diameter 600 µm
Slit dimensions 10× 0.5 mm
Pinhole to magnet 30± 0.5 mm
Length of magnet, LB 50± 0.5 mm
End of magnet to scintillator, ξB 45± 0.5 mm
Magnetic field strength 0.44± 0.005 T
Length of electric field, LE 65± 0.5 mm
End of E-field to scintillator, ξE 30± 0.5 mm
Electric field strength 0− 2500 V
Scintillator to CCD 100 mm
Table 3.1: Magnetic ion spectrometer parameters for experiments conducted at the
ATF.
Figure 3.13: Diagram of the basic experimental setup for the experiments presented in
this thesis. Figure by Chaya Kelly.
list of the diagnostic parameters are given in table 3.1.
The detector limit can also be found. The noise is said to be two standard deviations of
the spatially dependent background of the image, which is applied to each energy bin
to give the energy dependent detection limit.
3.5 Experimental Layout
The previous sections of this described the components of the experiments presented in
this thesis. A complete experimental layout is given in figure 3.13 for reference.
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Integration of Maxwell’s equations on the grid
Integration of equations of motion
PIC Code Process
InterpolationCharge and Current 
Deposition
⇢(xj), j(xj)! E(xj), B(xj)
E(xj), B(xj)! F (xj)
vj , xj ! ⇢(xj), j(xj)
F (xj)! vj , xj
Figure 3.14: Schematic of the feedback loop followed by a PIC code such as EPOCH,
proceeding in the clockwise direction, starting from the top of the diagram.
3.6 Particle in Cell Modelling
Complimenting the experimental work conducted for this thesis, numerical simulations
have been carried out and will be presented. The complex nature of ion acceleration
can make deconvolution of the relevant underlying mechanisms driving the interaction
challenging. For any given experimental scenario, it is often difficult to interpret all
of the physics occurring. Numerical simulations can provide information unattainable
by experimental diagnostics and often important in understanding the subtleties of a
situation. Furthermore, they allow for broad scans of a given parameter space beyond
those which might be available experimentally, which can allow scalings to be determined
and reveal interesting new routes to be explored experimentally.
The numerical simulations presented here were conducted using the particle-in-cell
(PIC) code ‘Extendable PIC Open Collaboration’ (EPOCH) [234]. EPOCH, like similar
PIC codes (e.g. OSIRIS [235]) used for laser-plasma interaction simulations, calculates
the kinetic properties of charged particles within a system through their interaction
with electromagnetic fields [236]. Since for critical densities the number of particles
in a plasma is high, it would be computationally prohibitively expensive to attempt to
simulate all these particles individually. As such, a given number of the plasma particles
are grouped together into so called macroparticles. These occupy a finite volume of the
plasma and are given a weighting function. Furthermore, the effects of electromagnetic
forces on these particles are solved only at discrete points on a user defined grid super-
imposed over the plasma. The process followed by a typical PIC code is shown in figure
3.14.
First, the electric and magnetic fields are calculated on the grid using Maxwell’s equa-
tions and integrating the charge and current densities. The next step is interpolation;
the fields are interpolated onto the particle positions and then the Lorentz equation is
solved to determine the particle push, i.e. the force on the particles. Finally, the motion
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of the particles and their new positions can be used to update the electric and magnetic
fields felt by the particles, which can be used to feed back into the loop and the cycle
is repeated for the next time step.
For any given scenario to be simulated, the user is able to define a set of starting
conditions, for example the laser temporal and spatial parameters, plasma particle dis-
tributions etc. Also defined are the grid upon which to solve the problem and any
number of given outputs as a function of spatial and temporal co-ordinates, such as
the laser and plasma fields, and particle velocity distributions. The result is a set of
temporal snapshots of the interaction.
While PIC simulations offer the most practical solution for theoretical modelling of laser-
plasma interactions, they have a number of limitations. These are primarily related to
unphysical plasma heating effects within the simulations. There are two main sources
of plasma heating in PIC codes:
1. The grouping of particles into macroparticles results in a loss of resolution of the
particle fluxes through the cells of the grid, leading to ‘noisy’ current density pro-
files. These stochastic features can be imposed onto the calculated electromagnetic
fields resulting in the anomalous transfer of energy to the particles and heating of
the plasma. Clearly, the greater the number of macroparticles used, the less of an
effect this is. Furthermore, the problem can be suppressed through the use of a
higher order particle weighting functions to smooth out these unwanted fluctua-
tions in current density. The particle weighting functions describe the distribution
function that describes any given macroparticle.
2. Similarly, if the Debye length (equation 2.2) is not resolved, plasma heating can
also occur. If the size of the grid is insufficient to resolve the Debye length then
high frequency plasma oscillations may not be resolved and a low frequency mode
may be assumed instead. Grid heating can then occur.
To resolve these issues then, it seems logical to simply use a combination of more
macroparticles, shape functions with higher order terms for resolving the fields on the
grid and by ensuring the grid can resolve the Debye length. This last condition can
become particularly challenging for cold, dense plasmas given the Debye length becomes
extremely small and the grid required equally fine. Furthermore, the time-step required
between solutions is also linked to the grid size through the Courant condition, ∆tem ≤
∆x/c. The Courant condition stipulates that the time-step, ∆tem is less than the time
required for an electromagnetic wave to traverse any given cell of size ∆x meaning
more required timesteps for a smaller grid. Here, the computational power required
to solve the problem becomes expensive. The grid size is therefore chosen to be as
large as possible such to minimise computation requirements, but small enough that no
unphysical effects, such as numerical heating, arise on the timescales of interest. This
is achieved by fully resolving the Debye length and the Courant condition is met.

4 Radiation pressure acceleration of
protons at near critical densities using
a CO2 laser
One of the major challenges for laser-driven ion sources is the requirement for high
repetition rate operation to facilitate their use for applications. Conventional thin metal
and plastic foil targets are by their nature not suitable; manufacture and alignment are
time consuming. A number of solutions have been posited, for example a tape drive or
a moving, larger area target which can be shot multiple times. However, these present
new challenges pertaining to accurate positioning of the target at the laser focus. Gas
targets offer the chance for higher shot rates, while also offering the benefits of simple
species selection and a lower propensity for contamination. However, if left unmodified,
their quasi-triangular density profile [180] is not conducive to efficient ion acceleration.
To achieve radiation pressure acceleration the target must exhibit substantial reflection
and as such be very near- or over-critical in density to the laser. These densities for
near-IR lasers (∼ 1021cm−3) have until now proved challenging to achieve with gas
targets, although near [237] and over critical [238] densities have been reported. Recent
experiments have also demonstrated the production of MeV level collisionless shock
accelerated protons from over-critical density targets [239], while other authors have
suggested sub critical gas targets (∼ 0.01nc) can be used to produce higher energy ions
produced through low density collisionless shock [240] and later in combination with
sheath acceleration [241].
With their increased wavelength, CO2 lasers exhibit a factor 100 lower critical density,
which is readily achievable with standard gas delivery equipment. This has made possi-
ble the study of RPA in gas targets. Previous work by Imperial College and collaborators
[141], [180] [181] [182] [242] and others [167] established the ability to produce radiation
pressure accelerated ion beams through HB-RPA and collisionless shock acceleration.
Palmer et al. [141] demonstrated proton beams of energies ≈ 1 MeV with very narrow
energy spreads ∆E/E ≈ 4 %. Furthermore the authors were able to demonstrate an
IL/ni scaling of the proton energy, which is indicative of hole-boring.
The work in this chapter originates from a follow-up experiment intended to further
this work. The results presented here will demonstrate increased proton energies over
those obtained on previous experiments, and an excellent agreement with the 4I/nc
hole-boring scaling.
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Parameter Value
Laser energy to chamber 1.45 - 4.01 J
Energy in focal spot 0.51 - 1.4 J
Focal spot size 35 µm
Pulse length 3.5 ps
Laser intensity at focus 1.5 - 4.16× 1016 Wcm−2
a0 at focus 1.06 - 1.77
Table 4.1: CO2 laser parameters for the results presented in Chapter 4
4.1 Experimental Overview
4.1.1 Laser Parameters
Work presented in this chapter used the CO2 laser at the ATF, operating in the 10R
branch at 10.2 µm. A 3.5 ps beam with a mean measured energy at the chamber entrance
of 2.76± 0.6 J, ranging between 1.45 J and 4 J was used. The laser energy is delivered in
the form of a pulse train, with pulses separated by 25 ps containing ∼ 70 % of the energy
in the main pulse and a further 30 % in post-pulses [243]. No on-shot measurements
of the focal spot were possible, so a best case scenario is assumed, with 50 % energy
contained in the focal spot as would be the case for a perfect gaussian. This is an upper
bound and in practice is likely to be lower. Using this assumption, the mean energy on
target was equivalent to ∼ 1 J, ranging between 0.5 J and 1.4 J, with a measured spot
size of ω0 ≈ 35 µm. This equates to intensities of 1.5 - 4.6× 1016 Wcm−2 and normalised
vector potential values of a0 = 1.06 - 1.77. The complete range of laser parameters for
the results presented in this chapter are given in table 4.1.
Also present in the temporal profile were a number of parasitic pre-pulses. These origi-
nate from leakage of the seed pulse on the latter passes through the regenerative ampli-
fier. These are subsequently amplified in the main amplifier. The separation between
the main and any pre-pulses is fixed to ∼ 27.5 ns steps, equivalent to the length of a
double pass of the regenerative amplifier chain. An example of the laser temporal struc-
ture, including pre-pulses, is shown in figure 4.1. This was obtained using a photodiode
and was used to provide on shot pulse train information, allowing measurement of the
pre-pulse energy. Note that the peak pulse signal is saturated and its relative height
compared to the pre-pulse is not representative. This was to ensure a measurement of
the pre-pulse energy could be obtained on each shot; the dynamic range of the diode
was such that simultaneous measurement of the pre-pulse and main pulse energy (∼ 103
difference) was not possible. However, these pre-pulse energies were subtracted from
the total integrated energy measurement used to obtain the main pulse energies given
in table 4.1.
Unlike in previous studies [141], the laser was linearly p-polarised. Recent laser devel-
opments have resulted in the introduction of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) to the
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Figure 4.1: An example CO2 temporal profile spanning 200 ns, showing the presence of
parasitic pre-pulses at ∼ 27.5 ns intervals before the main laser pulse.
laser system [193], the first time that this has been achieved with a CO2 laser. The beam
transport lines are all in air. Previously the beam was not stretched and susceptible to
high levels of B-integral, with the result being the potential for a strongly modulated
spatial profile of the laser. The introduction of CPA has worked to reduce this effect,
but at the cost of no longer being able to achieve circular polarisation. The wave-plate
used has a low damage threshold and must be used before the main amplifier. However,
the polarisation cannot be maintained after the recompression gratings, limiting current
experiments to linear polarisation.
4.1.2 Targetry
The experiments in this chapter employed the “1 mm” nozzle design, as outlined in
section 3.2 with hydrogen gas with absolute backing pressures ranging from 2− 7 bar,
giving density profiles as demonstrated in figure 3.5. As stated in section 3.2, the density
has previously been shown to scale linearly with backing pressure; backing pressures not
shown in figure 3.5 can be linearly interpolated to achieve the required density profiles.
Therefore peak molecular gas densities between 1.7× 1018cm−3 and 1.3× 1019cm−3
were achievable.
Target shaping occurred through the use of the optical pre-pulse, forming a blast wave.
An example interferogram is shown in figure 4.2. The pre-pulse energy is tuneable
through control of the discharge voltage of the regenerative amplifier. The non-linear
amplification process makes control of the relative intensity levels possible, although in
practice suffers from a great deal of shot to shot variability. Fortunately, since the blast
wave expansion is a weak function of the absorbed laser energy (rb ∝ E 15 from equation
3.7), this variation in the pre-pulse energy does not translate into large variability in the
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Figure 4.2: An example interferogram of a pre-pulse driven blast wave, 10 ps before the
arrival of the main CO2 pulse.
shock motion for a given gas density. The pre-pulse energy was set such that it ranged
between 0.3− 3.7 mJ for all shots on which protons were observed (both thermal and
peaked beams), with a mean value of 1.4± 0.4 mJ. These energies were between the
target range of 1− 5 mJ, previously demonstrated to be favourable for radiation pressure
acceleration of protons from a hydrogen gas jet by Tresca et al. [181]. The pre-pulse
energies are at the lower end of the range given by Tresca et al. because the densities
in this work were lower. Subsequently, less energy is required to achieve equivalent
expansion conditions, as demonstrated by equation 3.7.
4.1.3 Diagnostics
This experiment utilised the magnetic ion spectrometer, as described in section 3.4.1.
A 1 cm by 500 µm slit was used at the entrance to the spectrometer, providing energy
and limited spatial information about the proton beam.
Optical probes were also used, consisting of an ∼ 8 ps, fundamental 1064 nm and fre-
quency doubled, 532 nm probe beam providing variable four time shadowgraphy through
wavelength and polarisation selection. Two time interferometry was also used at second
harmonic. This beam was synchronised to the CO2 laser such that it could be timed
to arrive before or up to 5 ns after the main CO2 pulse responsible for ion acceleration.
The beams were chosen to arrive such that the early beam arrived at the same time as
the main CO2 pulse, while the second beam was employed at various times to study the
post acceleration structure. Imaging of the acceleration process was not directly possi-
ble since the probe beam is longer than the CO2 beam; any features are consequentially
blurred out due to the long integration time of the probe. However, this is not an issue
for studying hydrodynamic features, such as the density profile resulting from the BW.
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The important timescales here are on the order of ns.
4.2 Experimental Results
During the experimental campaign a total of 946 shots were taken. Of these, 351
were commissioning shots to test the installation of new features aimed at combatting
high levels of laser back-reflection which had hindered previous experiments, along with
testing new laser capabilities. As such, 595 shots were considered “data shots”, aimed at
characterising the new region of parameter space and attempting to produce radiation
pressure accelerated ions. Of these shots, 497 produced observable protons, equivalent to
84 % of shots and significantly better than the 10 % achieved in earlier work [233]. Most
proton spectra took the form of low energy (< 1MeV) thermal traces. However, ∼ 30 %
of shots demonstrated spectral peaking of the proton energy, indicative of radiation
pressure driven acceleration of the protons.
Presented here are a selection of 12 shots which exhibited strong spectral peaking of
their energy. The laser conditions varied as given in section 4.1.1, with the gas jet
backing pressure for these shots taking values between 2.15 and 7 bar; equivalent to
peak gas densities between 1.9× 1018 cm−3 and 1.3× 1019 cm−3.
Three examples of these data shots are shown in figure 4.3. Presented are raw proton
energy traces from the magnetic ion spectrometer. These are the raw scintillator images
with the horizontal spatial scale converted to energy.
The only data manipulation carried out is the removal of hot pixels from the images
through use of a median filter. Subsequent interpolation was then carried out over
these modified pixels. These hot pixels are believed to be due to x-rays generated in
the interaction process.
Analysis of the raw spectra presented in figure 4.3 can be carried out as discussed in
section 3.4.1, providing raw energy spectra as shown in figure 4.4.
4.2.1 Spectral Characterisation
The raw proton spectra shown in figure 4.4 show the unconvolved spectrum of the traces
shown in figure 4.3. The width of the spectral features in the direction of magnetic
dispersion are similar. Given that a slit was used as the entrance aperture to the
spectrometer, the instrument function of the spectrometer can be taken as the width of
the zero deflection feature in the direction of magnetic dispersion. Since the scintillator
is coated to stop activation by laser light, the zero point is the product of neutral
particles, which experience no deflection; thus the instrument function can be extracted.
This takes the form of a gaussian fitted to the integrated signal to provide a smooth
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Figure 4.3: Example magnetic spectrometer proton energy traces which demonstrate
the mono-energetic peaked spectra. For the three shots presented, the peak
bunch energies are 1.84, 0.83 and 0.55 MeV for (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Example proton energy spectra for the three shots presented in figure 4.3.
Peak energies of 1.84 MeV, 0.83 MeV and 0.55 MeV were observed for the
top, middle and bottom profiles, equivalent to shots (a), (b) and (c) in figure
4.3, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Integrated lineout of the raw spectrum shown in figure 4.3(a), compared to
the instrument function of the spectrometer. This was taken to be the inte-
grated lineout of a zero point, also in the direction of magnetic dispersion.
function. An instrument function without noise is important for deconvolution, which
will become evident in the next section.
Taking the high energy shot in figure 4.3, comparison of the spectral features with the
instrument function shows these to be similar, with the signal only slightly broader.
This is shown in figure 4.5. This similarity implies the width of the spectral feature is
dominated by the instrument function; the true width of the spectral feature is assumed
to be smaller than measured. It is therefore important to remove this broadening of
the signal to extract the true energy spread of the spectral features; this is termed the
“true” signal.
Deconvolution Method
Extraction of the “true” signal can be obtained through deconvolution of the mea-
sured signal with the instrument function. The measured signal takes the form S(x) =∫
s(x, y) dy, where s(x, y) is the spatially dependent signal level of each pixel on the
raw image. The measured signal is related to the true signal, T (x), through the rela-
tion,
S(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
I(x− x1)T (x1) dx1 = I(x) ∗ T (x) (4.1)
where I(x) is the instrument function and the ∗ operator indicates convolution. Theo-
retically, classical deconvolution could be applied to extract the true signal. However, in
reality this is not practical. The method requires the division of Fourier transforms and
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Figure 4.6: Left: The peak height of the spectral feature as a function of iteration step
for the supposed “true” signal obtained by the Richardson-Lucy method.
Right: The FWHM of the spectral feature as a function of iteration step.
high frequency noise is amplified in Fourier space; the resultant true signal is susceptible
to the noise introduced by the signal, S(x).
Another method for deconvolution of the true signal from a noisy image is through
the Richardson-Lucy method [244] [245]. The instrument function of the detector must
be known. The approach uses Poisson statistics to estimate the probability of the
measured signal, S(x), given a known I(x) and T (x), before maximising the probability
with respect to T (x). The process is iterative, with the associated algorithm taking the
form
Tn+1(x) = Tn(x)
(
S(x)
I(x) ∗ Tn(x) ∗ I(−x)
)
(4.2)
It was shown by Shepp and Vardi [246] that if the solution converges, it converges to
the most likely solution for T (x).
This approach has been widely studied and is common in astronomy, where it has been
used to process images from the Hubble Space Telescope [247] [248], and microscopy
[249] [250].
The measured signal and instrument function can be fed into the algorithm given by
equation 4.2. The number of iteration steps for the algorithm are chosen to ensure the
true signal is accurately recovered. This was achieved using a trial set of measured,
instrument and true signal functions. Tests of the algorithm with a known true in-
put spectrum demonstrated that ∼ 100 iterations are required to accurately recreate
this signal from the convolved function. After this number of iterations, the spectrum
remains essentially constant.
Testing of the algorithm demonstrated that even small variations in the instrument
function can result in an unstable solution, with the algorithm never converging to
a unique solution, even for thousands of steps. For the real data, the first step is
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Figure 4.7: The retrieved true spectral profile as a function of spatial position after 100
iterations for the shot presented in 4.3(a).
therefore to test the convergence of the solution. The results of this for the raw data
and instrument function from figure 4.5 are shown in figure 4.6. The peak width is
shown to stabilise within ∼ 40 steps. The peak height does so in ∼ 100, showing good
agreement with the test case.
The estimated true signal profile as a function of spatial position on the detector is given
in figure 4.7. As would be expected if the instrument function is dominating the observed
signal, the deconvolved spectrum exhibits a narrower spectral feature. The profile also
exhibits spurious peaks either side of the main peak; this is termed ringing. These
features appear due to a background on the image. A spatially dependent background
subtraction has been carried out over the image. However, this takes the mean signal
level from a region on the scintillator above the proton trace, where only noise exists.
In practice this method is imperfect and noise still persists. An added background
to the test case algorithm demonstrated the introduction of this ringing. The effect is
essentially a form of spatial aliasing introduced by the high frequency components within
the signal. When converted into Fourier space, should the frequency of the noise be
greater than half that of the signal, the aliasing effect can occur. The iterative method
of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm is particularly susceptible to this effect since the
algorithm can attempt to deconvolve the high frequency components in the same manner
as the spectral feature. Over time these can surpass the aforementioned frequency
condition, seeding the ringing.
The importance of the ringing depends on the objective of the deconvolution. Clearly,
if one is attempting to extract a full spectrum, it cannot be ignored; the peaks have the
ability to artificially create spectral features at high energies and modified particle fluxes
in the low energy component. To verify the effect, a predicted measured spectrum can
be plotted with the original measured spectrum. The predicted measured spectrum is
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the expected trace that would be observed on the scintillator, if a beam with a spectral
profile of the retrieved true spectrum was imaged by the spectrometer. This is obtained
by conducting the deconvolution process in reverse, i.e. by convolving the obtained true
spectrum and the instrument function. As would be expected they demonstrate good
agreement, although it is possible to observe low level oscillations in the background
due to this ringing effect.
To get around this problem, the algorithm could be halted before the appearance of
these features, which is dependent on the background conditions for any given shot. A
spectrum unaffected by this ringing can then be extracted. However, the occurrence of
the ringing features typically precedes a stable solution for the true spectrum. As such,
stopping before the initiation of the ringing results in a lower peak value for the spectral
feature and the estimated true signal profile is inaccurate.
This ringing feature is commonly observed with the Richardson-Lucy method, and a
number of methods have been proposed to get around the problem. The obvious solution
is to smooth the data. The problem with this method is associated smoothing of the
spectral feature. Subsequently, it is not possible to reach a true signal solution that can
accurately resolve the peak signal level of the unsmoothed measured data. Testing, to
ensure the raw spectrum can be recovered, demonstrates a decreased peak value of the
spectral feature.
One further such method that was trialled attempts to solve the problem of ringing
by looking at the difference in subsequent iteration steps. For the local regions where
iteration does not improve the solution, i.e. I(x)∗Tn+1(x) ≈ I(x)∗Tn(x), the algorithm
is halted. For regions where this condition is not met, convolution is allowed to continue
unrestrained. However, again the method proves unsuccessful in accurately converging
to the true solution, with the peak signal level of the spectral feature underestimated.
The resultant ‘true’ signal, when convolved with the instrument function, cannot then
accurately reproduce the initia measured spectrum. This arises from the required choice
of the variance between iterative steps that denotes iteration not appreciably improving
the solution. This can be chosen to be relatively large, but then the peak will be under-
resolved. Similarly, it can be chosen to be small, but this then allows the ringing to
develop.
Fortunately, the ringing does not affect the retrieved true signal at the spectral features
of interest; the raw signal features can be accurately recreated by convolution of the true
signal with the instrument function. Information about the peak flux and rms energy
spread can still be obtained. This was demonstrated in the test case, with the assumed
raw signal level accurately retrievable, despite this ringing. This was only possible,
however, because the signal level is much greater than the noise. Should this condition
be broken, extraction of the true signal is no longer possible.
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Figure 4.8: The true and unconvolved energy spectra for the experimental data pre-
sented in figure 4.3(a). The true signal demonstrates a peak energy of
1.84 MeV, peak flux of 3.55× 1011 protons/MeV/sr and an rms energy
spread of 12.2%.
Final Results
Once the true spatial signal is obtained, it can be treated as the raw spectrum would,
as outlined in section 3.4.1. A true spectrum can then be produced for the spectral
feature. The true energy spectrum, plus the raw spectrum for comparison, are shown
in figure 4.8. The true signal demonstrates a peak energy of 1.84 MeV, peak flux of
3.55× 1011 protons/MeV/sr and an rms energy spread of 12.2%, equivalent to a spec-
tral width of 0.23 MeV. This is compared to the unconvoluted signal peak flux of
2.4× 1011 protons/MeV/sr and spectral width of 0.34 MeV, equivalent to an rms en-
ergy spread of 18.5%.
True spectra were obtained for all 12 shots which exhibited clear spectral peaking. The
shot presented in figure 4.3(c) demonstrated the narrowest rms energy spread of all the
shots sampled. The peak energy was 0.55 MeV, with an rms energy spread of σ = 5.3%.
The peak flux for this shot was 1.92× 1011 protons/MeV/sr. By comparison, the highest
peak flux observed on the sample shots was 5.86× 1011 protons/MeV/sr.
The inherent variability of the experiment meant a variation in rms energy spread was
observed, with the mean rms for the shots sampled found to be 23.5± 3.4 %. The rms
energy spread as a function of target density is plotted in figure 4.9. This demonstrates
an apparent decrease in the energy spread as the target density increases. For narrow
energy spreads to be possible, the HB-RPA front must collapse rapidly so that reflection
abruptly stops. If this is not the case, the shock gradually slows, reflecting at a broad
range of velocities and producing a broadband energy spectrum. The amount of energy
stored in the propagating hole-boring front can be assumed to be a function of the time
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Figure 4.9: The rms energy spread of each shot demonstrating spectral peaking, as a
function of the assumed density at the critical surface.
it is under the action of the laser, giving a finite amount of energy at the critical surface.
Higher densities result in greater particle fluxes being reflected, with the relative energy
loss being higher. Consequently, the shock slows more rapidly before it ceases being
able to reflect the upstream ions, producing narrower energy spread features.
Figure 4.10: Proton bunch charge estimates compared with the predicted proton energy,
assuming a beam divergence of ∼ 3.75◦, as indicated from simulations.
For each shot the beam charge can be calculated. While no measure of the experimental
divergence of the proton bunch was possible, a minimum estimate can be made from
the vertical dimensions of the slit. Since the vertical dimension of the slit is filled, the
beam divergence must be greater than 1.9◦. Through 2D PIC simulations, a beam
divergence of ∼ 3.75◦ is expected. For all 12 shots the bunch charge was calculated
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using this expected divergence, the results of which are shown in figure 4.10. These are
plotted against the predicted proton energies for each shot, which scales as I/ni. This
might perhaps be expected to be a good metric of the bunch charge, since the strength
of the potential associated with the propagating shock front, from which particles are
reflected, is related to these quantities. The charge separation between the co-moving
electron and ion layers is determined by the strength of the ponderomotive force, which
scales with intensity. Despite this, for these results, no clear correlation was observed.
Higher energy proton beams might appear to have a lower average charge, although
enough shots do not exist to state this conclusively. A mean bunch charge of 0.043 nC
(3× 108 protons per bunch) was observed, with a standard deviation of 0.036 nC.
4.2.2 Comparison to theoretical scaling
The measured proton energy against the predicted energy from HB-RPA scaling, Ep =
4I/nic, is shown in figure 4.11. Also plotted is the line of equivalence for the measured
and predicted energies. The experimental energy is taken as the central value of a given
spectral peak.
Figure 4.11: The measured proton energy compared with the predicted proton energy
scaling for HB-RPA, E = 4I/nic. Also plotted a linear fit through the
data and the line of equivalent scaling for reference.
The predicted scaling was calculated using the on-shot laser conditions and the assumed
shock density. The laser intensity was calculated from the assumed spot size of 35 µm
and 35 % of the on-shot laser energy measurement. The ion density comes from the
predicted peak blast wave density from the observed shock front position.
Extraction of density profiles for all shots was not possible; the low backing pressures
on some shots combined with poor fringe contrast made density retrieval impossible.
However, for higher backing pressures the density was sufficient to observe significant
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Figure 4.12: An example interferogram of a pre-pulse driven blast wave used for target
shaping of the gas density profile for optimal ion acceleration. Inset: The
density profile for the presented interferogram along the laser axis (marked
by the red line), demonstrating a scale length of 18.6± 5.3 µm.
fringe shift, while for lower densities the shock front location could often still be ob-
served. The density profile of the shock and associated scale length can be extracted
experimentally through interferometry, as described in section 3.3.2.
An example interferogram and associated density lineout along the laser axis is given in
figure 4.12. The information presented is for one of the highest measured energy shots
presented in figure 4.11, with a peak gas jet pressure of 5.8× 1018 cm−3 and a pre-pulse
energy of 2.75 mJ. The mean measured scale length is 19± 5 µm across the width of the
focal spot. To test the validity of this result a comparison with the analytical solution
presented in section 3.2.1 can be made. From interferometry the shock radius along
the laser axis can be retrieved, and is found to be 339± 5 µm. Assuming spherical
shock expansion the assumed scale length is 19.3± 0.3 µm, in good agreement with
the measured values. The error arises due to the uncertainty in the measured shock
radius. Similarly good agreement was found between the densities; the measured and
predicted peak densities were 1.88nc and 1.93nc, respectively. It is concluded the pre-
pulse driven shocks match the predicted analytical scaling in spherical geometry given
the close agreement with results extractable from interferometry; the strong shock limit
can reasonably be applied for those shots where the density is not retrievable.
Given the difficulty in extracting information from the low density interferograms, the
peak density component of the presented scaling in figure 4.11 comes from extraction of
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the shock front position from the optical probes. The relative position of the shock in the
gas can be found, from which the equivalent proton density can be derived. The strong
shock limit is applied to obtain an expected peak ion density, using ρ/ρ0 = (γ+1)/(γ−1).
As such, only shots where the shock front can be located are presented in figure 4.11.
It is worth commenting that a large number of shots exhibited clear spectral peaking,
but are not presented due to the inability to accurately locate the shock front.
The vertical error bars for the measured proton energy are the rms energy for each
shot, obtained after the deconvolution of the real spectrum as described previously.
The analytical errors are a combination of the measured laser energy uncertainty and
the range of possible densities from the associated shock front location measurement
error.
Over a density range from 1.6nc to 3.45nc and laser intensities between a0 = 1.07
and a0 = 1.77, the proton energy was shown to match well with the predicted I/ni
scaling. This is indicative of radiation pressure acceleration via the so called hole-boring
mechanism (see section 2.4.2). Furthermore, the presence of peaked spectra is a further
indication of a radiation pressure based mechanism; sheath acceleration follows an I
1
2
(see section 2.4.1 and references therein) scaling and does not provide the possibility for
spectral peaking in such simple targets.
The discrepancy between the predicted and measured energy can be explained by the
laser energy within the focal spot being over-estimated. Based on the ratio between
the measured and actual proton energies in figure 4.11 being 0.88, the actual en-
ergy in the focal spot can be estimated as ∼ 31%. This equates to a mean energy
of 0.86± 0.19 J.
4.2.3 Proton Beam Filamentation
Those shots not presented but still exhibiting some form of spectral peaking were omit-
ted for two reasons. Firstly if the location of the shock front was not retrievable from
the optical probes, no estimate of the shock front density could be inferred; a value for
the predicted energy could not be obtained.
Secondly, a number of shots exhibited spatial modulation of the proton beam across the
vertical dimension of the slit. The reason for this is not completely clear, but believed
to be due to spatial variation in the laser intensity leading to filamentation of the laser
and subsequent proton beam. This is likely to be a result of spatial variations in the
laser near-field profile.
Reflections from the experimental interactions were observed to propagate back down
the laser chain, experiencing re-amplification in the main amplifier. The system geom-
etry results in subsequent down-collimation on the exit of the amplifier in the back-
propagation direction, which causes damage centres to form on the amplifier input
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window. The damage formation itself is a run-away process, with the effect rapidly
worsening once initial damage occurs. Subsequent shots demonstrate a measurable de-
crease in the uniformity of the laser near-field profile. The forward propagating beam
spatial intensity will be inhomogeneous on entry to the amplifier due to varying trans-
mission caused by the damage. The subsequent amplified beam will exhibit the same
properties; the effect is accentuated by the non-linear amplification process. Three ex-
ample images of the laser near-field profile at the entrance to the experimental chamber
are shown in figure 4.13, demonstrating an incremental deterioration of the spatial uni-
formity with increased damage, from left to right. As the laser propagates the low
density plasma preceding the critical surface, this inhomogeneity results in spatial vari-
ations in the laser intensity and equivalently the refractive index (see section 2.3.5); the
laser is susceptible to filamentation causing acceleration from multiple locations with
variations in the intensity.
Figure 4.13: Images of the laser near-field profile for, from left to right, the cases of
zero, partial and large damage to the main amplifier input window. The
resultant imprint on the spatial profile of the laser near-field is suggested
to cause modulation of the proton beam due to laser filamentation in the
low density plasma preceding the critical surface.
Figure 4.14: Magnetic spectrometer proton trace demonstrating the observation of
strong spatial modulation of the proton beam in the non-dispersed di-
rection. This is thought to be due to inhomogeneity of the laser near-field
caused by non-uniform amplification of the pulse.
These spatially varying shots were subsequently omitted since the laser spot size, and
consequently the intensity at the critical surface, cannot accurately be inferred, despite
the observation of high energies, > 1 MeV. An example raw magnetic spectrometer
image is given in figure 4.14 for reference.
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4.2.4 Comparison to previous work
The results presented in this chapter were from an experiment with the purpose of
furthering the previous work by Palmer at al. [141] [233] and Tresca et al. [181]. It
is therefore interesting to compare the results from those experiments with the results
presented here. A full comparison of a number of relevant parameters is given in the
table 4.2. The work by these authors was carried out at the same facility, although
the laser conditions were slightly different. The beam was operating in the 10P branch,
at a wavelength of 10.6 µm, with a focal spot size of ω0 ≈ 70 µm, pulse duration of
7 ps, laser energies between 2.5-2.9 J and on target intensities of 5.4-6.3 × 1015 Wcm−2
(a0 ' 0.47-0.51).
Palmer et al. and Tresca et al. present peak proton energies of 1.1 MeV and 1.2 MeV,
respectively. By comparison, the peak proton energies observed in the results presented
here was > 1.8 MeV, showing an improvement of > 50% over the previous work.
Palmer et al. also studied the relationship between the predicted and observed proton
energy using the 4I/nic hole-boring scaling, as shown in figure 4.11. They demon-
strated a linear correlation between the measured and predicted energies, although the
measured energies were ∼ 11 times higher than those predicted. This was partially ex-
plained by the observation via simulation of self-focussing in the density ramp preceding
the critical surface. This provided a factor of ∼ 2 increase in the laser intensity, enough
to at least in part explain the discrepancy. The additional difference was explained by
Palmer [233] through 2D PIC simulations, which suggested that acceleration occurred
at lower than expected densities, owing to a long scale length density ramp preceding
the critical surface. The work by Tresca et al. provided further analysis of these exper-
iments, suggesting that when linear polarisation was used, acceleration was dominated
by a laser-driven collisionless shock. The shock speeds are expected to exceed those of
an RPA-HB front, providing explanation for the higher than expected energies. This
is perhaps unsurprising. Consider the relation given by equation 2.74. It would be ex-
pected that collisionless shock acceleration would dominate for ne/nc & 4. The nature
of these previous experiments means they occur in the transition regime between when
collisionless shock and HB-RPA acceleration are expected to dominate. By contrast, the
work presented here occurred at higher a0, with all densities below 3.5nc. We therefore
expect the interaction to occur in the HB-RPA regime. This assumption is verified by
the scaling observed in figure 4.11; the results agree well with the 4I/nic scaling.
No measure of the mean proton bunch energy spread is given by Palmer et al., so direct
comparison is not possible. However, the range of energy spreads, ∆E/E, is given as
3-19%. The mean from the work presented here was 21± 3.5 %, at the upper end of
the work by Palmer et al.. The range of ∆E/E was 5.3-54.5%, although the upper
value was a clear exception to the trend; hence the relatively high mean. Perhaps most
interestingly was the observation of one shot with extremely low energy spread; 5.3%.
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Author Acceleration Mechanism Species Peak Energy Energy Spread Peak Signal
[MeV/u] [%] [particles/MeV/sr]
Schwoerer et al. [129] Sheath Acceleration protons 1.2 40 5× 1012
Hegelich et al. [132] Sheath Acceleration protons 3 17 5× 109
Henig et al. [251] LS-RPA C6+ 2.9 35 5× 109
Palmer et al. [141] HB-RPA protons 1.1 4 3.5× 1012
Haberberger et al. [167] CSA protons 20 1 1× 107
This work - lowest spread HB-RPA protons 0.55 5.3 5.9× 1011
This work - highest energy HB-RPA protons 1.85 12.2 3.6× 1011
Table 4.2: Comparison of previously observed peak enegies, energy spreads, ∆E/E, and
peak signal levels for mono-energetic spectral features observed in a number
of laser-driven ion acceleration experiments.
For comparison, the lowest energy spreads observed by Palmer et al. and Tresca et al.
were 3.2% and 4%, respectively. The results are roughly comparable, although slightly
higher in this work. However, the peak proton energy of the bunch was roughly half
that observed by Palmer et al. and Tresca et al., at ∼ 0.55 MeV. The energy spread of
the highest energy bunch was 12.2% at ∼ 1.85 MeV. The work presented here produced
higher energy proton bunches than previously observed with this laser system, although
the measured energy spread is ∼ 3.5 times higher.
The energy spread results still perform favourably when compared to results obtained by
other authors. Table 4.2 provides information on other work which has produced narrow
energy spread beams. As can be seen, the results presented here perform extremely
favourably when compared to work by Schwoerer et al. [129] and Hegelich et al. [132]
using structured targets to produce mono-energetic spectral features with the sheath
acceleration mechanism. These produced energy spreads of 40% and 17%, respectively.
Work by Henig et al. [251] demonstrated C6+ beams through the light-sail mechanism
with a best observed energy spread of 35%. One final result for comparison is the
work by Haberberger et al. [167]. Here the authors observed a ∼ 20 MeV proton
beam with ∼ 1% energy spread. However, the particle fluxes achieved were very low
at < 107 protons/MeV/sr, measured not with an ion spectrometer but with CR-39.
This was achieved through collisionless shock acceleration. The work used the high
power Neptune CO2 laser [191], although the mode of operation is significantly different
to that at the ATF. The beam consists of a train of 3 ps pulses, separated by 18 ps
over an ∼ 100 ps window. The total energy was 60 J, with the peak normalised vector
potential of the pulses ranging from a0 = 1.5-2.5 over the ∼ 100 ps temporal window.
The experiment also used a near-critical gas target, although no separate target shaping
was employed. Instead, the successive pulses were used to first steepen the density
gradient, then subsequently drive the acceleration. As such, despite their use of a
CO2 laser, the acceleration scheme is markedly different and perhaps describes this
discrepancy. Also of interest is the conversion efficiency of laser energy into the mono-
energetic proton bunch. The work presented here has a conversion efficiency ∼ 5 orders
of magnitude higher than the work by Haberberger et al., while a factor of 10 higher
than in the work by Palmer et al..
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The measured peak proton counts were lower than in previous work. For comparison, the
highest peak signals observed in the work presented here was 5.86× 1011 protons/MeV/sr.
By comparison, the highest peak signal observed by Palmer et al. was ∼ 3.5× 1012
protons/MeV/sr. However, this difference is explainable. The flux can reasonably be
assumed to scale with the density of the target and the area over which the interaction
occurs; the focal spot size. The focal spot size in the work presented here was approx-
imately half that of the previous work, while the densities were ∼ 3.1nc and 6.8nc,
respectively. The difference in focal spot area, ∼ 3.5×, and density, ∼ 2.2×, result in a
relative difference of ∼ 8×; this brings the results to comparable levels and higher than
from foil targets in the work presented by Schwoerer et al. [129], Hegelich et al. [132]
and Henig et al. [251]. The peak flux is also 4 orders of magnitude greater than in the
work by Haberberger et al. [167], despite the higher observed energies. This result is
understandable, given the requirement for high plasma temperature for fast collisionless
shock propagation and associated high ion energies. Higher upstream plasma temper-
atures also result in fewer ions whose kinetic energy meets the condition for reflection,
eφ > kBTi, giving lower fluxes. It should be noted, however, that this effect is somewhat
mitigated by the time that collisionless shock propagation is sustained, with the authors
claiming times of the order 100 ps. This is substantially longer than the lifetime of the
spatially driven critical surface in hole-boring, with the lifetime of the order of the laser
pulse length, in this case 5 ps.
The generally observed trend of lower peak fluxes also translates to the measured beam
charge; these are generally an order of magnitude lower than in the work by Palmer et
al. [141].
4.3 Simulations
The results presented in this chapter suggest that HB-RPA is the dominant acceleration
mechanism, as argued previously. However, the nature of these experiments is that
they occur around the transition between two acceleration schemes; hole-boring and
collisionless shock acceleration. Simulations were conducted to study the experimentally
observed results, to investigate and verify both the dominant ion acceleration mechanism
and also the energy scaling relative to the density profile and intensity.
Two different scenarios were considered; a basic plasma slab and a slab with preceding
density ramp. The first represents an idealised case which maximises energy transfer
to the critical surface and should produce optimal shock generation and acceleration
conditions. The second case more realistically represents the density profile of a shaped
gas target. The blast wave exhibits a characteristic density profile which is approximated
here as a decaying exponential with an associated scale length. This scale length is
20 µm, chosen from the experimental scale lengths, extracted from observation of the
shock expansion. The experimental scale lengths ranged from 18 - 24 µm, obtained as
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Parameter Value
Electron particles per cell 16
Proton particles per cell 16
Box size x 150 µm
Box size y 50 µm
Grid size x 120λL = 83.3 nm
Grid size y 120λL = 83.3 nm
Laser wavelength 10.2 µm
Laser focal spot size 35 µm
Laser pulse length 3.5 ps
Laser intensity 2.08 - 4.07× 1016 Wcm−2
a0 0.62 - 2
Laser polarisation linear and circular
Initial electron/proton temperatures 0 eV
Peak electron densities 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3nc
Table 4.3: Particle-in-cell simulation parameters used for studies of radiation pressure
acceleration of protons from shaped gas targets.
described in section 3.3.2.
In each case the peak shock density was varied, assuming values of 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3nc.
Simultaneously the laser intensity was varied, with a0 chosen to be 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75.
These values represent the range of the experimentally realised conditions.
In all cases the plasma was formed of a pre-ionised hydrogen plasma. The approximation
is reasonable given the laser intensity is sufficiently above the ionisation threshold that
rapid ionisation would be expected at the rising edge of the pulse. This would be
induced by barrier suppression ionisation (see section 2.3.2). The electrons and ions are
assumed initially cold; their temperatures are initialised at 0 eV. A grid size of 85-85 nm
was chosen to properly resolve the shock front, while 16 particles per cell were chosen
for both electrons and protons to minimise numerical heating. Steps were also taken to
minimise the effects of sheath acceleration, with the plasma extending to the rear of the
box. Simulations were run for a total of 7.5 ps, equivalent to twice the laser pulse length,
with an additional 0.5 to compensate for the time required for the laser to propagate
the vacuum to the target.
The full list of simulation parameters are summarised in table 5.2.
4.3.1 Results and Discussion
Acceleration with a step density profile
Acceleration was initially studied for the idealised case, with a step density plasma
profile from zero to varying peak densities, situated at the laser focus. A typical example
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of acceleration from a slab target is given in figure 4.15. A linearly polarised pulse with
a0 = 1.25 is incident on a plasma slab with density ne = 1.5nc, focussed to a spot size of
35 µm. The initial setup is shown in the top panel of figure 4.15, with the on-axis electron
density and 2D electron density shown, demonstrating the initial conditions.
Initially, as the laser intensity begins to increase, electromagnetic radiation reflects off
the over-critical vacuum-plasma interface, the so-called critical surface. The associated
radiation pressure causes density steepening to occur at the critical surface. This is
shown in row two of figure 4.15, which gives the plasma profile at 1.1 ps. Electrons
within the skin depth are accelerated forward creating a space charge field which drags
along the ions behind the electrons. As time progresses, the laser intensity increases and
the critical surface is accelerated further into the target at high velocity. Hole-boring
occurs. As the critical surface propagates into the plasma, the associated potential
profile reflects upstream ions to twice the critical surface velocity. The on-axis and full
2D density profiles are given in the third row of figure 4.15. This represents the plasma
conditions at 1.8 ps, just after the arrival of the peak of the laser pulse. As the laser
intensity subsequently drops, the critical surface continues to be driven into the target.
Once the associated potential increases to the point that it exceeds the upstream kinetic
energy of the protons, eφ > kBTi, upstream ions cannot pass through the shock, but
instead get reflected. At this point, the shock front can accelerate large numbers of
protons. The bottom row in figure 4.15 shows the electron density conditions around
the point when peak proton energies are produced, at 3.1 ps.
The associated x-px phase space plots for the three non-zero timesteps in figure 4.15
are given in figure 4.16. As can be observed in the two early timesteps, the critical
surface begins to be accelerated, before upstream protons are reflected to twice the
critical surface velocity, as shown in the 3.1 ps output. At later times protons can still
be reflected, although to lower energies and in lower numbers, as the shock loses energy.
This occurs for two reasons; the laser intensity drops and the shock loses energy through
reflections.
It is also interesting to highlight the late stage dynamics of these interactions. The on-
axis density lineout, 2D density profile, on-axis longitudinal electric field and potential
profiles, and x-px phase space for this simulation are given in figure 4.17, for a time of
5 ps. At this late time, the laser pulse has finished and the dynamics are purely driven
by the plasma conditions; the fields, density gradients and temperature gradients. As
can be observed, a collisionless shock structure has formed. This is demonstrated by
the oscillatory proton density profile in figures 4.17(a). These density modulations exist
in both the proton and electron profiles, although the proton modulations are narrower
in longitudinal size at <1 µm, due to the greater thermal energy of the electrons; these
essentially equilibrate to form a sheath around each proton density modulation. Simi-
larly, this oscillatory feature exists in the longitudinal electric field profile, seen in the
blue curve in figure 4.17(c), as a result of these electron and proton plasma perturba-
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Figure 4.15: On-axis electron density lineouts and 2D density plots for the interaction
of a CO2 laser pulse with a0 = 1.25, incident on a step profile plasma with
density ne = 1.5nc, focussed to a spot size of 35 µm. The dynamics are
shown at 0 ps, 1.1 ps, 1.8 ps and 5 ps. These demonstrate the initial condi-
tions, density accumulation and the formation of a hole-boring front, the
profile at the peak of the laser pulse and the profile around peak accelera-
tion, respectively.
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Figure 4.16: The proton x-px phase space plots for 1.1 ps, 1.8 ps and 3.1 ps for the
equivalent temporal outputs from figure 4.15. At early times the protons at
the critical surface are observed to be accelerated, before at 3.1 ps upstream
protons are reflected off the shock potential to twice the velocity of the
critical surface.
tions. The potential profile associated with this longitudinal electric field structure is
also oscillatory, as anticipated in section 2.2.3. This is also shown in figure 4.17(c) as
the red curve.
It is important to recognise that the collisionless shock forms at late times, near the
end of the laser pulse, i.e. > 3.1 ps, when the peak acceleration off the critical surface
occurs. However, there is a transition regime while the laser is still driving the critical
surface and the collisionless shock is launched. During these early stages, while the
laser persists, electrons become effectively trapped between the shock potential and
the laser, confining the expansion of the shock in the direction opposite to the laser
propagation. As can be seen from the x-px phase space plot in figure 4.17(d), protons
are accelerated off the collisionless shock front by the associated potential, given by the
red curve in figure 4.17(c). Those which are not reflected can be sufficiently slowed,
becoming trapped within the shock structure, propagating at the shock velocity. This
is also observed in figure 4.17(d), with a high flux component moving forwards with
the collisionless shock velocity. However, it can be seen that the energies obtained by
the reflected protons are lower than from the laser accelerated critical surface. A clear,
detached bunch of protons are seen to propagate upstream from the collisionless shock,
which were previously reflected off the hole-boring front at earlier times. These protons
are those observed undergoing strong acceleration off the hole-boring front in figure
4.16 at 3.1 ps. While a component of the proton energy spectrum from the collisionless
shock then exists, they do not exceed the energies of those accelerated through hole-
boring.
The observed combination of acceleration mechanisms occurring in the above simu-
lation highlights the nature of these near-critical density interactions, as was alluded
to previously in section 4.2.4. Recall figure 2.13, which showed two regimes in which
radiation pressure and collisionless shock acceleration are expected to dominate as a
function of plasma density and laser intensity, given by equation 2.74. This suggests for
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Figure 4.17: Simulation outputs at 5 ps for a CO2 laser pulse with a0 = 1.25, incident
on a step profile plasma with density ne = 1.5nc. These demonstrate the
formation of a collisionless shock structure. The subplots are (a) the on-
axis proton density lineout, (b) the full 2D proton density profile. (c) the
longitudinal electric field and (d) the x-px proton phase space.
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1 < a0 < 2 and for ne/nc . 4, hole-boring is expected to be the dominant acceleration
mechanism. In practice, a transition regime will exist over a finite distance either side
of this equality. For a0 ≈ 1 and near critical densities, the interactions appear to be
in this transition regime, with both HB-RPA and collisionless shock acceleration occur-
ring. However, HB-RPA still dominates because the conditions sit below the equality
given by equation 2.74.
The effect of a density gradient
As previously discussed, in practice the density profile of the shaped gas target is not a
step function, but instead assumes a decaying profile from the critical surface with an
associated scale length. To model the effect of this finite scale length, an exponential
ramp was assumed with a scale length of 20 µm. This was chosen as it sits between the
range of experimentally measured scale lengths for the shots presented earlier in this
chapter; these were between ∼ 18-24 µm.
Acceleration with the preceding density ramp shares similarities with the slab scenario,
with acceleration being first driven by hole-boring before the late time formation of a
collisionless shock. A number of differences also exist however. The laser propagates up
the density ramp to the critical surface, denoted by ne = γnc, where reflection occurs.
This has two effects, the first being the critical surface is accelerated into the target and
a hole-boring front is formed. Secondly, the reflected component of the laser interferes
with itself, at very early times forming a static standing wave. This seeds periodic
oscillations in the electron density, although these are quickly destroyed as the critical
surface begins to move. The rapidly varying standing wave field causes turbulent motion
in the plasma ramp, as can be seen in figure 4.18 for t = 0.7 ps. Consequently, early times
are dominated by the interaction of the laser with the underdense plasma preceding the
critical surface. As the intensity increases further, these low density perturbations
dissipate and the interaction is dominated by the interaction at the critical surface.
This is shown in the bottom row of figure 4.18 at 2.3 ps. Density continues to pile-up
and the hole-boring front is accelerated further into the target. As in the slab case, the
hole-boring front can reflect upstream ions to high energies. This is demonstrated in
figure 4.19 at 2.3 ps.
An interesting aspect of the inclusion of the density ramp is the increased energies
from the late time collisionless shock. Figure 4.20(a) shows the two-dimensional density
profile at 6 ps, highlighting the formation of such a collisionless shock. Figure 4.20(b)
shows the increased collisionless shock accelerated proton energies, comparable with
those from hole-boring. A clear bunch, accelerated at earlier times off the hole-boring
front is seen ahead of a broad energy beam accelerated off the collisionless shock. Peak
energies in this specific case are comparable with the step density plasma case as seen in
figure 4.16, with equivalent peak density and laser conditions. This observation has an
interesting effect on the proton energy spectrum. Figure 4.21 shows the energy spectra
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Figure 4.18: The on-axis electron density lineouts and 2D density plots for the interac-
tion of a CO2 laser pulse with a0 = 1.25, incident on a plasma with peak
density ne = 1.5nc and 20 µm preceding density ramp. The dynamics are
shown at 0 ps, 0.7 ps and 2.3 ps. These demonstrate the initial conditions,
the perturbation of the density ramp preceding the initial critical surface
and the profile around peak acceleration, respectively.
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Figure 4.19: The proton x-px phase space plots for 0.7 ps and 2.3 ps for the equivalent
temporal outputs from figure 4.18.
Figure 4.20: (a) The two-dimensional density profile at 6 ps for the late time collisionless
shock formed in simulations with a 20 µm density ramp preceding a 1.5nc
plasma slab. The incident laser has a0 = 1.25. (b) The phase space plot
for the same simulation, showing a bunch of protons previously accelerated
by HB-RPA and a broad energy component accelerated off the collisionless
shock potential.
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at two times for both (a) the step density profile in the previous section and (b) the
20 µm scale length exponential ramp preceding the plasma slab. In both cases at early
times spectral peaking is observed, with a narrower energy spread for the ramp case.
This occurs because at the time of peak acceleration, the potential profile associated
with the critical surface is steeper in the ramp case; upstream protons are more rapidly
accelerated, giving a narrow energy spread. At late times, the spectral features are no
longer observable. In the case of the slab target, the peak energy of shock accelerated
protons coincides with that of the low energy end of the spectral feature. Appreciable
numbers of protons are accelerated to these energies and the spectrum is smoothed.
For the ramp case, as previously discussed, the peak shock accelerated proton energies
match that of the hole-boring accelerated component, blurring out the spectral feature.
This trend is observed throughout the parameter space simulated. Early time spectral
features produced by HB-RPA are subsequently masked by the late time collisionless
shock which is formed.
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Figure 4.21: (a) The proton energy spectra at 3.8 ps and 5.2 ps for a step density profile.
(b) The proton energy spectra at 3.4 ps and 5.2 ps for a 20 µm exponential
density profile preceding the plasma slab. In both cases the early time
energy peaking is not observed to be maintained at later times.
Results are presented in figure 4.22 for the maximum observed proton energies for the
region of parameter space studied. This shows a number of interesting features. As is
to be expected from HB-RPA scaling (Ei = 4I/nc), a linear decrease in proton energy
with peak initial plasma density is observed for the plasma slab case. As the density
drops below ne = γnc, the radiation pressure exerted on the plasma is lower as the laser
can propagate further into the plasma. While the density is reduced in this case, the
acceleration is less effective owing to the reduced radiation pressure. Eventually, the
laser can propagate in the underdense plasma, with no over-critical surface forming and
no appreciable RPA.
The ramp case does not follow the same scaling. In this case, the critical surface initially
forms not at the location of peak density, but instead where the density goes overcritical
in the ramp preceding the slab. Acceleration begins at the same density independent of
the peak density, although there is a dependence on the laser intensity due ncr = γnc.
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Figure 4.22: Peak proton energies observed in simulations, for a0 = 1.25, a0 = 1.50 and
a0 = 1.75, for densities over the range 1.5-3nc.
This helps explain why the peak proton energies become approximately constant for
the case of higher densities. Here, acceleration is always occurring at approximately the
same density, giving quasi-constant energies.
The exceptionally high relative energy for laser condition a0 = 1.75 and peak density
of ne = 1.5nc arises due to the turbulent motion in the low density plasma ramp. The
field structure is such that material is pulled from the edge of the hole drilled in the
plasma into the centre of the laser field. This is subsequently accelerated in the forward
direction by the laser, its limited mass facilitating the strong acceleration. While the
effect is interesting, in reality it relies on a number of factors coinciding; hence it is not
observed in any other case, where the scaling follows the same broad trend. Material is
required to be pulled from the wall of the shock front into the centre of the laser field
on a trajectory that allows it to gain significant forward momentum. While interesting,
in practice the effect is not dependable as an acceleration mechanism.
It can be concluded that the interaction with a density ramp is sensitive to the ramp
profile and laser conditions. While the dominant acceleration in the ramp always initially
occurs at the critical surface, the time it takes for density steepening to occur and the
formation of an accelerated hole-boring front clearly determines the energy spectrum
observed. At lower intensities and longer ramps more energy will be coupled to the
low density plasma in the preceding ramp and it will take longer for these effects to
occur. Concurrently, high intensities and shorter ramps should allow this process to
occur faster. This may help explain some of the variability in the experimental data,
and give some indication of why HB-RPA is dominant in some situations, giving peaked
energy spectra, and not in others.
The difference between the observed experimental and simulation scaling must also be
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addressed. The experimental results demonstrated good agreement with the predicted
HB-RPA scaling, 4I/nc. Simulations suggest similar linear scaling for overdense (ne >
nc) slab targets, as seen in figure 4.22.
The more realistic density ramp simulations do not follow this predicted scaling but for
the highest laser intensity of a0 = 1.75; lower intensities show quasi-constant proton
energies at higher densities, attributed to acceleration occurring not at the peak of the
ramp, but instead the critical surface location. This provides a quasi-constant density.
Clearly the simulations and experimental results do not agree. The most probable
explanation is that undiagnosed laser pre-pulses resulted in density steepening of the
plasma, giving an effective slab like profile at the arrival of the main pulse. No high
temporal resolution laser diagnostics were available making diagnosis of these structures
impossible. However, previous experiments have demonstrated low energy, ∼ 25 ps pre-
pulses arriving before the main pulse [233] (see also Chapter 5). As described in section
3.1, these are formed due to the inclusion of multiple rotational lines from the gain
spectrum in the extracted pulse. It has been shown that these act to steepen the
density sufficiently such that upon the arrival of the main pulse, the interaction occurs
with an effective slab target [150] [233]. It would then be possible to explain the observed
experimental scaling.
Circular vs. Linear Polarisation
The effect of going to circular polarisation was also considered. Circular polarisation
limits the effect of ~J× ~B electron heating, in theory reducing the upstream bulk plasma
temperature. The lower thermal plasma pressure results in the critical surface propa-
gating faster, generating higher energy protons. Reflection is also expected to be less
efficient with increased plasma temperature; fewer particles can be reflected by the shock
potential.
For these tests, the step density profile was used, to minimise computational resources.
Circular polarisation was modelled by including two, identical but orthogonal laser
components. By setting these to be pi/2 out of phase with one another, a circularly
polarised pulse is produced.
Results show a number of important differences between circular and linear polarisation.
Firstly, circular polarisation demonstrates increased proton energies compared with the
linear case. For a laser with a0 = 1.25 and slab density ne = 1.5nc, the maximum
proton energy is > 1.5 MeV. This is shown in figure 4.23. Compare this with the linear
polarisation case for the same conditions in figure 4.21(a), where the peak energy is
< 0.8 MeV. Suppressed heating of the upstream plasma in the case of circular polar-
isation results in a lower thermal plasma pressure, allowing faster propagation of the
hole-boring front, giving higher proton energies. Furthermore, the suppressed plasma
heating results in the condition eφ > kBT being valid at earlier times, resulting in sub-
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Figure 4.23: Proton energy spectra at two times from 2D PIC simulations, for both
circularly and linearly polarised laser pulses with a0 = 1.25 at a density of
1.5nc.
sequent particle reflection also being at earlier times. The shock continues reflecting at
late times as the potential decays, again possible due to the upstream kinetic proton
energy, kBTi, being lower and generating a broad spectrum beam component. This
dominates the peaked spectrum at late times.
A collisionless shock structure is still formed in this case, although at later times than for
linear polarisation, again owing to the reduced bulk plasma heating. Particle energies
in this case are also lower.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter presented experimental results studying near-critical density proton accel-
eration with a CO2 laser. The results demonstrated a number of shots with spectral
peaking of the proton energy. Mono-energetic features are indicative of a shock ac-
celeration mechanism, in this case hole-boring or collisionless shock acceleration. The
experimental density and laser intensity conditions suggest hole-boring should domi-
nate, which was verified using 2D PIC simulations. Further evidence of this comes from
the measured proton energies. These demonstrated good agreement with the predicted
proton energies using the Ep = 4I/nic hole-boring scaling, as shown in figure 4.11.
Higher peak proton energies than previously observed on the CO2 laser at the ATF were
produced. The highest peak proton bunch energy seen was ∼ 1.85 MeV, with an energy
spread of 12.2%. This demonstrates a > 50% increase in the maximum previously
observed peak energy.
The spectral features also demonstrated narrow energy spreads, with the lowest being
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∆E/E = 5.3% at a peak energy of ∼ 0.55 MeV. This compares slightly less favourably
with the previous work by Palmer et al. [141] and Tresca et al. [181], who observed
narrowest spreads of ∆E/E ' 4% at a peak energy of ∼ 1.1 MeV.
Simulations highlight the nature of these experiments, demonstrating that for the near-
critical densities studied and laser intensities of a0 ≈ 1, multiple acceleration mecha-
nisms can exist. Simulations suggest these experiments operate in a regime still domi-
nated by HB-RPA, as also indicated by the observed experimental proton energy scaling.
However, at late times, collisionless shocks are observed to form, accelerating upstream
protons, albeit to lower peak energies and with no observable spectral peaking. These
broad energy beams at late times dominate the spectral energy features from the hole-
boring front. This observation provides an explanation of the high numbers of exper-
imental shots on which no spectral peaking was observed. While these beams could
perhaps be explained by sheath acceleration at the rear of the gas jet, no ionisation
is observed here in the interferometry, as would be expected in the case of sheath ex-
pansion. These broad energy spread beam components from simulations help explain
this observation. The shots where spectral features are clear must exist in a regime
where acceleration from the critical surface is extremely fast, generating high energy
protons above any low energy thermal component which does not dominate. These
narrow energy spread beams require rapid dissipation of the shock [181], such that no
gradual deceleration occurs producing a broad energy beam. This would explain the
observations in figure 4.4. Shots (a) and (c) demonstrate very clear spectral peaking.
Shot (b) is less pronounced, with a higher background component. These shots perhaps
demonstrate different levels of broadband acceleration.
5 Enhanced ion acceleration from an
induced grating structure in a
near-critical density plasma ramp
It was previously stated in section 3.2.1 that short scale lengths at the critical inter-
action surface were important for efficient ion acceleration. This section will present
experimental and simulation results which show this is not strictly true for all cases. In
fact, this chapter hopes to demonstrate that for certain near-critical density interactions
a front surface scale length can be beneficial to the ion acceleration process, providing
superior ion energies to an equivalent slab target scenario. Experimental results demon-
strated ion energies which consistently exceeded those predicted by the theoretical HB
scaling, with a strong dependence on the relative timing between the BW generation
and main pulses, despite the shock moving of the order of one Rayleigh length; the in-
tensity can therefore be assumed quasi-constant. The reason for this is suggested to be
a periodic modulation in the low density plasma preceding the critical surface, and the
subsequent acceleration of one or more of these structures. Their limited areal density,
when combined with a favourable formation time, allows for superior ion acceleration
relative to a plasma slab. For certain regions of parameter space, this method can con-
sistently provide superior ion energies, with a dependence on the ramp profile and laser
intensity.
5.1 Experimental Overview
5.1.1 Laser Parameters
The work presented in this chapter used the CO2 laser at the ATF, operating in the 10P
branch at 10.6 µm. A linearly polarised train of pulses was delivered to the interaction
chamber with a mean energy of 3.5 J, focussed to a 70 µm spot, with Rayleigh length
∼385 µm. The train of pulses arises due to spectral modulation in the regenerative
amplifier; pulse extraction overlaps with multiple peaks on the gain spectrum (see figure
3.3), resulting in a train of pulses, separated by ∼ 25 ps. An example of the laser
temporal structure is given in figure 5.1. Typically most of the energy (> 85 %) is
contained within the first two pulses, with the relative levels varying shot to shot due
to the non-linear nature of the CO2 amplification system. For the shots on the day
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Figure 5.1: An example CO2 temporal profile. Modulation of the gain spectrum results
in temporal modulation and a laser train. The given example contains 7 %,
28 % and ∼ 65 % energy in the first, second and third pulses, respectively.
Parameter Value
Laser energy to chamber 2.1 - 4.2 J
Energy in focal spot 0.68 - 1.37 J
Focal spot size 70 µm
Pulse length 5 ps
Laser intensity at focus 3.5 - 7× 1015 Wcm−2
a0 at focus 0.51 - 0.72
Table 5.1: CO2 laser parameters for the results presented in Chapter 5
the experimental data was obtained, the mean laser energies were 12± 6 %, 23± 6 %
and 65± 9 % for the first, second and third pulses, respectively. The information on
the pulse structure was obtained using a streak camera. This is a device often used to
measure the temporal evolution of the power or intensity of a laser pulse. Laser light
incident on a cathode can generate electrons, the flux of which is related to the intensity
of the incident light. The electrons are accelerated towards a detector, traversing a pair
of electrodes which experience a temporally varying voltage which acts to spatially
deflect the electrons. It is then possible to infer the temporally varying intensity from
the spatial profile of the signal.
The inherent variability of the laser system gave a range of laser intensities for any given
“equivalent” target conditions. The range of parameters are given in table 5.1. The
mean energy of 1.1± 0.1 J gives an equivalent mean intensity of 5.9× 1015 Wcm−2, or
equivalently, a mean vector potential, a0, of 0.65.
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Figure 5.2: An example interferogram from the experiment, showing a blast wave
launched into the gas jet 30 ns before the main CO2 pulse. The clip, which
is shot with a seperate Nd:YAG laser to heat the clip and generate the shock
is clearly visible protruding into the gas flow. This laser is incident from
above and to the side of the gas jet, with variable energy and timing.
5.1.2 Targetry
The experiments in this chapter employed the “1 mm” nozzle as outlined in section
3.2, with hydrogen gas at 4 bar backing pressure giving a density profile as demon-
strated in figure 3.5. For these conditions, the gas reaches a peak molecular density of
3.4× 1018 cm3, equivalent to 0.6nc. The scale length of the gas profile is 0.55 mm, with
the profile extending out to 1.5 mm.
Target shaping occurred through the use of an external Nd:YAG laser on to a stainless
steel clip, positioned at the edge of the gas flow. An example interferogram of this
process is shown in figure 5.2. The YAG beam has energy ∼ 80 mJ and pulse length
τYAG = 5 ns. It is focussed using an f/10 geometry from above such that it passes
through the side of the gas flow to the clip. The clip is heated, causing hot material to
be ablated into the surrounding gas and subsequent localised heating. This can be seen
at the YAG focus in figure 5.2. The heating causes a blast wave to be launched into
the gas, as seen in the interferometry. The energy of the YAG pulse could be controlled
through the use of polarisation based splitting, with a variable polariser and polarisation
dependent beam-splitter used. However, in practice the full energy was always used to
cause the fastest expansion possible. At the same time, the relative timing between this
and the main CO2 pulse was variable, with a delay range of 20− 70 ns studied. The
CO2 focus is fixed, which provides the opportunity to scan the BW position relative to
focus, or, given the long Rayleigh range of the CO2 beam, allows a study of the effect
of a scale length preceding the critical surface to be investigated.
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5.1.3 Diagnostics
The main diagnostics for this experiment were the magnetic ion spectrometer (see sec-
tion 3.4.1) and optical probes. The ion spectrometer operated with a 500 µm pinhole at
its entrance to sample the on-axis proton beam profile.
The optical probes consisted of an ∼ 8 ps, frequency doubled, 532 nm probe beam pro-
viding variable two time shadowgraphy and interferometry. This beam is synchronised
to the CO2 laser such that it can be timed to arrive before, during or after the main
pulse driving ion acceleration. The beams were chosen to arrive such that the early
beam arrived ∼ 30 ps before the main CO2 pulse, while the second beam was employed
at various times to study the post acceleration structure. Imaging of the acceleration
process was not directly possible since the probe beam is longer than the CO2 beam;
any features are effectively blurred out due to the long integration time of the probe.
However, this is not an issue for studying hydrodynamic features, such as the BW, since
the important timescales for this case are orders of magnitude longer (∼ ns).
5.2 Experimental Results
The results presented in this chapter originated from an experiment in July 2015, aimed
at studying radiation pressure acceleration of protons from a near-critical density gas
target. This work focusses specifically on studies aimed at studying the effect of differing
target shaping conditions on the generated proton beams, namely the blast wave position
in the gas and expansion time. Peaked proton spectra, indicative of a radiation pressure
driven acceleration mechanism as earlier discussed in Chapter 4, were observed on∼ 30%
of shots. A peaked proton trace constituted those with a clearly defined bunch of
protons in the energy spectrum, typically at an energy exceeding a lower energy thermal
spectrum. To illustrate this more clearly, figure 5.3 shows three raw proton traces on
which various levels of spectral peaking were observed. Figure 5.3(b) shows the effect
particularly clearly.
Also plotted in figure 5.3 are the energy spectra for the same shots. Data is extracted
from the raw images as described in section 3.4.1. These demonstrate peak bunch
energies of 0.77± 0.04 MeV, 1.47± 0.11 MeV and 0.88± 0.05 MeV for shots (a), (b) and
(c), respectively. For each shot, measured peak fluxes of ∼ 5× 1012 protons/MeV/sr,
∼ 4× 1012 protons/MeV/sr and ∼ 6× 1012 protons/MeV/sr were observed. These are
equivalent to the observed fluxes in solid target experiments [115].
5.2.1 Multiple ion bunches
For a sharp vacuum-plasma interface, induced by shaping of the target, it would be
expected that protons would be accelerated due to RPA for the given experimental
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Figure 5.3: Experimental magnetic ion spectrometer traces illustrating the effect of
high energy proton energy bunches, with a lower energy, thermal tail. The
peak observed bunch energies were 0.77± 0.04 MeV, 1.47± 0.11 MeV and
0.88± 0.05 MeV for shots (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
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conditions. An equilibrium could be expected between the laser photon and plasma
thermal pressures, driving the critical surface at a quasi-constant velocity until the laser
energy is depleted and the shock front collapses. The energy spectrum would consist
of a narrow energy spread bunch of protons at high energy [252]. It is also possible a
lower energy thermal component is present, produced as the shock front slows creating
a broad energy spread. This is demonstrated in figure 5.3.
A further interesting signature in the experimental proton spectra is the observation of
multiple peaks in the energy spectrum for a number of shots. Figure 5.4 demonstrates
two shots containing examples of this observation. These were chosen from a sample
of 8 shots exhibiting this effect from data taken during scans of the longitudinal and
transverse nozzle position and the shock timing. This totalled 80 shots. As such, it can
be said that these multiple bunches were observed on 10 % of shots.
Henceforth, two main examples will be discussed, termed shots (i) and (ii), which rep-
resent data in figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(c), plus 5.4(b) and 5.4(d), respectively. Both shots
are for equivalent conditions; 5 bar absolute backing pressure giving a peak molecular
gas density of 4.2× 1018 cm−3, equivalent nozzle positions (0 mm relative longitudinal
position) and 40 ns blast wave expansion time.
The two shots presented in figure 5.4 were chosen as follows; (i) represents the only
shot with three bunches observed, while shots (ii) represents a typical example of the
remaining shots which all demonstrate two bunches. These shots do not represent
those with the highest proton energies or peak counts, but act to provide the clearest
illustration of the phenomenon. For reference, the highest proton energy observed was
1.96 MeV with a peak proton number of 1.9× 1012 protons/MeV/sr. The highest flux
was observed on a shot with peak bunch energy of 0.38 MeV with a peak proton counts
of 1.2× 1013 protons/MeV/sr. As is evident from figure 5.4, lower energy bunches can
exhibit higher proton numbers than this value.
Three energy bunches were observed above the thermal tail for shot (i), peaked at 0.38,
0.64 and 1.06 MeV with peak proton numbers of 4.2× 1013 protons/MeV/sr, 6.7× 1012
protons/MeV/sr and 2× 1012 protons/MeV/sr, respectively.
Similarly, two energy bunches were observed for shot (ii), peaked at 0.38 and 0.61 MeV
with peak proton numbers of 2.3× 1013 protons/MeV/sr and 4.5× 1012 protons/MeV/sr,
respectively.
The presence of a peaked bunch with relatively narrow energy spread is typically in-
dicative of a shock based mechanism constituting a sustained shock front moving at
constant velocity from which protons are reflected by the associated potential. Classi-
cal hole-boring acceleration at the critical surface does not facilitate multiple bunches.
Particle reflection is only sustainable during the quasi-stable period while the laser is
driving the shock front, after which time the shock front rapidly dissipates. This model
is not conducive to multiple bunches since there is no apparent mechanism for the shock
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Figure 5.4: Experimental data demonstrating the observation of multiple proton
bunches. (a) raw proton energy image from the magnetic ion spectrom-
eter, with three proton energy bunches, (b) raw proton energy image with
two energy bunches, (c) and (d) proton energy spectra as a function of
counts per MeV per steradian for (a) and (b), respectively.
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front velocity to transition between constant, discrete levels during the acceleration pro-
cess.
Collisionless shock acceleration is a second mechanism by which bunches in the ion
energy spectrum could be expected. The shock moving at constant velocity can snow-
plough upstream ions. Again though, one would assume a quasi-equilibrium to be
achieved between the up- and down-stream electron pressures, sustained by heating
from the laser. After the laser intensity drops, one would assume the shock would
dissipate due to loss of energy from reflections. One possible argument in favour of
multiple bunches could be that protons which are not swept up by the shock front
can become trapped in the potential behind the shock. It could be suggested that these
particles are accelerated to energies significantly above the background, but below those
achieved at the shock front. In reality however, these ions are trapped until such time as
the shock decays, at which point the accelerating potential is not sufficient to accelerate
sufficiently large particle fluxes to the required energies that they are quantitatively
significant. Since the observed lower energy bunches are always higher in flux than the
most energetic bunch, this further suggests a collisionless shock cannot be a mechanism
by which to observe these multiple energy peaks.
The presence of a the pulse train structure described in section 5.1.1 could point to
multiple successive acceleration stages. In either a hole-boring or collisionless shock
acceleration based scheme, acceleration could occur from each pulse, with the proton
energy expected to scale with the laser intensity of each successive pulse. In practice
however, the experimentally observed results do not agree with this expected scaling;
the peak energy ratio between the experimentally observed bunches does not match
that of the intensity ratio between successive pulses. To illustrate this, the intensity of
the second laser pulse is 0.36 times that of the main pulse, but the proton energy of
the second to the first bunch is 0.62 times. As such, the pulse train structure does not
provide sufficient means to explain the observed multiple bunches.
5.2.2 Proton energy vs. scale length
The use of an external YAG laser to drive a BW from the metal clip provides the
advantage of stable energies delivered with simple temporal control between the arrival
of the YAG and CO2 pulses. Changing the Q-switch timing of the YAG laser by
adjusting the time an input trigger is delivered, it was possible to adjust the relative
temporal delay. For the purposes of the results presented here, the relative delay was
changed from 20 ns to 70 ns. For such a timing scan the proton energies are given in
figure 5.5. As can be observed, a strong proton energy dependence on the expansion
time exists.
The data presented is the mean value of all shots on which peaked proton energy traces
were observed for a given expansion time. The plotted errors are a combination of
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Figure 5.5: Experimental proton energy scaling as a function of relative blast wave
timing; analogous to scaling versus the scale length. Also plotted is the
predicted proton energy from HB-RPA (Ep = 4I/nic), using the estimated
peak density from the shock front location.
the sample standard deviation for all shots at a given time and the uncertainty in
determining the peak proton energy, determined by the energy bin size of any given
pixel. Also plotted is the predicted proton energy for each given time, assumed to follow
the HB-RPA scaling Ep = 4I/nic. The intensity is calculated in each case assuming
the mean measured laser energy for each expansion time. The density is the assumed
peak density of the blast wave, calculated by using the expected density increase in the
strong shock limit, ρ/ρ0 = (γ+1)/(γ−1) ' 6, using the unperturbed gas density at the
average location of the shock front for each time. Clearly, the experimentally obtained
results do not match the expected scaling.
During the 50 ns expansion window, the BW radius changes by 508± 8 µm, or alterna-
tively, 1.31± 0.02 zR. It might be thought that the change in intensity due to a variation
in laser focal spot size through focus is the cause of the observed energy dependence. If
this were the case, for fixed shock expansion conditions a change in longitudinal nozzle
position (i.e. along the laser axis) would result in an equivalent energy scaling depen-
dence as in figure 5.5. In reality, this is not observed, with the measured proton energies
decreasing much slower than in figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 shows the change in ion energy as
a function of nozzle position over 2 mm, equivalent to 5.2 zR. The positions are relative
to that for the peak observed proton energy per unit CO2 energy. Positive values rep-
resent a shift in the laser focus towards the rear of the gas. The energies are again the
mean value of bunched proton spectra. The error in energy comes from a combination
of the sample standard deviation and the energy uncertainty of the detector. Again,
also plotted is the predicted proton energy from HB scaling. Given the shock front
location in the gas was fixed, the expected peak blast wave density was used from the
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Figure 5.6: Experimental proton energy scaling as a function of the nozzle position along
the axis of laser focus. Proton energies are not observed to appreciably
decrease over two Rayleigh lengths. Also plotted is the predicted proton
energy from HB-RPA (Ep = 4I/nic). A mean laser energy of 1.1 J was
used. The shock expansion was fixed in this case, with the estimated peak
density calculated from the average shock front location across all shots.
mean shock front location on all shots. This was found to be ∼ 3.5nc. The intensity
was calculated using the mean laser energy of ∼ 1.1J.
The difference in peak energy between figures 5.5 and 5.6 arises from a transverse
optimisation of the nozzle position between the longitudinal and temporal scans. It
should also be noted that for all shots presented here, except the shortest BW expansion
time, the peak density in the shock remains above the relativistically correct critical
density. For the 20 ns case, the assumed peak density is 0.9nc. Even for this case,
density steepening, as presented by Robinson et al. [149], suggests RPA-HB should be
possible. Since scaling suggests an inverse dependence on the density of the plasma
being accelerated, it would be expected that the 20 ns or 30 ns case would provide the
highest proton energies. Clearly then, given the 6-fold increase in proton energy between
30 ns and 50 ns, another phenomenon must be involved.
While a decrease in proton energy is observed over zR, the relative difference when com-
pared to the temporal scan is less. To quantitatively illustrate this, for the longitudinal
scan the proton energy decreased by 7.2 % over 250 µm. By comparison, the proton
energy in the temporal scan is observed to decrease by 67 % over a distance of ∼280 µm.
Perhaps more clearly, the proton energy decreases from its peak value to zero in 752 µm
and 254 µm for the longitudinal and temporal scans, respectively. It is therefore rea-
sonable to assume that the observed proton energy depends on another time-dependent
parameter. From the shock scaling presented in section 3.2.1, this is attributed to the
density scale length, which is shown to be self-similar with time.
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Experimentally observed density scale lengths
To test the hypothesis that the density scale length approaching the critical surface is
a deterministic factor in the observed proton energy scaling, it is important to obtain
values for these for each given expansion time. However, real experimental scale lengths
are difficult to extract from the interferometric images. A number of challenges exist
when attempting to retrieve the experimental density profile. The steep gradients at
the shock front provide a major obstacle. Phase shifts significantly greater than 2pi
can be observed for the steepest gradients, making deconvolution more complicated.
Furthermore, the ablated material from the clip which drives the expansion remains
ionised, even after > 20 ns. This is observed even for shots with no ionisation at the
shock front from the CO2 beam, and consequently makes density retrieval without
ionisation from the shock impossible. The phase modulation at the peak of the shock
is also such that fringe cuts are possible; the process by which two fringes appear to
join in the shock, despite their being from two separate fringes when no perturbation
is present. Information is also often totally lost at the shock front, with no fringes
observed. This is due to the probe beam deflection being such that the information
is outside the collection angle of the imaging optic. Finally, the fringe contrast on the
images is poor, making fringe identification challenging.
To overcome these issues and retrieve the density scale lengths, a number of solutions
were trialled. The fringe contrast issues were overcome with a process of computational
image manipulation. It was possible to manually adjust the brightness and contrast of
the image to optimise the fringe contrast. Automatic fringe tracing was also employed
to the images, which first divided the raw image by a copy of itself which had a gaussian
filter applied to blur the image; this acted to boost the contrast. A Fourier filter could
then be applied, with only the region of interest in frequency space selected and the
rest masked to remove noise. Finally, the fringes could be automatically traced by
looking for the maximum and minimum levels above and below a threshold value set
to be between these two values in regions of poor contrast. This allowed the automatic
tracing of fringes for all regions of the image except at the shock front and those regions
with the poorest contrast.
To resolve the information lost in the shock front, fringes were manually drawn on to the
image, ensuring that the ends of a given fringe either side of the shock front were joined.
The paths traced by the fringes in this instance was estimated from the information
available on the raw image. While information is often lost in the very densest part of
the shock, the fringes could be traced in the preceding regions. By utilising the fringes
that were not obscured and the traces up to the point of information loss, it was possible
to manually interpolate the fringes over the shock front. The level of phase shift could
then be measured and density estimates retrieved. Figure 5.7 shows the estimated scale
lengths for the given expansion times. The errors are a combination of the difference in
scale length obtained through manual interpolation on the same image multiple times
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Figure 5.7: Left: Experimental density scale lengths obtained using interferometry
∼ 30 ps before the main CO2 pulse. Right: An example density lineout
for the case of 50 ns expansion.
to assess the reproducibility, the variation in scale length across the focal spot and the
resolution limit of the diagnostic. Figure 5.7 also shows the density profile achieved for
the 50 ns case. The low upstream density is due to lack of ionisation; the relatively low
density of the cold gas is not sufficient to produce measurable phase shifts to detect.
For 50 ns expansion, the mean shock front position is ∼150 µm from the centre of the
gas jet. Using the strong shock condition (equation 3.5b) and the unperturbed gas
density profile, the expected peak density of the shock would be 4.5× 1019 cm−3. The
extracted peak density in this case is a factor of ∼ 2.25 lower than expected. This
is likely due to inaccurate interpolation over the shock front, with the phase shifts
underestimated.
For expansion times of 45 ns and above, the scale length is observed to increase with time
as would be expected. For times between 20 ns and 45 ns, the scale length decreases.
This effect will be explained in the next section.
Analytic density scale lengths
While the true scale lengths are difficult to extract, it is possible to infer relative infor-
mation from the experimental results. From the assumption that the shock originates
from a point source at the clip surface, the expansion radius can be calculated by mea-
surement of the front surface of the shock on the interferometric images. While the
estimation of a point source is not strictly true, the ablated material heats a finite re-
gion of gas above the clip, the calculation will act as an informative tool to estimate
the expected scale lengths.
The measured shock radius is plotted in figure 5.8(a), along with the analytical solution
for the radius given by equation 3.7. The analytical solution was calculated using the
YAG energy of E = 80 mJ, deposited in a 10 µm spot. The gas density was assumed
to be 5.6× 1018 cm−3. This represents the mean unperturbed gas density across all
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shock front locations, obtained from the experimentally obtained interferograms. The
experimental results show good agreement with the analytical solution, but for a con-
stant offset in the radius across the 50 ns of 370 µm. This offset can be explained by the
assumption of a point source expansion from the clip surface. In practice, the expansion
volume is finite. This constant offset provides evidence for the size of the volume heated
by the ablated material from the clip, which has a size of 370 µm.
The shock velocity can also be estimated. Through the assumption ionisation in the up-
stream gas is negligible, the upstream sound speed is given as cs =
√
γkBT/2mi, where
γ is the ratio of heat capacities. At 300 K, the bulk sound speed is thus cs ' 1300 ms−1.
By comparison of the measured shock speed to the sound speed, one can test the validity
of the strong shock approximation; for M > 1, the shock is assumed strongly driven.
Figure 5.8(b) shows the mean shock velocity for all given times, showing the strong
shock limit is applicable. This is the mean velocity for the temporal window between
timesteps e.g. between 50 ns and 60 ns, not the mean total velocity. This is justified
by our interest in determining whether the shock is still strongly driven during any
given temporal window. Also plotted is the analytical shock velocity from equation 3.8.
Again, this used the same laser and density assumptions as for the expansion radius.
This shows good agreement with the measured shock velocities.
The experimental velocity is observed to decrease over each temporal expansion window,
as would be expected from the relation given in equation 3.8, but never drops below
M = 1. The shock is assumed strongly driven at all times.
Based on the strong shock condition being met, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the
density scale length using the expansion radius. Assuming spherical expansion, as earlier
stated in section 3.2.1, the scale length is 0.057r1. The theoretical scale length takes the
form as shown in figure 5.8(c). Also plotted for comparison are the experimental scale
lengths, as given previously in figure 5.7.
A clear difference between the experimentally obtained and analytical solutions for the
scale length exist. The experimentally measured values are > 2 times higher than
predicted analytically. Furthermore, the analytic values increase with time, while the
experimental values decrease, before later increasing.
The reasons for these differences are not immediately clear, although a number of pos-
sible explanations exist. Firstly, it might be expected that the analytical solution is not
perfectly applicable in this case, given the Sedov-Taylor solutions introduced in section
3.2.1 arise from consideration of a homogeneous medium. In reality, this is not an issue;
hydrodynamic simulations using the FLASH code suggest that the blast wave expansion
is still well predicted by the Sedov-Taylor solutions, even for a linear ramp. The results
presented in figures 5.8(a) and (b) also suggest good agreement between the experiment
and theory. Previous authors have also demonstrated pre-pulse driven cylindrical blast
wave expansion in a gas jet fits the predicted Sedov-Taylor scaling [253].
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Figure 5.8: (a) The experimental shock radius, along with the analytical prediction
obtained from equation 3.7. (b) The mean experimental blast wave expan-
sion velocity for the temporal scan, demonstrating the shock continues to
propagate in the strong shock limit up to the end of the temporal window.
Also plotted is the predicted shock velocity from equation 3.8. (c) The
theoretical scale length for a spherically expanding shock, assuming the ex-
pansion radius from a point source at the clip, using the radius measured
in figure (a). For comparison the experimental results are also plotted. All
analytical solutions use the YAG energy of E = 80 mJ and a density of
5.6× 1018 cm−3, which represents the mean unperturbed gas density across
all shock locations.
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Secondly, the long energy deposition time of the YAG laser (5 ns) used to produce
the blast wave results in a longer scale length. The analytical solutions assume an
instantaneous point explosion, however in this situation the energy deposition is on
a hydrodynamically significant timescale. Other authors have claimed scale lengths
less than 50 µm are not achievable with this shock generation method [182]; something
readily achievable with CO2 pre-pulse driven shocks, as demonstrated in Chapter 4.
This is believed to be due to the significantly shorter deposition times with a pre-pulse
scheme, of the order ∼ ps, compared to 5 ns in this case.
Finally, perhaps the most obvious answer lies in the extraction of the scale lengths from
the experimental data. As explained previously, the conditions were such that fringe
cuts and total lack of signal were observed on the interferometric images around the
shock front. As such, the author was required to manually trace these fringes using the
information available. An inherent level of inaccuracy exists in this method, since there
is no way to assess with absolute certainty the accuracy of these interpolations, and
the method is by its very definition subjective. The measured peak density in figure
5.7 is less than half the expected value from the unperturbed gas density profile. This
suggests the level of fringe shift in the shock was underestimated. If this is true, the
increased phase shift and the finite spatial size of unresolved shock front region implies
the peak density would increase relative to the resolved portion of the interferogram,
producing shorter scale lengths. As such, it would be reasonable to argue the scale
lengths could be shorter than those presented here, while the peak shock densities are
higher.
The decreasing of measured scale length at early times, before subsequently increasing
is also in stark disagreement with the analytical predictions. This is believed to be not
due to accurate representation of the shock profile, but in fact due to the generation
mechanism. Heating occurs through the hot ablated clip material which is ejected
into the gas. This heating can in fact be observed above the clip in the interferogram
presented earlier in figure 5.2. It is believed that at early times this ablated material
persists behind the shock front, providing greater phase shifts than would otherwise be
observed. This hot, high-Z material modifies the apparent density profile, giving the
impression of longer scale lengths. The effect is verified by interferograms obtained at
earlier times, before the main CO2 pulse, where the only ionisation is from this ablated
material. These interferograms show ionisation extending towards the shock front and
helps explain the longer than expected scale lengths. This effect would also explain the
decreasing scale length at early times; shorter expansion times result in a higher density
of the ablated material and an apparent longer scale length. As the shock expands over
an ever increasing volume, the contribution decreases.
Given the uncertainty in the experimentally measured scale lengths, along with the
good agreement between the other shock expansion properties and Sedov-Taylor blast
wave solutions, the preceding work will utilise the analytic scale lengths. These results
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will be used to help establish a region of parameter space over which to study the effect
of scale length on proton acceleration through simulations.
5.2.3 Summary of experimental results
The preceding sections have presented experimentally observed results demonstrating
the proton energy scales with both the longitudinal nozzle position and the temporal
expansion of the BW. The scaling of the latter was shown to be stronger than the former,
suggesting the position of the shock relative to the laser focus is not the dominant factor
in deciding the temporal scaling for this study. Aside from the position of the BW, a
temporal change will result in a variation in the density profile preceding the critical
surface. From measurement of the shock front position, the expansion is predicted to
be in the strong shock regime for the studied temporal window. The scale length is
consequently predicted to increase self-similarly with radius, or equivalently, expansion
time. Experimentally obtained scale lengths show longer than predicted values, although
this is suggested to be due to challenges in density extraction under-resolving the peak
density. The scale length appears to decrease, before subsequently increasing again.
The reason the earliest times show these increased scale lengths is believed to be due
to the hot, ablated material from the clip dominating the phase shift from the shock
density profile, giving the appearance of more material and a longer scale length.
Multiple peaks in the proton energy traces were observed. While single high energy
bunches are expected for a shock accelerated spectrum, multiple peaks are more chal-
lenging to explain from conventionally held acceleration theory.
The discussion in this section illustrates a lack of clarity on the mechanism behind the
observation of these higher than expected proton energies, the strong dependence on
the expansion time (scale length) and the observation of multiple mono-energetic fea-
tures. Therefore, to better understand the underlying physics behind these experiments,
particle-in-cell simulations were conducted. This work is presented in the following sec-
tion and provides a possible explanation for the results presented above.
5.3 Particle-in-cell Simulations
Typically simulation based investigations into radiation pressure driven acceleration
schemes consider “top-hat” or “slab” density profiles as this maximises reflection and
simplifies the interaction physics somewhat. Clearly for these results a slab profile
is not sufficient; the density profile preceding the critical surface must be considered
also.
Three different scenarios were considered; a plasma slab, then linear and exponential
ramps. These shapes were chosen to represent the idealised case, previously studied
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Parameter Value
Electron particles per cell 16
Proton particles per cell 16
Box size x 220 - 470 µm
Box size y 180 µm
Grid size x 120λL = 83.3 nm
Grid size y 120λL = 83.3 nm
Laser wavelength 10 µm
Laser focal spot size 65 µm
Laser pulse length 5 ps
Laser intensity 0.53 - 5.5× 1016 Wcm−2
a0 0.62 - 2
Laser polarisation Linear, p-polarised
Initial electron/proton temperatures 0 eV
Peak electron/proton densities 1.8nc
Scale length 0 - 200 µm
Table 5.2: The particle-in-cell simulations used for studies into the effect of a scale
length preceding the critical surface and subsequent studies into the observed
density bunching phenomenon.
scenarios [150], and a profile which more accurately represents that of a blast wave,
respectively. The density ramps were characterised by their scale length, again the
distance over which the density drops from its peak to 1/e of the same value. These
were simulated for a range of intensity values, corresponding to a0 values of 0.62, 1.25
and 2. The full list of simulation parameters are summarised in table 5.2.
In all cases the plasma was formed of cold, pre-ionised hydrogen with initial electron and
ion temperatures of 0 eV. The assumption of a pre-ionised plasma is reasonable given
the peak intensity of the laser is sufficiently high to facilitate rapid ionisation of the
target at the rising edge of the laser pulse. While interferometry indicated the presence
of hot, high Z material behind the shock front due to the ablated clip, this was ignored
for these simulations. While some of this material would indeed be present behind this
shock front, the fraction relative to the hydrogen is assumed to be very small. The
interferometric images are so affected due to their integration along the length of the
shock front, while the interaction occurs at only a fraction of this; the contribution to
the target conditions at the interaction point is assumed negligable.
Initial studies were interested in the effect of this scale length on the RPA driven ion
energy spectrum. As such, the target rear-surface was not considered and the BWs
were assumed infinitely thick; the plasma continues to the rear of the box in an attempt
to suppress sheath effects. A BW with peak density of 1.8nc with scale lengths from
0 - 200 µm was studied. These were chosen to span the range of analytically predicted
scale lengths and the experimentally measured scale length for the case of the highest
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Figure 5.9: (a) A cartoon of the forces due to a standing wave on the plasma electrons,
inducing density bunching at the standing wave nodes. (b) The pondero-
motive force for the depicted standing wave.
observed proton energies.
5.3.1 Standing wave induced plasma grating structure
Grating formation
Consider first the case of a plasma slab, going from zero to a peak density, npeak as a
step function at the laser focus. In this case, if npeak > γnc, an incident laser pulse will
be reflected, forming a standing wave. Assuming the critical surface is stationary and
total reflection, the standing wave will have a wavelength of half the incident beam,
with a peak amplitude twice that of the incident pulse. However, for the slab case the
standing wave profile has little influence on the plasma, since the effect is occurring in
vacuum.
Now consider the same case but with a density ramp preceding the critical surface.
In this case the standing wave can influence the plasma conditions. Electrons within
the density ramp will experience the ponderomotive force from the standing wave; the
ponderomotive force scaling goes as ~∇E2 and electrons are accelerated from regions of
high field amplitude towards the standing wave nodes. This acts like a pinching force
on the electrons, inducing localised density enhancement at the nodes and cavitation in
regions of high field strength; the formation of a plasma grating structure due to “density
bunching”. This is illustrated by the cartoon in figure 5.9. Ions are comparatively
slow to respond given their greater inertia; the induced charge separation fields are the
dominant driving force behind their motion. As the charge separation increases the ions
are also accelerated towards the standing wave nodes. This induced grating structure
is formed of a variable number of bunches, dependent on the ramp shape, length and
laser intensity. The formation of the density modulation is similar to that described
by Estabrook and Kruer [254], who showed the formation of electron perturbations due
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Figure 5.10: Simulation output at 2.7 ps showing the 2D density electron profile for a
25 µm scale length exponential density ramp preceding the critical surface.
Also shown are 1D lineouts of the on-axis transverse component of the laser
field, the electron and ion densities. A 10 µm, 5 ps CO2 laser pulse with
a0 = 0.62 is incident on the plasma. A standing wave is formed between
the incident and reflected pulse components, producing a grating structure
in the electron and ion densities.
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Figure 5.11: Simulation output at 2.3 ps showing the 2D density electron profile for a
5 µm scale length exponential density ramp preceding the critical surface.
Also shown are 1D lineouts of the on-axis transverse component of the laser
field, the electron and ion densities. A 5 ps CO2 laser pulse with a0 = 0.62
is incident on the plasma.
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Figure 5.12: Simulation output at 3.3 ps showing the 2D density electron profile for a
long, 75 µm scale length exponential density ramp preceding the critical
surface. Also shown are 1D lineouts of the on-axis transverse component
of the laser field, the electron and ion densities. A 5 ps CO2 laser pulse
with a0 = 0.62 is incident on the plasma.
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to an induced standing wave from the reflection of a laser off the critical surface. The
density of the induced grating elements is also dependent on ramp shape, length and
laser intensity, with the structures tending to a full width at half maximum size on
the order of the electron skin depth of the plasma for the given structure peak density
(c/ωpe ' 1 µm). An example grating structure is shown in figure 5.10 for a 25 µm ramp.
This demonstrates the formation of a grating structure at 2.7 ps for a 10 µm, 5 ps pulse
with a0 = 0.62. This equates to an intensity of 5.3× 1015 Wcm−2 in a 65 µm focal spot.
Figure 5.10 represents the near idealised case for perfect acceleration. For comparison,
a shorter 5 µm ramp and significantly longer 75 µm ramp are shown in figures 5.11
and 5.12, respectively. These are shown at 2.3 ps and 3.3 ps, respectively, owing to the
variation in formation times due to the ramp profile.
Ramp shape and length are clearly deterministic factors; the amount of plasma preced-
ing the critical surface dictates the number of periods of the standing wave within the
ramp and so number of bunches that can be formed. The incident laser intensity is im-
portant for a number of reasons. Sufficient intensity is required to provide a force that
is capable of inducing the bunching within the period of the laser. Ideally this occurs
within half the laser pulse duration, as will be described later in this section. How-
ever the intensity must not be such that the critical surface begins moving before the
bunches are formed; this modifies the interference condition of the standing wave such
that no stable nodes can form and bunching does not occur. Assuming these conditions
are met, a grating structure can be formed. A series of snapshots demonstrating the
temporal evolution of the grating structure is shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14. This is for
the same conditions as in figure 5.10, with four temporal snapshots showing the initial
ramp structure at 0 ps, the beginning of bunch formation at 1.7 ps, stable formation of
multiple overcritical bunches at 2.4 ps and finally the point of peak density enhance-
ment in the bunch closest to the initial critical surface, at 3 ps. This reaches a maximum
density of ne = 3.59nc. After this time, the density begins to decrease; the same effect
can be observed to have already occurred in the preceding density bunches.
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Figure 5.13: Simulation outputs showing the temporal evolution of bunch formation
from the initial conditions through to the time of maximum density in
the structure closest to the critical surface. 1D lineouts of the on-axis
transverse laser field, ion and electron densities at 0, 1.7, 2.4 and 3 ps are
shown. A 10 µm, 5 ps CO2 laser pulse with a0 = 0.62 is incident on the
plasma, as in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.14: The 2D density profile for the grating structure formation, for equivalent
temporal snapshots from the same simulation as shown in figure 5.13. The
temporal evolution of the grating structure is depicted, with formation up
to 2.4 ps, before the structure begins to collapse at 3 ps. Note the colour
scale is saturated to highlight the effect.
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Figure 5.15: (a) The number of over-critical density bunches formed for a given expo-
nential density scale length. (b) The peak density for the highest density
grating structure. (c) The corresponding time of the peak density value
shown in (b) relative to the scale length. The time of peak laser intensity
is shown as the dashed black line for comparison. (d) The density of the
highest density structure at the peak of the laser pulse.
Figure 5.15 helps illustrate the optimal formation conditions for the grating structure.
The number of bunches is shown to scale quasi-linearly with the scale length for a0 =
0.62, while is roughly constant for a0 = 1.45 in figure 5.15(a). This can be attributed
to the increased intensity in the latter case, with no stable grating structure formed as
a result.
Figure 5.15(b) shows the highest density observed in the closest bunch preceding the
critical surface as a function of scale length. This can be understood through simple
consideration of the system. In 1D, equating the mean initial density contained within
one wavelength of the standing wave to the unknown density, nb, within the width of a
bunch, ∼ c/ωpe , gives 〈ne0〉λL/2 = nbc/ωpe . The peak density of a grating element is
estimated by
nb ' αλ
2
L
4c2
e2
me0
〈ne0〉2 (5.1)
where α is a multiplication factor to compensate for the variation in thickness of the
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Figure 5.16: Proton energy scaling vs. scale length from 2D PIC simulations for expo-
nential density ramps with a0 = 0.62 and a0 = 1.45. The a0 = 0.62 case
shows a peaked dependence on the scale length, as for the experimental
results, albeit for shorter scale lengths.
grating element. This variation occurs because the peak density is dependent on the
formation time. These simple considerations perform well in predicting the peak density,
although knowledge of the grating element thickness is required. For the 20 µm case,
the first bunch preceding the initial critical surface is predicted to reach a peak density
of 3.17nc, while in the simulation actually reaches a peak density of 3.26nc.
Figure 5.15(c) shows the corresponding time at which these peak densities are achieved.
When combined with the proton energy scaling in figure 5.16, this helps to illustrate
the point made previously; sufficient mass is required in the overcritical grating element
to oppose significant motion before the peak of the pulse, but not too high as to hinder
the subsequent acceleration. The 20 µm example reaches its modest peak density just
as the peak of the pulse arrives, but is dense enough not to move significantly before
this point to destroy the standing wave condition and suppress acceleration. Finally,
figure 5.15(d) further reinforces this point, with the density at the peak of the laser
pulse.
Proton acceleration off the grating structure
Results demonstrated a strong dependence on the ion energy with scale length, as shown
in figure 5.16.
The formation of the grating structure still facilitates radiation pressure driven accel-
eration, although this now occurs not at the location of the initial critical surface but
at the induced over-critical density spikes. The reduced areal density of the bunches
results in enhanced proton energies accelerated by these structures when compared to
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a slab. The slab acceleration process is equivalent to the step-density simulations pre-
sented previously in Chapter 4. Density is piled up at the vacuum-density interface,
and this overdense, reflecting critical surface is accelerated into the upstream plasma,
accelerating upstream ions off the shock potential.
For the case of a0 = 0.62, proton energies are enhanced by 3.3 times, as shown in
figure 5.16. For a0 = 1.45, the trend is much less clear, a fractional 0.39 increase in
proton energy is observed between no ramp and a 25 µm ramp. No grating structure
is observed for a0 = 2 as the intensity is too great to meet the formation conditions.
Here, the intensity is too great and the critical surface begins moving too soon in the
laser pulse; no long lived stationary standing wave nodes exist and the grating cannot
form. The information is subsequently omitted here.
Acceleration is not limited to the induced grating structure. Even for the optimised
scenario in which over-critical bunch formation at the peak of the laser pulse occurs,
the accelerated structures rapidly drop below the critical density. As the density of the
spikes goes sufficiently overcritical, the standing wave condition is broken and there is
no force compressing the bunch from the upstream side; the previously induced sharp
density gradient is then dissipated and the bunch collapses. The density of the spike
and time in the laser intensity profile at which this occurs determines the time it takes
for the feature to collapse. After the collapse, it is not uncommon for the laser to
subsequently accelerate the initial critical density surface, also accelerating protons.
However, these protons are consistently lower in energy than those accelerated from the
grating structure. In some cases, the accelerating phase from the initial critical surface
can also occur in the form of a collisionless shock as outlined in section 2.4.2. This
typically occurs after the laser pulse has finished, when the density and temperature
gradient at the HB front causes the RPA front to decay into a collisionless shock.
This structure only produces low energy protons with no observable spectral peaking,
significantly less in number than those accelerated from the density structures.
To optimise the acceleration process, the density bunches are required to form on a
timescale which coincides with the arrival of the peak of the laser pulse. Since accel-
eration occurs from these bunches directly, this ensures they are accelerated by the
highest intensity portion of the laser pulse, providing maximum ion energies. With this,
it is desirable that the peak density is close to critical, to ensure optimal acceleration
conditions. However, the density must be sufficient such that the bunch does not get
accelerated in a lower intensity portion of the pulse or decay too quickly. This latter
condition ensures stable acceleration to produce peaked energy spectra. Consider the
results plotted in figure 5.15(b) and (c). The 10 µm case is an interesting example of
this. The peak density is reached near the most intense part of the laser pulse, while the
density is lower than the 20 µm or 25 µm cases. This lower density means the structure
begins moving too early and the standing wave condition is broken, causing destruc-
tive interference and a lower intensity for acceleration. For longer ramps the gradient
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is shallow enough that multiple bunches can go overcritical, making the acceleration
occur away from the laser focus and limiting its efficiency. More energy is also given up
to the grating formation, again suppressing efficient acceleration. The bunch formation
is dependent on a number of competing factors; most importantly the ramp shape and
the laser intensity.
5.3.2 Comparison to experiment
A number of similarities exist between the experimental results presented earlier in this
chapter and the previous simulation section. Firstly, both demonstrate a strong scaling
with the scale length of the density ramp preceding the critical surface. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate a 6-fold increase in the proton energy between 30 ns and 50 ns
expansion times, or equivalently scale lengths of 280 µm and 185 µm. Simulation results
show similar scaling, although only a 3.3-fold increase is observed between 0 µm and
20 µm scale lengths. The increased energy scaling in the experiment could perhaps be
explained by low level self-focussing in the plasma. The laser near-field profile during
the experiment was susceptible to modulation. The beam was subject to high levels
of B-integral due to the beam transport lines being in air. This can result in spatial
variation of the near field intensity profile, creating regions of high intensity facilitating
stronger self-focussing and filamentation in the low density plasma preceding the critical
surface. If self-focussing were to be an explanation for the discrepancy in the observed
energy scaling, the radius would need to collapse to ∼ 25 µm.
For longer scale lengths, simulations predict quasi-constant proton energies between
∼ 75 µm and ∼ 200 µm. Experimentally this is not observed.
The experiment demonstrates longer scale lengths than those predicted to be required
for optimal acceleration using the density grating scheme. In fact, simulations suggest
that for these long ramps no obvious scaling with density profile should be observed
(see figure 5.16). This can be explained by considering the pulse train structure of the
CO2 pulse. While the relative energies for all shots is not available, using the mean
values presented in section 5.1.1, it was possible to simulate the effect of a 25 ps pulse
containing 23 % of the total measured energy, equivalent to 0.4 J on target. It can be
shown that modulation of the density profile is observed, reducing the scale length. For
ramps equivalent to the shortest measured experimentally (∼ 150 µm), the scale length
is shown to decrease to ∼ 100 µm. However, scale lengths are expected to be shorter
than the measured levels as earlier discussed. With initial scale lengths of the order
∼ 90 µm, as predicted analytically for the 50 ns case, this number decreases to ∼ 22 µm.
This matches the optimal conditions obtained from simulations extremely well. This
result, combined with the good agreement demonstrated between the shock expansion
radius with time in figure 5.8(a), suggests that experimental scale lengths are those
given by the analytic solution in figure 5.8(c). It is then possible to explain both the
experimentally observed higher than expected proton energies and the multiple proton
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energy bunches.
The effect of self focussing
One possible explanation for the observed enhancement in proton energy as a function of
the scale length could be the effect of self-focussing in the low density plasma preceding
the critical surface. For the CO2 parameters on the experiment, assuming the mean laser
energy of 1.14± 0.05 J is contained within the focal spot on target, the critical power
for self focussing is ∼ 230 GW. This corresponds to a density threshold of ∼ 0.075nc,
above which self focussing can occur.
As demonstrated by the proton energy results from the temporal scan presented in figure
5.5, a ∼ 6-fold increase in proton energy is observed between 30 ns and 50 ns. From the
predicted scaling, the spot radius would need to decrease to 0.41 times its initial value;
it would have to decrease from 35 µm to 14.3 µm. It is possible to estimate the distance
over which the beam would self-focus to this given spot size through equation 2.64.
For a mean density of 0.5nc, the beam would collapse to this spot size in ∼150 µm.
Similarly, for a mean density of 0.25nc, the beam would collapse in ∼230 µm.
Similar logic can be applied to the simulation results presented in figure 5.16. In this
study, the ramps are not long enough to observe sufficient self-focussing to provide the
intensity increase required to explain the enhanced ion energies. This is reasoned both
through consideration of the theoretical scaling and from observation in simulations.
Using an equivalent approach to above, the level of self-focussing required to achieve
a ∼ 3.3 fold increase in proton energy as observed in figure 5.16 can be calculated.
This difference occurred for the exponential ramp case between 0 µm and 20 µm. Here,
the laser focal spot would need to decrease in radius by a factor
√
1/3.3 = 0.55 (from
Ei ∝ I ∝ 1/σ20); it would need to decrease from 35 µm to 17.8 µm. Again assuming a
mean laser power of ∼ 230 GW, for a mean density of ne/nc = 0.5, the distance required
for focussing needed would be ∼ 139 µm, increasing to ∼ 216 µm for ne/nc = 0.25. Self-
focussing is therefore unlikely to explain these improved ion energies alone.
This can further be verified directly within the simulations through analysis of the
laser for different ramp lengths. The peak electric field amplitude can be calculated
for the given laser pulse. By comparison of the forward travelling wave field at any
given instant with this maximum limit, the level of self-focussing can be calculated. For
the simulations presented in this work equivalent to expected on target conditions (i.e.
a0 ' 0.65), self focussing does not provide an appreciable increase to the laser intensity
and cannot describe the enhanced proton energies observed. Self focussing is observed
with the spot radius decreasing down to 33 µm; this cannot explain the proton energy
scaling.
While these scale lengths are of the order of those extracted experimentally, the pulse
train and preceding 25 ps pulses cause significant density steepening as earlier alluded
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Figure 5.17: Top: the on-axis electron and proton densities, plus the transverse electric
field profile at 2.4 ps for a 20 µm density ramp with a 10 µm, 5 ps CO2 laser
pulse of a0 = 0.62 incident on the plasma. Bottom: the proton phase space
for the equivalent time.
to. These shorter scale lengths are much more suited to the formation of the grating
structure.
Multiple Proton Energy Peaks
The induced gating structures also demonstrate the ability to produce multiple proton
energy peaks. Figures 5.17 to 5.19 present three phases of the proton acceleration
process to help demonstrate the effect. After the grating formation the laser intensity
continues to increase, in turn enhancing the force exerted on the density structures.
Figure 5.17 shows the on-axis densities and equivalent proton phase space at 2.4 ps
for a 20 µm density ramp; the optimal proton energy example for a0 = 0.62. As can
be seen in the phase space plot in figure 5.17, two bunches are beginning to undergo
acceleration, located at −3.3λL and −2.7λL. A third, higher density structure is located
at −2λL. Let these be termed A, B and C, respectively, for the subsequent discussion.
Structure A is under-critical in density, but high enough that the reflection is sufficient
for acceleration. However, since this bunch remains under-critical, structure B also
experiences a significant accelerating force. These two bunches are driven forwards, and
acceleration off the two structures occurs.
As time progresses, the force on the up and downstream sides of structure B (for clarity,
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Figure 5.18: Top: the on-axis electron and proton densities, plus the transverse electric
field profile at 3 ps for a 20 µm density ramp with a 10 µm, 5 ps CO2 laser
pulse of a0 = 0.62 incident on the plasma. Bottom: the proton phase space
for the equivalent time.
these denote the left and right hand sides in space) results in a drop in density; the
structure is sufficiently overdense that the force on the downstream side drops and it
expands. Figure 5.18 shows the same simulation at 3 ps. At this time, the density
of structure B has dropped to the critical density. While acceleration of this and the
preceding bunch can still continue, the effect is reduced as the reflectivity decreases;
consider the (1 + R) reflection coefficient scaling of RPA. The greatest force is now
experienced by the highest density feature, structure C. This grating element begins
to be accelerated, coincidentally with the peak of the laser pulse. Bunches preceding
structure A also experience lower levels of acceleration.
The final time presented is at the end of the laser pulse, shown in figure 5.19. This
demonstrates the proton phase space at 5.2 ps. As can be observed, strong acceleration
has occurred off structure C, with energies exceeding those accelerated off the earlier
grating structures. This is attributed to this density feature being accelerated by the
most intense part of the laser pulse. This can result in reflection of significant fluxes off
upstream protons to high energies. Note that despite steepening and some propagation
of the initial critical surface, no significant acceleration occurs here since the preceding
overcritical bunches have shielded it from the peak accelerating force of the laser.
The energy spectrum for this case is shown in figure 5.20(a). This shot does not demon-
strate multiple ion energy peaks, because the early time acceleration from multiple
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Figure 5.19: Top: the on-axis electron and proton densities, plus the transverse electric
field profile at 5.2 ps for a 20 µm density ramp with a 10 µm, 5 ps CO2 laser
pulse of a0 = 0.62 incident on the plasma. Bottom: the proton phase space
for the equivalent time.
bunches is not sustained long enough to generate monoenergetic features. Instead, a
single, high energy bunch is observed, with a peak energy of 0.49 MeV. This is accel-
erated through reflection off structure C, as can be observed in the phase space plot in
figure 5.19. A lower energy thermal component is also present due to the bulk motion
of the grating elements. These are not accelerated for sufficiently long times that up-
stream ions can reflect and outrun the shock front and a broad spectrum of energies is
produced.
These multiple stages of acceleration off the various grating elements do also facilitate
the observation of multiple proton bunches. The forward propagating integrated proton
spectrum for the 25 µm case is given in figure 5.20(b). Unlike in the case of the 20 µm
ramp, multiple bunches are accelerated for sustained periods, allowing the creation of
multiple proton energy features. Whether this phenomenon occurs or not is dependent
on the grating formation conditions. While there is a relatively small difference in the
density profile between the 20 µm and 25 µm cases, in the latter the density features
preceding the critical surface reach a higher peak density, sufficient to allow longer, sus-
tained acceleration before they decay. The most effective acceleration still occurs from
the primary bunch, formed closest to the critical surface as in the 20 µm case. However,
the increased lifetime of the preceding structures results in enhanced acceleration from
these, with slightly lower acceleration from the primary bunch. This lower acceleration
is because the feature experiences the laser at later times, when the laser intensity has
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Figure 5.20: (a) The proton energy spectrum for a 25 µm exponential ramp, showing a
peaked spectrum at 0.48 MeV (b) Integrated proton energy spectrum for
a 20 µm exponential ramp, demonstrating multiple ion energy bunches.
dropped, and also due to the higher reflectivity off the preceding bunches. This pro-
vides less effective acceleration. It is interesting to compare the relative energies of the
bunches between simulation and experiment. The ratio of peak energy of the second
to first and third to second bunches from the presented simulation is 0.62 and 0.5, re-
spectively. Similarly, for the experimental results, the same ratios are 0.58 and 0.62, in
reasonable agreement. The larger discrepancy between the second and third bunches
could perhaps be due to the density profile in the experiment not following the idealised
exponential profile.
Therefore, the formation of these plasma grating structures could help explain the results
observed in the experiment. The multiple ion spectral features can be explained from
acceleration off multiple grating elements. The higher than originally expected energy
scaling can also be explained. The limited mass and lower background density of the
grating elements results in an increase in proton energy compared to if the peak blast
wave density were assumed.
While multiple bunches can be explained by this effect, they are only observed on
some shots. This is the case for all but one of the highest energy shots, with most
exhibiting only one proton energy feature. It is possible these highest energy shots
found conditions equivalent to the 20 µm case presented in this section. While a grating
structure is formed, dominant acceleration occurred at a single structure, coinciding
with the peak of the laser pulse.
5.4 Conclusions
Experimental results were presented which demonstrate enhanced proton energies when
compared to theoretical HB-RPA scaling. Also shown was a strong dependence of the
proton energy on the expansion time of the blast wave used for target shaping of the gas
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jet. A 6-fold increase in proton energy was observed through increase of the expansion
time from 30 ns to 50 ns, with these then falling to zero over a further 20 ns. This effect
is thought to be due to the variation in density scale length as expansion increases.
Also observed were multiple ion bunches on a number of shots. This is a difficult
phenomenon to explain with classical HB-RPA or collisionless shock acceleration, even
with the presence of multiple pre-pulses. While these pre-pulses act to steepen the
density profile, they do not perform efficient acceleration due to the long scale length
and low intensity.
Simulations of the experimental conditions suggest a pre-cursor effect occurs; the forma-
tion of a density grating from which enhanced HB-RPA can occur. The stable formation
of these structures is highly dependent on the intensity profile of the laser and density
scale length of the target. HB-RPA can be achieved from these grating elements, with
their limited mass and the low background density leading to enhanced proton accelera-
tion. As shown in figure 5.16, simulations demonstrate a similar enhancement of proton
energy with scale length, albeit less strongly than in the experiment. Multiple ion en-
ergy peaks can also be formed from these grating structures, with multiple density spikes
accelerated to varying degrees. From these structures, ion bunches can be accelerated
through HB-RPA, potentially explaining the experimentally observed results.
Figure 5.16 illustrates the benefit of this scheme well. Despite ultimately higher proton
energies in the case of a0 = 1.45, the efficiency of the mechanism is worse, with no
obvious enhancement of the proton energy for a given ramp length. The increased
intensity leads to no long lived stationary nodes of the standing wave in the density
ramp, prohibiting formation of a grating structure and acceleration is due to HB-RPA
about the initial critical surface.
6 Proton acceleration from shaped gas
targets produced through colliding
blast waves
6.1 Context
The preceding chapters have demonstrated the ability to produce mono-energetic pro-
tons at near-critical densities through hole-boring. Chapter 4 first showed that for thick
targets, HB-RPA could produce narrow energy spread proton beams, demonstrating
good agreement with the predicted theoretical 4I/nic scaling. Chapter 5 subsequently
showed that under certain conditions, modification of a plasma density ramp by a stand-
ing wave produces a plasma grating structure, from which enhanced radiation pressure
driven acceleration occurs. The limited areal density of the structures, coupled with the
low background density, allows these structures to be accelerated to higher velocities
than in the unmodified case, giving superior proton energies. By way of comparison,
the highest observed proton energies were ∼ 20% higher than shots at > 5 times higher
intensity where no grating structure was expected to form. Thin, near-critical density
targets have the potential to optimise the acceleration process and produce the highest
energies.
Thin solid density targets are relatively simple to make and are routinely used in ion
acceleration experiments at thicknesses down to the nanometre scale in order to study
radiation pressure acceleration [251] [255]. However, these targets are thin foils, suscep-
tible to contamination and difficult to operate at high repetition rates. They are also
considerably above critical density, ne > 100nc. Thin gas targets would again allow
many of these obstacles to be overcome.
While acceleration is promising from the grating structures described in Chapter 5, their
formation is inextricably linked to the accelerating laser pulse, which places restrictions
on the both the grating formation and acceleration phases. Ideally then, the phases
would be decoupled, allowing greater, independent control over each. An ideal situa-
tion would be the formation of a very thin, near-critical density target, independently
produced, from which to accelerate protons. This could be achieved through separate
or temporally shaped laser pulses, to form the grating structure before the arrival of
the accelerating pulse. Alternatively, thin gas targets could be pursued as an alterna-
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Parameter Value
Laser energy to chamber 2 - 4.9 J
Energy in focal spot 0.61 - 1.5 J
Focal spot size 65 µm
Pulse length 5 ps
Laser intensity at focus 3.7 - 8.8× 1015 Wcm−2
a0 at focus 0.55 - 0.85
Table 6.1: CO2 laser parameters for the results presented in Chapter 6
tive target shaping approach. The requirements for these targets are the need for thin,
low areal density structures. Furthermore, in this scenario a scale length would not
be expected to be beneficial since the target would already have all the desired prop-
erties; maximum energy transfer to the thin slab would be optimal to maximise the
acceleration. In this best case scenario, a situation in which very thin gas targets were
produced might be envisaged, such that a transition from the hole-boring to light-sail
regime occurred. This would allow the exploitation of the superior intensity scaling of
this mechanism.
This chapter presents results from preliminary attempts to produce thin gas targets
through the collision of two, counter-propagating blast waves. Experimental efforts
are outlined, both in the production of these colliding shocks and the effect of proton
acceleration. Particle-in-cell simulations are also presented, which studied the effects of
thin, near-critical density targets on proton acceleration.
6.2 Experimental Overview
6.2.1 Laser Parameters
For work in this chapter, the CO2 laser at the ATF was operating in the 10P branch at
10.6 µm. A linearly polarised beam was delivered to the target chamber with a mean
total integrated energy of 4.2± 0.5 J. Again, the laser temporal profile consisted of a
train of pulses, separated by ∼ 25 ps. An example of the pulse train on this experimental
run is given in figure 6.1. Typically, most of the energy (∼ 90 %) was contained within
the first two pulses, with the relative levels varying shot-to-shot due to the non-linear
nature of the CO2 amplification system. For the shots relevant to the results presented in
this chapter, 10± 6 %, 30± 12 % and 60± 17 % of the total laser energy was contained
within the first, second and third pulses, respectively.
A full list of parameters for the results presented are given in table 6.1. Assuming
60% energy in the main pulse, with 50% energy contained within the full width at half
maximum of the focal spot, a mean laser energy of 1.25± 0.14 J was delivered to the
target, focussed to a spot size of 65 µm. This factor of half the energy delivered to the
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Figure 6.1: An example CO2 temporal profile for the experimental conditions in Chapter
6. Pulse trains typically consisted of 3 pulses, separated by ∼ 25 ps. The
given example contains 10± 6 %, 30± 12 % and ∼ 60± 17 % of the total
energy in the first, second and third pulses, respectively.
chamber being in the focal spot is validated by previous experimental measurement,
which, as shown for example in section 4.2.2, is a reasonable estimate. This gives an
equivalent mean intensity of 7.5± 0.8× 1015 Wcm−2, or equivalently, a mean vector
potential, a0, of 0.78± 0.04.
6.2.2 Targetry
The experiments in this chapter employed the “1 mm” nozzle as outlined in section
3.2. Hydrogen gas at backing pressures ranging from 2-4.5 bar were employed, giving
a density profile equivalent to that shown in figure 3.5. For these conditions, the peak
electron density ranged from 4× 1018 cm3 to 7.4× 1018 cm3. This equated to peak
unperturbed densities between 0.35-0.65nc. The unperturbed gas profile had a scale
length of 0.55 mm, with the profile extending out to ∼ 1.5 mm in all directions from the
centre of the nozzle.
Again, target shaping occurred through the use of an external Nd:YAG laser. Here,
the beam was split in two, with half the energy in each pulse. The YAG beam had
a total energy ∼ 80 mJ, with ∼ 40 mJ in each of the two beams, and a pulse length,
τYAG = 5 ns. The beams were focussed using an f/10 geometry, onto two stainless steel
foils, placed in the edge of the gas flow. The two clips were positioned at the front and
rear of the gas nozzle, relative to the laser propagation direction. As in Chapter 5, the
YAG beams cause heating and ablation of the clip, resulting in two, counter-propagating
blast waves. An example of the two clip system, and two counter-propagating, colliding
shocks, are shown in figure 6.2. The total energy of the YAG pulses could be controlled
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Figure 6.2: An example interferogram from the experiment, demonstrating two colliding
blast waves. Two clips were shot with an Nd:YAG laser, with ∼ 40 mJ each,
to generate the shocks.
through the use of polarisation based splitting, although for the work presented here the
full energy was always used. No relative timing between the two shocks was possible,
but control of the timing between the two shocks and the arrival of the main CO2 pulse
was achievable.
6.2.3 Diagnostics
Shadowgraphy, interferometry and the magnetic ion spectrometer were the main diag-
nostics for these studies.
The ion spectrometer operated as explained in section 3.4.1, with a 1 cm by 500 µm slit
at its entrance to sample the on-axis proton beam profile.
The optical probes consisted of an ∼ 8 ps, frequency doubled, 532 nm probe beam pro-
viding variable two-time shadowgraphy and interferometry. It was possible to control
the arrival of the probe beams relative to the main CO2 pulse, allowing observation of
the target conditions before, during and after the arrival of the main pulse. The early
time probe was set such that it was 25 ps before the arrival of the main pulse. This
ensured that the blast wave profile was measurable before any effect of the main or
25 ps pre-pulse occurred. The late time was variable, and allowed the study of late time
effects of the interaction up to ∼ 2 ns after the main pulse.
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Figure 6.3: Top: shadowgraphy optical probe images of the shock expansion for three
increasing expansion times, showing evolution up to the point of collision.
Bottom: the equivalent interferometry images corresponding to the shad-
owgraphy images above. Shots were taken at 4.5 bar backing pressures,
corresponding to peak gas densities of 7.4× 1018 cm−3, or ∼ 0.65nc.
6.3 Experimental Results
The experiment was aimed at creating two, counter-propagating blast waves in an at-
tempt to produce thin gas targets for optimised proton acceleration. Figure 6.3 shows
optical probe images for increasing expansion radii up to the point of collision. These
images are the early time probe images, demonstrating the target conditions ∼ 25 ps
before the arrival of the main CO2 pulse. The blast waves are propagating in a gas with
a gas jet backing pressure of 4.5 bar, corresponding to a peak density of 7.4× 1018 cm−3,
or ∼ 0.65nc. As can be observed, with increasing relative delay between the YAG and
CO2 main pulse, the shocks become incrementally closer until they collide.
For the three stages of shock expansion, given in figure 6.3, density retrieval was at-
tempted to ascertain the shock conditions for each case. The retrieved two-dimensional
densities and density profile along the laser axis are given in figure 6.4 for the three
stages of expansion shown in figure 6.3.
Density retrieval was achieved with the same method as outlined previously for the
YAG driven shocks in Chapter 5. As can be observed in figure 6.3, at the highest shock
densities, it is common for fringe ‘cuts’ to be observed. Furthermore, in the case of
these highest densities, for example in the case of the colliding shock, total loss of probe
signal is observed. Again, this is due to the refraction of the probe light being such
that the light escapes the collection angle of the imaging optic (∼ 5◦). To overcome
such issues, fringes were required to be manually traced in these unresolved regions. By
its very nature such a method is highly subjective. In an attempt to minimise errors,
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fringes whose paths can be fully resolved on either side of the affected region are used
to provide information about the maximum possible deflection; fringes can never cross.
Since one is also often tracing up a density gradient, these allow inference of the likely
general path of the fringes. Once full fringe maps were obtained, the interferograms
were analysed using the Magic code developed by George Swadling, formerly of the
MAGPIE group at Imperial College London. This calculates the level of phase shift
from the deflection of each fringe to obtain a phase map, which with knowledge of the
size of the plasma structure allows the density to be retrieved.
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Figure 6.4: Left: two dimensional density profiles for three different shock expansion
radii. Right: lineouts of the density profile in the direction of laser propa-
gation for the same density profiles. The profiles are for the raw interfer-
ometry images given in figure 6.3 and demonstrate increased convergence of
the shocks until they collide.
However, the density retrieval suffers from a number of issues which makes obtaining
accurate values for the density challenging. Firstly, the method of drawing on fringes
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is inaccurate, making them susceptible to errors. Consequently multiple attempts to
interpolate over the same region can give substantially different results. Furthermore,
the images are limited by their finite resolution. Since extraction of the density requires
each fringe path to be distinct, with no overlap, when tracing the fringes they must be
separated by at least one pixel width. However, for very steep density gradients, such
as at the front of the shock, the paths traced by the fringes make it possible that the
separation is below this limit. For the case of multiple consecutive fringes exhibiting
these features, this constraint can limit the retrievable density gradients, which has
implications for the obtained scale lengths. In regions of high density, it also constrains
the observable maximum density.
The peak measurable densities from figure 6.4 are on the order of 0.5-0.7nc. Inference
suggests these maximum retrieved densities are lower than the actual values. Firstly,
the unperturbed gas densities were shown to be roughly equivalent to this level for all
shock front positions. This was measured during calibration, as outlined in section 3.2.
Secondly, the addition of a strongly driven shock gives a predicted density increase of
∼ 6 at the shock front, making these measured values even less reliable. For this to be
the case, one is required to know if the strong shock limit still applies, which provides
this density jump condition.
For the experimentally retrieved shock front locations, the expansion time between
the two temporal extremes in figure 6.4 is 30 ns. During this time, the shock travels
∼250 µm, giving an average shock velocity ofM = v/cs ≈ 6, where cs is the upstream gas
sound speed, found to be ∼ 1300 ms−1 for T = 300 K, assuming no significant upstream
heating. The shock expansion also shows good agreement with the predicted scaling
given by equation 3.7, as demonstrated in figure 6.5. The vertical offset in the predicted
and experimental results originates due to the non-zero source size of the explosion; this
is shown to be ∼250 µm. Heating of the clip causes ablation of the ionised material
into the surrounding gas. The region this ablated material heats is the source size of
the explosion. Note the smaller size of the explosion centre compared to the results in
section 5.2.2. This is explained by the heating of the clip being performed with half the
energy.
The previous calculations imply the strong shock limit is indeed applicable. As such,
given the ratio of specific heats for hydrogen is 1.4, peak densities ∼ 6 times higher than
the measured unperturbed background could be expected at each shock front position.
This is equivalent to up to ∼ 4nc at the centre of the gas jet; the peak shock density is
thought to be significantly under-resolved.
This assumption of lower than expected density measurements can also be validated
through consideration by a second method. Since the unperturbed gas is characterised,
assuming there is no upstream change to the density between the shocks, the average
difference in density between the experimentally measured and calibrated densities can
be estimated. This assumption is believed to be valid since no radiative effects should
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Figure 6.5: Left: the experimentally obtained shock radii as a function of expansion
time, along with the theoretical scaling as predicted by Sedov (equation 3.7),
showing good agreement when the finite explosion centre size is accounted
for. Right: the experimentally obtained density scale length and predicted
scale lengths from the Sedov scaling.
be present and so the upstream density profile should be unaffected by the shocks. For
the case of the earliest time, 60 ns, as shown in the top row of figure 6.4, the mean
retrieved density is ∼ 0.15nc. This is a factor of ∼ 4 times less than expected for full
ionisation of the measured neutral density. Similarly, for the second time in figure 6.4,
t = 70 ns, the density is also underestimated by ∼ 4 times. Obviously this estimate
cannot be made for the late time at which collisions occur.
Despite the expected unresolved peak densities, estimated scale lengths can be ex-
tracted. The retrieved scale lengths are ∼150 µm, ∼175 µm and ∼180 µm for 60 ns,
70 ns and 90 ns, respectively. For comparison, these are plotted with the predicted scale
lengths in figure 6.5. As can be observed, poor correlation exists, with the experimental
results ∼ 2 times higher. Again, as in section 5.2.2, this can be rationalised. Given the
underestimation in the region of peak shock densities by a factor of approximately 4,
the relative scale lengths could reasonably be assumed to be shorter. Resolution of the
density is expected to be accurate in the region preceding the highest density portion of
the shock front since the fringes can be accurately traced, but the profile at the shock
front is unresolved. Hence, the density peak around the shock front is the only portion
expected to increase; the scale length would subsequently drop.
6.3.1 The point of collision
Discussion to this point has largely focussed on the conditions of the two blast waves
and the surrounding medium at times preceding the shock collision. However, to make
the thinnest gas targets possible, the case where a collision occurs between the two
counter-propagating blast waves was investigated. This is shown in the final panels in
figures 6.3 and 6.4.
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Colliding strong shocks are of general interest due to their applicability in a number of
astrophysical situations, for example colliding supernova remnants [256] and stellar bow
jets [257]. The scalable nature of these structures makes their study through numerical
simulations and experiments possible, so long as the dimensionless parameters associated
with these shocks, for example the Mach and Reynolds numbers, are consistent; the
underlying dynamics can then be shown to be invariant in space, time and velocity
[258].
Specifically, experimental investigations are of interest to study these phenomena, since
their scalable nature makes the investigation of the shock evolution possible over short
time scales. These interactions could otherwise take decades or longer to observe in
real astrophysical events. Furthermore, numerical modelling of colliding shocks is par-
ticularly challenging [259], motivating experiments to assist in benchmarking of these
codes. However, despite these motivations for the problem of colliding blast waves, their
experimental study is still fairly limited [260] [261] [262].
Experimental determination of the target conditions for the time that coincides with the
collision of two blast waves also presents challenges. Firstly, limited shots were available
during the study and this focussed not on measuring the shock collision dynamics them-
selves, but the accelerated proton beams (see section 6.3.2 later). Furthermore, for the
data that is available, the lack of optical probe information to extract the density profile
of the gas makes understanding the exact proton acceleration conditions impossible. It
is only possible to infer information based either on the experimental results obtained
or in combination with theory. Consider, for example, the case of the peak density of
the structure at the point of collision. Since no accurate information about the density
profile was retrievable from the interferometry, this must be inferred. Smith et al. [261]
and Elton et al. [263] conducted experiments of colliding blast waves and suggest the
peak density of the collision structure is ∼ 1.5 times that of a single incident blast wave,
assuming symmetric shocks are used. Therefore, based on the assumed peak density
of a single blast wave at the centre of the gas jet, the peak density of the collision
structure can be estimated to be equivalent to ∼ 5.8nc. It is worth noting that despite
the inaccuracies in the retrieval process, the measured relative peak shock densities for
the single and colliding blast wave cases are ∼ 1.5 times different, as predicted, perhaps
suggesting systematic underestimation of the density in the high density regions.
The shock thickness and scale length are more challenging to estimate. The full width
at half maximum thickness of the shock from the retrieved density profile in figure 6.4
is ∼250 µm. In reality, an underestimation of the peak density will result in this being
smaller, although how thin the target will become is not easy to ascertain. However,
assuming accurate retrieval in the low density section of the target far from the shock
front, where clear fringe paths are visible, an estimate of the structure width can be
made. A function of the form ne ∝ nmax e−|r| was plotted with the experimentally
obtained data to get an estimate of the structure width. This is shown in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: The retrieved density profile for the case of two colliding blast waves, along
with a fitted function of the form ne/nc ∝ nmax e−|r|, fitted to match the
resolvable, low density portion of the interferogram and set to a peak density
of 5.8nc
By assuming the previously discussed peak density of 5.8nc, and fitting the function
to trace a path as close as possible to that followed by the shock in the low density
regions, the density profile is estimated. This gives the colliding shock structure a full
width at half maximum of ∼85 µm. Clearly, however, this number should only act as
a guide to the size of the structure given the number of assumptions made. However,
some confidence can be drawn from the fact it demonstrates reasonable agreement with
similar work by Helle et al. [264], who used a near identical method to produce thin
gas “foils” of width 75 µm for ion acceleration experiments at 800 nm wavelengths. Also
of interest were the scale lengths in this case, ∼35 µm. For a single shock at the same
location, it is also possible to perform the same process, giving a full width at half
maximum shock width of ∼120 µm, ∼ 40% larger than the colliding case.
In fact, the thickness of the colliding shock structure might be expected to be even
smaller than this. The three-dimensional nature of the colliding shocks might be ex-
pected to result in material being ejected outwards from the point of collision, towards
the regions where shock collision has not yet occurred. This might result in wider, dense
regions away from the centre of the shock, which could give the appearance of a thicker
shock front. Collisions of these spherical shock fronts might be expected to result in
the formation of a Mach stem [265]. A shock front incident on a surface at an oblique
angle, in this case the other shock, does not reflect directly away. Instead, the shock
is deflected such that it propagates along the surface, and extends between the surface
to the point it interacts with the incident shock [266]. While these structures might
be expected, in practice they are not observed. This is possibly because no late time
optical probe images exist without the arrival of the main CO2 pulse. Due to the high
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intensity of this pulse, the target is totally destroyed and with it, potentially, so are
these structures.
The relative scale length is measured not to appreciably increase between the 70 ns and
90 ns expansion times, equivalent to before and during the collision, when compared
to the difference measured between 60 ns and 70 ns. In fact the measured scale length
increase is less than predicted by the analytical scaling provided by Sedov. This could be
purely due to the inaccuracy of the density retrieval, although it may indicate a change
in target conditions due to the collision. This, along with the possible lower thickness of
the collision structure is perhaps not to be unexpected. Consider the collision dynamics.
To do this, the mean free path of the shock can be estimated. The ion temperature can,
in the immediate post shock region, be inferred using the relation [267]
kBTi =
2(γ − 1)
(γ + 1)2
Amp
Z + 1
u2BW (6.1)
where A is the atomic weight, γ is the ration of specific heats and uBW is the blast
wave velocity. The shock velocity is approximated as ∼ 7.5 kms−1, obtained from the
change in shock radius over the latter two interferometric images. This gives an ion
temperature of the order ∼ 0.04 eV. The mean free path can be calculated using the
ion-ion collision time, τii = 6.6 × 10−10(A 12T
3
2
i )/(niZ
4
i ln Λi) [98], and the ion thermal
energy, vi =
√
kBTi/mp, for protons at ∼ 0.04 eV, giving a result on the order of ∼1 µm.
Therefore, at the point of collision, limited inter-penetration between the shocks might
be expected, with instead stagnation occurring at the interface between the two. While
these particles slow, the material behind continues to rush into the collision region,
creating a narrowing of the shock front structure and a decrease in the expected scale
length for a given shock radius. Given the short mean free path, the collision between
two shocks can be treated as equivalent to the reflection of a single shock by a rigid
surface, so long as the colliding shocks were produced by two explosions of equal energy,
located the same distance from the point of collision [265]. A useful analogy to better
understand the collision between the two shocks is the case of a water wave hitting a
harbour wall. As the wave reaches the wall, the front of the wave rapidly slows, while
the trailing portion of the wave, unaware of the obstruction continues to rush into the
collision region. Density accumulates and a region of higher amplitude forms at the
wall, before subsequently relaxing and a reflected wave is launched. In the case of the
colliding shocks, these would be reverse shocks.
These interaction dynamics would help explain the observation of a narrowing of the
shock structure size at the point of collision, despite this being formed of two shock
fronts. It also helps explain the expected density increase. Given the predicted density
increase of ∼ 1.5 times, the shock front might be expected to decrease in width by a
factor of ∼ 2/3 from its original size.
This effect might also help explain why the scale length was not estimated to apprecia-
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bly increase over 20 ns of expansion between the second and third temporal snapshots
analysed.
Clearly then, the lack of clear interferometric data makes extracting meaningful density
profiles challenging. Subsequently, only inferences can be made with the information
that is available and theoretical considerations.
6.3.2 Proton acceleration results
The results in this chapter were mainly focussed on observing the effect on the proton
energy spectra for the case of relative expansion of two blast waves up to the point of
collision. This was performed at the end of an experiment in July 2015, intended as
an investigative study to determine the benefit, if any, of the modified gas structures.
As such, only a limited number of shots were available, with 74 shots taken. Of these
shots, 48 produced protons, while only 14 produced mono-energetic proton features.
These shots constituted both colliding shocks, as shown in figure 6.2, and single shocks
generated at the front of the gas jet, similar to those presented in Chapter 5. In total,
8 shots demonstrated mono-energetic proton features with the presence of colliding
shocks, while 25 produced broad energy spectra.
Measurements were made of the peak proton energy for the peaked spectral data as a
function of the blast wave expansion radius for two different gas backing pressures, 2 bar
and 4.5 bar. These correspond to peak unperturbed electron densities of 4.5× 1018 cm−3
and 7.4× 1018 cm−3, respectively. Example proton traces and the associated proton
energy spectra are given in figure 6.7. The proton energy spectra were extracted as
described in section 3.4.1. These two shots were representative of the peaked spectral
data, and demonstrate peak energies of 0.46± 0.06 MeV and 0.74± 0.08 MeV.
Deconvolution of the observed energy spectra was also possible for those shots demon-
strating spectral peaking to obtain the true energy spread of these beams. This was
conducted using the Richardson-Lucy deconvolution method, as outlined previously in
section 4.2.1. Convolution of the raw proton signal trace from the scintillator with
the magnetic spectrometer instrument function allows the ‘true’ spectral profile of the
proton beam to be retrieved. The approach uses an iterative algorithm to conduct the
convolution, in an attempt to converge on a most probable solution. This process was
performed on the two example shots given in figure 6.7, the results of which can be
observed in figure 6.8. Here, figures (a) and (b) represent the raw traces 6.7(a) and
6.7(b). The spectral features on these shots were shown to have rms energy spreads of
17.4% and 16.8%, respectively.
The proton energy as a function of shock radius, up to and including the collision of a
blast wave, can also be plotted. This was done for all peaked proton spectra observed in
the case of colliding shocks. These are shown in figure 6.9, and are given for both 2 bar
and 4.5 bar backing pressures. The results from the 4.5 bar backing pressures correspond
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Figure 6.7: (a) & (b): example raw proton energies traces observed with the magnetic
ion spectrometer. (c) & (d): the corresponding proton energy spectra for
(a) and (b), with peak bunch proton energies of 0.46 MeV and 0.74 MeV,
respectively.
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Figure 6.8: The deconvolved proton energy spectra for the equivalently labelled shots
in figure 6.7. RMS energy spreads of 17.4% and 16.8% were found for each
shot, respectively.
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Figure 6.9: The experimentally obtained peak proton energy versus the expansion ra-
dius for colliding shocks in the case of spectral peaking of the proton energy.
to the three expansion scenarios presented previously in figures 6.3 and 6.4. The errors
in the measured energy correspond to the uncertainty in the peak energy of the peaked
spectral feature and, where applicable the energy variation observed on multiple shots
for the same expansion conditions. The errors in the expansion radius come from the
uncertainty in the shock front location for a given time.
The results demonstrate increasing proton energy with the expansion radius, with the
highest observed energies for the case of the colliding shocks. This could be explained
in one of two ways. Firstly, given the similarity in laser conditions, the induced grating
phenomenon presented in Chapter 5 could again be influencing the interaction dynam-
ics. In this instance, the peak observed proton energies per unit CO2 energy are near
equivalent. However, the point of collision coincides with an expansion radius which
gives a predicted scale length 10 µm shorter than found to be optimal (90 µm before
steepening from a laser pre-pulse with energy E/Etot ≈ 23% pre-pulse) in this previous
work. Couple this shorter scale length with an increased fraction of the laser energy
in the 25 ps pre-pulse and this explanation seems less plausible. Furthermore, the in-
terferometry hints at the scale length not appreciably increasing at collision, so the
near doubling of the proton energy at collision compared to the preceding expansion
radius suggests the scale length is not a dominant factor in the acceleration in this
instance.
Conversely, the increased proton energies with expansion radius also corresponds with
an increase in proton energy with the target density. The production of the observed
spectral peaking would be expected to arise due to a radiation pressure driven mech-
anism, as in previous chapters. However, the proton energy for hole-boring scales as
Ep = 4I/nic; an increase in density should result in lower proton energies for constant
intensities. Perhaps then, the density bunching phenomenon described previously is
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Figure 6.10: The experimentally obtained proton bunch rms energy spread values for
the shots presented in figure 6.9, demonstrating a decrease in the rms
energy spread with increasing target density.
the cause of the acceleration. Higher peak densities would result in more, low density
plasma to be present preceding the critical surface. Therefore, favourable grating for-
mation conditions might occur with the increased expansion. Furthermore, if this were
the case, enhanced proton acceleration when compared to that observed in Chapter 5
may be possible, with the maximum energies observed roughly equivalent. With fur-
ther target modification through variation in the initial density, it might be possible to
enhance the peak proton energies further.
A second explanation is that the modification of the target density profile has again
produced enhanced conditions which optimise the proton acceleration. Particularly in
the case of the colliding shock, a relatively thin gas target with a low density at the
rear surface might be possible. In the extreme case, this would be broadly similar to
the acceleration off one of the grating structures as described in section 5, although
the thickness of the plasma slab in this case is expected to be more than 50 times
larger.
The rms energy spread of these shots was also calculated, with values of ∆E/E =
15.8±0.5% and ∆E/E = 11.9±1.8% for 2 bar and 4.5 bar backing pressures, respectively.
The rms energy spread for all shots presented in figure 6.9 are shown as a function of
the assumed target density in figure 6.10. The assumed target density is calculated
using the shock front position and the estimated peak density, as outlined earlier in this
chapter. This result shows good agreement with the observation in section 4.2.1, where
a similar correlation was observed. This is believed to be due to the higher upstream
density resulting in higher levels of reflection off the shock potential, causing more rapid
energy loss and subsequently narrower energy spreads.
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Figure 6.11: (a) & (b): example raw proton energies traces observed with the magnetic
ion spectrometer. (c) & (d): the corresponding proton energy spectra for
(a) and (b), with maximum observed proton energies of 0.49± 0.03 MeV
and 0.97± 0.05 MeV, respectively.
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Figure 6.12: The experimentally obtained maximum proton energy versus the expansion
radius for colliding shocks in the case of no observed spectral peaking.
Instead, broadband energy spread beams are observed.
A number of shots also demonstrated no mono-energetic features. Example spectra for
this case are shown in figure 6.11. Both cases presented are for a backing pressure of
4.5 bar, with an expansion radius of 1.55 mm for figures (a) and (c), and 1.6 mm for
figures (b) and (d). These shots demonstrated maximum observed proton energies of
0.49± 0.03 MeV and 0.97± 0.05 MeV, respectively.
The presence of these broadband energy features does not preclude hole-boring as the
dominant acceleration mechanism. Instead, it possibly indicates lower background den-
sities. With lower densities, less upstream reflection occurs and a slower decay of the
shock potential is expected. As such, lower peak fluxes and a broader energy spread
proton beam is to be expected. The shot represented by figures 6.11(b) and (d) perhaps
shows signs of this effect. While the overall energy spectrum is broadband in nature,
some spectral peaking around ∼ 0.4 MeV is perhaps observed. In this case, the critical
surface could have been driven at a quasi-constant velocity until the laser energy de-
pletes and subsequently begins slowing due to energy loss from the upstream ions. At
low upstream densities, relatively few particles are reflected and this energy loss occurs
less rapidly, giving a broader range of energies.
The maximum proton energy versus expansion radius for the shots demonstrating no
spectral features are plotted in figure 6.12. Again, a correlation between the shock
expansion radius and proton energy is observed, as with the case of observed spectral
features. This suggests the cause of these broad energy spread beams is again through
the formation of a reflecting potential structure in the upstream plasma. However, for
the generation of these structures, the potential is expected to decay more gradually,
reflecting upstream protons for longer over a broader range of energies; a broadband
energy spectrum is observed.
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Additionally, the measured increase in proton energy as a function of expansion radius
when broadband energy spectra are observed is ∼ 2.5 times faster than when spectral
features are present. This is true for both backing pressures. No clear explanation for
this observation exists.
The lack of clear interferometric data to extract accurate target conditions for these
shots makes direct inference of the exact experimental conditions challenging. There-
fore, particle-in-cell simulations were used to first ascertain the target conditions at the
time of interaction with the main CO2 pulse, before subsequently studying the proton
acceleration mechanisms. These results are presented in the subsequent section of this
chapter.
6.4 Particle in cell simulations
To better understand the results presented in this chapter, particle-in-cell simulations
were carried out. Given the long relative length of the optical probes, coupled with
the low resolution, it was not possible to observe fine features of the interaction. At
8 ps, the integration time of the probe was such that any large spatial, short timescale
features would be effectively blurred out.
First, the effect of the laser pulse train was considered to assess the effect on the plasma
profile preceding the critical surface. Subsequently, simulations were carried out to
better understand the proton acceleration mechanisms. Finally, the idealised case of
thin, near-critical density plasma targets and their interaction with a CO2 laser was
also studied.
In all cases the plasma was formed of cold, pre-ionised hydrogen with initial electron
and ion temperatures of 0 eV. Where applicable, the front and rear target density
ramps were estimated from the experimental results and theoretical scaling. These
were characterised by their scale length, the distance over which the density drops from
its maximum to 1/e of the peak value. A grid size of 120 × 120λL = 88 × 88 nm was
chosen. This ensured that the fine features of the HB-RPA shock front were resolved,
while 16 particles per cell were chosen for both electrons and protons. These values
were chosen to minimise numerical heating, and also to minimise the computational
resources required. Simulations were run for a total of 15 ps for the cases studying
proton acceleration, equivalent to three times the laser pulse length. For initial studies
on the density steepening effect of the 25 ps pre-pulse, the total simulation time was
30 ps to encompass the pulse and subsequent plasma evolution.
The full list of simulation parameters are summarised in table 6.2.
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Parameter Value
Electron particles per cell 16
Proton particles per cell 16
Box size x 100 - 350 µm
Box size y 100 µm
Grid size x 120λL = 88.3 nm
Grid size y 120λL = 88.3 nm
Laser wavelength 10.6 µm
Laser focal spot size 65 µm
Laser pulse length 5 ps
Laser intensity 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2
a0 0.78
Laser polarisation Linear, p-polarised
Initial electron/proton temperatures 0 eV
Table 6.2: The particle-in-cell simulation parameters used for the simulation results
presented in Chapter 6.
6.4.1 Effect of the laser train
Regardless of the challenges in extraction of the target density profile from the interfer-
ometric images, the front surface scale length is not retrievable at the time of arrival of
the main CO2 pulse. The arrival of the early time probe ∼ 25 ps before the main pulse
was intended to allow characterisation of the blast wave. However, this gives no insight
into the effect of the 30% pre-pulse. This was studied using particle-in-cell simulations
to better understand the target conditions at the time of the main pulse.
Given the challenges with characterising the density profile from the experimental im-
ages, and the good agreement of the shock radius with the predicted scaling, the ana-
lytical scale lengths were again assumed, as in Chapter 5. For the case of the colliding
shocks, the true density profile was even more challenging to obtain, although the scale
length was measured to be roughly equivalent to that of the preceding time. From the
scaling outlined in section 3.2.1, the assumed scale lengths from figure 6.5 are 68 µm,
73 µm and 80 µm. Therefore, a range of initial density ramps were simulated with as-
sociated scale lengths ranging from 50-100 µm. A linearly polarised, CO2 beam was
incident on the plasma, focussed at the nominal position of the top of the ramp, with
30% of the mean laser energy, equivalent to 0.38 J. This corresponds to a peak laser
intensity of 2.3× 1015 Wcm−2. The peak density of the target was assumed to be 4nc,
equivalent to the peak density of the gas jet at 4.5 bar with a 6-fold density increase
due to a blast wave.
Simulations demonstrate that the density profile is indeed steepened in all cases. Since
laser propagation cannot occur to the peak of the density ramp, the density accumulates
at the location of the critical surface. While some relaxation occurs over the 25 ps the
laser is not present, the profile exhibits significant steepening. In practice, a second ramp
forms, with the “peak” formed around where the initial critical surface was located. The
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Figure 6.13: The steepened density profile of a target with a peak density of 4nc and
scale length of 70 µm at the arrival of the main CO2 pulse. This was
induced by a pre-pulse with 30% of the total integrated laser energy, 25 ps
before the main pulse. A new density profile emerges, with scale length of
7 µm.
scale length of this structure ranges from ∼5 µm to ∼15 µm, dependent on the initial
scale length. For illustration, the assumed density profile of a target with initial scale
length of 70 µm is given in figure 6.13. The final scale length is ∼7 µm.
6.4.2 Experimental comparison
From the experimentally obtained optical probe images, the target structure for the
early times is equivalent to the standard blast wave case, with a steepened density
profile leading to a shock front which appears infinitely thick to the incident laser; the
interaction never traverses the entire shock front. Similarly, even for the case of colliding
shocks, the target thickness, > 50 µm, is such that the acceleration is expected to be
dominated either by hole-boring RPA or collisionless shock acceleration, as in Chapters
4 and 5. Therefore, simulations were conducted using the experimental parameters to
determine the dominant acceleration mechanism. A plasma of peak density 5.8nc was
assumed, equivalent to the estimated peak density in the colliding shock case. This
was simulated with an exponential density ramp preceding the critical surface with a
scale length of 7 µm, as found in the previous section. The incident laser was linearly
polarised with a peak intensity of I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2, focussed to a spot of radius
32.5 µm.
Simulations indicate that for the expected experimental conditions, an analogous situ-
ation to that observed in Chapter 5 occurs. Again, a standing wave is induced between
the incident and reflected components of the laser, forming a plasma grating structure.
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Figure 6.14: The full 2D and on-axis electron density lineouts for the interaction of a
CO2 laser pulse with intensity I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2, incident on a target
with peak density ne = 5.8nc with a front surface exponential density
gradient with a scale length of 7 µm. The dynamics are shown at 2 ps
and 4 ps, along with the initial density profile. These demonstrate the
formation of a single density structure due to a standing wave, which is
subsequently accelerated. Note the 2D density images are on a saturated
colour scale to better illustrate the interaction
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Figure 6.15: The x-px proton phase space for at 2 ps and 4 ps for the interaction condi-
tions given in figure 6.14.
Figure 6.14 demonstrates the full two-dimensional and on-axis density profiles of the
plasma. For the case of the relatively short, 7 µm density ramps assumed in this sce-
nario, only two grating elements are observed to form, with one exceeding the critical
density. This is observed in the 2 ps profile shown in figure 6.14. At subsequent times,
the laser intensity increases to a level that the radiation pressure causes this density
structure to be accelerated in the direction of laser propagation, generating high energy
protons. The onset of this effect is observable in the x-px proton phase space at 2 ps in
figure 6.15. Subsequently, this density structure is destroyed, with density steepening
then occurring at the initial critical surface. This is also accelerated, with hole-boring
acceleration occurring, but to lower energies. The 4 ps outputs given in figures 6.14 and
6.15 illustrate this effect. Along with modest acceleration off the near-critical density
secondary grating structure, this results in the total integrated proton energy spectrum
appearing broadband.
Acceleration was modelled for two further, higher intensity cases, equivalent to twice
and four times the laser energy, or I = 1.5× 1016 Wcm−2 and I = 3× 1016 Wcm−2,
respectively. These demonstrated the same density modulation effect, and subsequent
acceleration off a limited-mass grating element. Increased maximum proton energies are
observed, although not at the expected 4I/nic scaling, i.e. a doubling in laser energy
did not result in a doubling in the proton energy. This is a result of the coupled nature
of the grating formation and acceleration. For the higher intensity cases, the grating
structure forms more rapidly, but subsequently is accelerated earlier in the pulse; it
is destroyed before the highest laser intensities are reached. As such, the maximum
observed proton energies do not scale linearly with the maximum laser intensity, as
might be expected.
As in previous chapters, whether mono-energetic spectral features are present or not is
thought to be dependent on the target conditions, grating element formation time and
the overall density profile, and the speed at which the shock front decays. In simulations,
mono-energetic proton features are not observed, with radiation pressure acceleration
off multiple structures to differing energies resulting in the total integrated proton beam
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energy profile appearing broadband. To observe spectral peaking, efficient acceleration
must occur off these grating elements, before a rapid decay of the shock front to ensure
these narrow energy spread features are preserved.
In summary, results suggest at the experimental intensities, acceleration was due to hole-
boring off an induced plasma grating structure. This in fact perhaps helps explain the
observation of increased proton energy with expansion radius, and as such, density. This
is an unexpected observation given the predicted Ei = 4I/nic scaling of hole-boring.
With increasing density and expansion radius, the density profile preceding the critical
surface will logically change. It is easy to imagine a situation where with increasing
shock radius and density, conditions become more favourable for the formation of these
near-critical density structures around the peak of the laser pulse, resulting in higher
proton energies.
6.4.3 Proton acceleration from thin gas targets
Now, let us now consider the more idealised case of perfect, thin, near-critical density
plasma slabs. While it was not possible to produce these, the ultimate goal of optimal
proton acceleration would suggest moving into the light-sail regime. For this, thin, steep
density gradient plasma targets would be required.
Particle-in-cell simulations were carried out to study the effect of acceleration from thin
slab targets on the proton energy. These ranged from 2-50 µm, and were initialised
with a peak density of 5.8nc, with all other parameters as described previously. Two
laser intensities were simulated, first at the expected experimental conditions, with
I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2, and secondly with 4 times the laser energy, giving an intensity
roughly equivalent to the current intensities now available, at I = 3× 1016 Wcm−2.
These were initially studied for linear polarisation, given circular polarisation is not
currently possible to realise experimentally.
Figure 6.16 shows the electron density profile, longitudinal electric field and x-px phase
space for a 5 µm target at 2.3 ps. The peak laser intensity is I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2.
As can be observed, for the case of the expected experimental intensities, the proton
acceleration is dominated by the rear surface sheath which forms. This arises due to
strong electron heating by the laser at the front surface. The hot electrons traverse
the target and exit at the rear, forming the sheath. This formation of the sheath field
can clearly be observed in figure 6.16(c). Also present is a radiation pressure driven
component, seen at the front of the target. The combination of these two effects can be
observed most clearly in the x-px proton phase space in figure 6.16(d). Here, a low energy
hole-boring front is seen forming at the front surface, although no significant reflection
occurs at this time. The dominant acceleration arises due to the target expansion at
the rear surface, producing a broad range of proton energies. These sheath accelerated
beams reach ∼ 5 times higher energies than those driven by hole-boring.
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Figure 6.16: Example target conditions at 2.3 ps, for the interaction of a CO2 laser pulse
of peak intensity I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2, incident on a 5 µm plasma slab of
density 5.8nc. (a) The full 2D electron density of the target, illustrating
density steepening at the front surface, (b) the on-axis electron density, (c)
the longitudinal electric field, demonstrating the formation of a sheath field
at the rear of the target due to expansion, (d) the x-px proton phase space
for the temporal snapshot. This illustrates that the protons gain energy
from two mechanisms, at the critical surface due to the radiation pressure,
and more significantly, at the target rear due to the sheath formation.
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Figure 6.17: The proton energy spectrum for a 2 µm slab target with density of 5.8nc.
The incident laser had a peak intensity of I = 3× 1016 Wcm−2. A thermal
energy spectrum is observed due to the expansion of the heated target,
while also present is a narrow energy spread feature due to radiation pres-
sure acceleration at the front surface of the target.
In the case of the thinnest targets, 6 5 µm, the bulk of the target is accelerated by
this effect, while for thicker targets, > 10 µm, the critical surface is driven into the
target, with a subsequent collisionless shock structure formed. This is not a surprising
result, given the laser intensity and density conditions (see equation 2.74). However,
regardless of the target thickness, the acceleration is dominated by the sheath field,
with the shock accelerated ions lower in energy. The linear laser polarisation results in
considerable heating, while the intensities are low enough that the radiation pressure
cannot dominate for these thin targets.
In the higher intensity case, for the thinnest targets, the interaction is somewhat dif-
ferent. Take, for example, the 2 µm case. Here, acceleration is still dominated by the
expansion of the target due to heating. However, also present is a radiation pressure
driven feature. The bulk of the target is spatially driven in the direction of propa-
gation as a single entity, producing a narrow energy spread feature within the sheath
accelerated beam. This can be observed in figure 6.17.
For the thinnest targets, < 10 µm, radiation pressure effects result density steepening
at the critical surface and the bulk of the target being accelerated forward during the
early portion of the laser pulse. Simultaneously, the target rapidly expands with heating
effects dominating and the target going underdense to the incident laser (ne < γnc); for
the case of the 2 µm target, this occurs around the peak of the laser pulse. This accel-
eration mechanism is termed relativistic transparency, also known as the laser breakout
afterburner regime, and is a form of enhanced sheath acceleration. This was first inves-
tigated through numerical simulations by Yin et al. [268] [269]. The mechanism exhibits
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three distinct phases. Initially the target is overdense to the incident laser. Target ex-
pansion due to sheath effects results in a reduction in the density, while simultaneously
an increase in the laser intensity gives an increase in the Lorentz factor, γ, reducing the
plasma frequency by a factor γ
1
2 , although for the modest intensities relevant to this
work, this effect is negligible. For sufficiently thin targets, the second phase arises when
the plasma skin depth (see section 2.1.3) becomes comparable with the target thick-
ness; the laser field heats all the electrons confined within a region equivalent to the
size of the laser focal spot. This is termed the “enhanced sheath acceleration” phase.
Finally, as the target expands still further the density drops below the critical density,
ne = γnc, and the laser can penetrate the target, heating the sheath electrons to very
high temperatures. This effect is illustrated in figure 6.18, where first the initial radia-
tion pressure driven phase is observed at 1 ps. At 3 ps, sufficient heating has occurred
that the target has expanded to the point of the critical density, before finally, the target
goes underdense and the bulk of the target can be heated. Despite the laser intensity
decreasing at this point, a significant jump in the peak proton energy from ∼ 1.4 MeV
to > 2.5 MeV is observed between 3 ps and 4 ps, due to this effect.
For thicker targets, & 10 µm, the interaction conditions are insufficient for relativistic
transparency to occur. The target does not go underdense to the incident laser pulse at
any point during the interaction. As such, two mechanisms again occur. Sheath accel-
eration dominates, with the highest energies determined by the target expansion. Also
present are shock driven components, both due to hole-boring and the late time forma-
tion of a collisionless shock. However, these features are lower in energy than the sheath
beams. The interaction looks similar to that in figure 6.16, except the stronger electron
heating produces stronger sheath fields and subsequently, higher proton energies.
For both intensities, the maximum proton energies are plotted as a function of target
thickness. These results are given in figure 6.19. For the experimentally applicable
case, the proton energy is observed to decrease with increasing target thickness. Since
the classical sheath effects dominate, with increasing thickness the divergence of the
hot electron beam means that the effective strength of the sheath that can form di-
minishes [123]. For the higher intensity case, a clear transition is visible, indicating
the two regimes in which acceleration occurs. For thicknesses < 10 µm and > 10 µm,
these are the relativistic transparency and classical sheath acceleration regimes, respec-
tively.
An interesting final point of note is the expected benefit of thin targets in the collision-
less shock acceleration regime. This is of interest because thin targets are believed to
offer a number of benefits for this mechanism. Furthermore, as shown in Chapter 4, the
current operating regime for the laser results in both hole-boring and collisionless shock
acceleration occurring, with a move to higher densities making this the most probable
acceleration mechanism. Thin targets are particularly suitable due to the requirements
for high shock velocities to produce high energy proton energies, with the need for uni-
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Figure 6.18: The on-axis electron density lineouts and on-axis longitudinal electric field
for the interaction of a CO2 laser pulse with intensity I = 3× 1016 Wcm−2,
incident on a 2 µm thick plasma with peak density ne = 5.8nc. The dy-
namics are shown at 1 ps, 3 ps and 3.5 ps. These demonstrate the initial
density steepening, the point the target expands to the critical density
and later subcritical phase, where bulk electron heating due to relativistic
transparency is possible.
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Figure 6.19: The maximum proton energy versus target thickness for the case of slab
targets. Results are given for two intensities, I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2 and
I = 3× 1016 Wcm−2, equivalent to the estimated experimental parameters
and an intensity with 4 times higher energy, roughly equivalent to the
currently available intensities.
form heating of the upstream plasma [157]. As shown with thin foil targets, recirculation
of electrons can lead to increased target heating [115] [270]. The same is true from thin
near-critical density targets, with steep front and rear density gradients promoting the
formation of sheaths which induce electron recirculation. Silva et al. [157] suggest that
for high shock velocities the shock formation time, approximately two ion plasma pe-
riods for M ≈ 1, i.e. ∼ 4pi/ωpi [86], needs to be longer than the electron recirculation
time, with even a single transition cycle enough to provide more uniform heating of the
target. This gives a limit of the target thickness equivalent to Ltarget <
√
mi/meλL
for MeV electrons at critical densities [156]. Given the time for electron traversal scales
with the target thickness, thin targets ensure the formation time condition is met and
produce enhanced shock velocities. Therefore, the production of high density, thin gas
targets could allow for efficient collisionless shock acceleration of ions.
The idealised case
The idea of thin targets can be taken one step further, to the extreme case of the optimal
situation to achieve light-sail acceleration, as earlier described in section 2.4.2. Equation
2.95 gives an expression for the optimal thickness of a target for a given density and
laser intensity, with Lopt ∝
√
IL/ni2.
For the case of the assumed peak density of a colliding blast wave, ni = 5.9nc, the
optimal target thickness can be calculated; this is shown to be Lopt ≈ 0.4 µm in the low
intensity case. Simulations were conducted for both linear and circular polarisation.
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Figure 6.20: The proton energy spectra for the case of an idealised thin slab target at
a peak density of ni = 5.9nc and peak intensity of I = 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2.
Energy spectra for both linear and circular polarisations are presented at
a time of 5.6 ps, equivalent to the energy at time of the end of the laser
pulse. Also presented is the energy spectrum at the peak of the laser pulse,
2.8 ps, corresponding to the peak of the laser pulse. This demonstrates a
radiation pressure driven component to the interaction.
The higher intensity case was also studied, using a thicker target due to the increased
intensity, with Lopt ≈ 0.8 µm. While circular polarisation was not available on the
experiment, light-sail requires minimal heating of the thin target to suppress expansion
and ensure the acceleration is dominated by radiation pressure effects. The proton
energy spectra for the low intensity cases are shown in figure 6.20.
As can be seen from figure 6.20, for the low intensity case, acceleration is dominated
by the target heating and subsequent expansion. At late times, at the end of the laser
pulse (5.8 ps), the spectra are broadband in nature which signifies the expansion being
dominant. For the linear polarisation case, acceleration is always primarily driven by
the sheath that forms. However, for the circular polarisation case, heating is sufficiently
suppressed due to a reduction in ~J × ~B heating. At early times up until the peak of the
pulse, radiation pressure effects also occur, driving a mono-energetic ion feature. This
can be observed in the third trace in figure 6.20(a), from 2.8 ps, equivalent to the arrival
of the peak of the laser pulse.
For the higher intensity case, the interaction is similar, with the target expansion dom-
inating the interaction. While the bulk of the target is accelerated due to the radiation
pressure, heating effects still dominate and the target rapidly expands. In this case, the
peak proton energies are ∼ 1.5 MeV and ∼ 3 MeV, for linear and circular polarisation,
respectively.
One obvious question to address is why the acceleration in the case of these thin slabs
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is not dominated by shock acceleration mechanisms, unlike in the roughly analogous
case in Chapter 5. This is despite almost identical laser conditions in both cases. For
the case of the thin slabs, the structures are initialised at the optimal conditions at the
start of the pulse. Conversely, in the case of the induced plasma grating structure, these
must be formed in the rising edge of the laser pulse. Consequently, unlike in the case of
the thin slabs, in the idealised case, no appreciable heating of these structures can occur
before the peak of the laser pulse. The radiation pressure mechanism can then dominate.
In the case of these thin slabs, the intensities are such that the radiation pressure can
never dominate the heating effects, even for the case of circular polarisation. The
gradual increase in intensity results in strong heating, driving target expansion effects.
To overcome this limitation, shorter pulses, with higher peak intensities and a switch to
circular polarisation would be required to ensure minimal heating and radiation pressure
based effects dominate.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented results from attempts to use colliding blast waves to favourably
modify the density profile of gas jet targets to enhance proton acceleration. Work pre-
sented in Chapter 5 demonstrated that the formation of narrow, limited areal density
structures through the formation of a plasma grating structure could indeed give en-
hanced proton energies. However, the formation of these plasma grating structures
was directly linked to the accelerating CO2 pulse, with strict requirements on the laser
parameters to permit the formation of the grating. With this, decoupling the for-
mation of these thin, limited mass structures from the main accelerating laser pulse is
important for full control of the interaction conditions. Collisions between two, counter-
propagating blast waves were considered in an attempt to make thin gas targets.
Colliding blast waves were formed using the external YAG driven scheme, where two
metal foils, placed on opposite sides of the nozzle at the edge of the gas flow, were heated
with a YAG beam. Ablation of the foil caused localised heating, and the formation of
two counter-propagating shocks. Examples of the shock structure for different expansion
times are given in figure 6.3. Accurate retrieval of the density profiles of these shocks
was challenging, due to the poor quality of the interferometric images. However, the
shock expansion showed reasonable agreement with the scaling given by Sedov [206]
(see section 3.2.1) and velocities of ∼ 7.5 kms−1, indicating the strong shock limit can
be applied and the shock density scales as the result given in equation 3.5b. This
allowed estimates of the peak density and scale length to be inferred, and an estimate
of the thickness of the structure formed during shock collision; this was found to be
85 µm.
The observed proton energy as a function of expansion radius up to the point of col-
lision was studied. Mono-energetic features were observed for the relative expansion
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scenarios for two differing initial gas density profiles, with peak unperturbed densities
of 4.5× 1018 cm−3 and 7.4× 1018 cm−3, corresponding to nozzle backing pressures of
2 bar and 4.5 bar, respectively. This indicates acceleration through hole-boring or a
collisionless shock structure. Peak proton energies were observed to increase with ex-
pansion radius, with the highest observed energies at the point of collision. Retrieval
of the true energy spread of these spectral features was also possible through deconvo-
lution. Mean rms energy spreads of ∆E/E = 15.8 ± 0.5% and ∆E/E = 11.9 ± 1.8%
were observed for backing pressures of 2 bar and 4.5 bar, respectively. A clear scaling
of the energy spread with target density was observed, with the rms energy spread ob-
served to decrease with increasing intensity (see figure 6.10). Broadband energy proton
beams were also observed on a number of shots. These again showed increased peak
proton energies with increasing expansion radius, with the highest energies at the point
of collision.
Particle-in-cell simulations were conducted to better understand the interaction dynam-
ics and to attempt to explain the experimental observations. First, the modification of
the target density profile was investigated, due to the effect of the 25 ps pre-pulse. This
showed that for the analytically predicted scale lengths, the final density profile has a
scale length of ∼ 5-10 µm. Using this modified density profile, the interaction dynamics
were studied. This showed that, like in the results presented in Chapter 5, the formation
of a limited number of plasma grating structures was observed. These were again the
source of the highest energy protons, accelerated due to HB-RPA. This helps explain
the observation of spectral peaking in the experiment, and also might provide explana-
tion an of why the maximum proton energies were observed to increase with the shock
radius and density. It is proposed that these greater expansion radii and peak densi-
ties result in more favourable grating formation conditions, resulting in higher proton
energies.
Finally, simulations were carried out in the extreme case, if it were possible to make
micron scale thin slab targets. These investigated the interaction dynamics between
such near-critical density plasma structures at the experimentally achievable CO2 laser
intensities. Intensities of 7.5× 1015 Wcm−2 and 3× 1016 Wcm−2 were studied, equiva-
lent to the experimentally relevant parameters and the currently achievable parameters,
respectively. Owing to these relatively modest intensities and the long pulse length, 5 ps,
strong target heating is observed and sheath expansion is the dominant mechanism for
all but the thinnest targets, 6 5 µm.

7 Conclusions and Future Avenues
This thesis has presented work using the CO2 laser at the Accelerator Test Facility
at Brookhaven National Laboratory, studying proton acceleration in near-critical den-
sity laser plasma interactions. These have demonstrated the possibility of producing
mono-energetic ion features using radiation pressure driven acceleration from shaped
gas targets. This chapter summarises the experimental results presented in the pre-
ceding chapters, and provides a number of potential avenues of pursuit to further this
work.
7.1 Proton acceleration from pre-pulse shaped gas targets
Chapter 4 presented a continuation of earlier experimental work into ion acceleration
at the Accelerator Test Facility. The experiment concerned the interaction of a CO2
laser at relativistic intensities of 1 . a0 . 1.8, and at near critical densities, between
1.7× 1018 cm−3 and 1.3× 1019 cm−3 (0.15-1.15nc). Target shaping was employed by
means of a blast wave, generated with a 27.5 ns laser pre-pulse of varying energy between
0.3-3.7 mJ. This had the effect of steepening the density profile of the gas, which has
previously been shown to be crucial in these experiments to produce mono-energetic ion
features [181].
Previous results had demonstrated∼ 1.1 MeV, peaked proton spectra with energy spreads
as low as ∆E/E ≈ 4% [141] [181]. By comparison, the results presented in Chapter 4
produced peak proton energies of > 1.8 MeV, demonstrating a > 50% increase in the
previously best observed ion energies for this laser system. The best observed energy
spread from the experimental results presented was ∆E/E ≈ 5%, only slightly worse
than those previously observed, although this shot had a peak energy of ∼ 0.55 MeV.
For comparison, the highest energy shot exhibited an energy spread of ∼ 12%.
Also observed was very good agreement between the experimentally observed proton
energies and the theoretical hole-boring scaling, 4I/nic. The fitted trend followed a
gradient of 0.93, close to the expected 1 : 1 scaling. By comparison, previous work also
demonstrated a linear scaling, although these results produced a gradient of ∼ 11; i.e.
measured energies were 11 times higher than predicted. The observed scaling indicates
that the dominant acceleration mechanism for the results presented in Chapter 4 was
HB-RPA. Simulations also verified this conclusion, showing dominant proton accelera-
tion from the spatially driven critical surface due to hole-boring. Acceleration was also
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Figure 7.1: The predicted maximum proton energy scaling versus laser intensity for the
CO2 laser at the ATF for a critical density interaction. Experimental results
from chapters 4, 5 and 6 are also given. The points correspond to the mean
measured proton energy and on target intensity. The errorbars define the
range over which these values varied. Important historic and future laser
development milestones are also given.
observed to come from a collisionless shock at late times, although never at higher ener-
gies than those from HB-RPA over the parameter range studied. This structure forms
at late times as the laser pulse depletes. This observation of multiple mechanisms driv-
ing acceleration highlights the transition regime which occurs, owing to the intensities
and densities studied (see figure 2.13 and equation 2.74). However, the combination
of the simulation observations and good agreement between the experimental results
and theoretical scaling strongly suggests that HB-RPA is still the dominant accelera-
tion mechanism. Simulations also provide explanation for the lack of spectral peaking
on many shots, with a gradual deceleration of the hole-boring front or a collisionless
shock capable of producing broad energy spread beams which drown out lower flux
spectral features. Consequently, rapid dissipation of the acceleration structure is ex-
pected to be required in cases where the production of these narrow spectral features is
desirable.
A number of possible interesting avenues of pursuit exist to extend the work presented
in Chapter 4. Many of these should become feasible in the near future, with the devel-
opment of the current ATF laser and the upgraded ATF-II [76] [271] facilities. Current
ongoing upgrades to the ATF laser system include an increase of the current deliv-
erable laser energy to provide up to ∼ 2 TW laser powers [272] at the current 3.5 ps
pulse lengths. This equates to a peak intensity of I ≈ 2× 1017 Wcm−2, or a0 ≈ 3.9.
For comparison, the current best measured conditions are ∼ 1 TW. Plans also exist
within the next year to add isotopic CO2 molecules to the main amplifier, which is
expected to reduce the pulse length down to 2 ps, with no loss of deliverable energy
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to the chamber. As such, peak powers as high as 3.5 TW could soon be achievable.
This would give a maximum peak laser intensity of I ≈ 3.6× 1017 Wcm−2, or a0 ≈ 5.1.
Given the good agreement with the theoretical HB-RPA scaling, this ∼ 3.5 times in-
crease in laser power could also translate into an equivalent increase in the observed
proton energy. Assuming the observed agreement with theoretical scaling holds, at crit-
ical densities, ni = nc, these improved laser energies could lead to proton energies of
> 6 MeV and > 11 MeV, respectively. For reference, figure 7.1 shows demonstrates the
expected proton energies against laser intensity, along with the expected future CO2
laser development milestones.
The future ATF-II laser system will go considerably further, with laser powers up to
100 TW anticipated from the completed system. This is expected to be delivered in
the form of a ∼ 10 J beam in 100 fs (equivalent to 3 laser cycles) [76]. These would
represent a 100-fold increase in the laser power compared to current levels. At these
high intensities of ∼ 1019 Wcm−2, the interactions become strongly relativistic, with
a0 > 25. Subsequently, the predicted proton energies are expected to scale less strongly
with intensity, as outlined in section 2.4.2, with the proton energy dependence now
scaling as I
1
2 . For these intensities, proton energies of ∼ 20 MeV might be expected
from HB-RPA.
Circular polarisation would also be an interesting avenue to explore. Previous exper-
iments utilised this option [141], and simulations suggest that for the experimental
conditions of the work in Chapter 4, a two-fold increase in the maximum observed
proton energy could be achieved. This is due to decreased upstream plasma heating,
reducing the thermal plasma pressure and allowing faster propagation of the critical
surface. Circular polarisation in not currently possible at the ATF, due to the installa-
tion of the CPA system. This has the benefit of permitting higher peak powers to be
delivered to target, with the beam less prone to non-linear effects in the air transport
lines to the chamber. However, the previously used λ/4 waveplate is susceptible to
damage with high power beams and can only be used before the main amplifier. Use
of this would not be beneficial, since upon recompression of the CPA pulse, circular
polarisation cannot be maintained. Acquisition of a suitable waveplate is challenging,
since high power CO2 lasers are extremely rare and often require custom beam optics to
be made. However, it is hoped that in the near future the option of circular polarisation
will become possible.
A further interesting avenue to explore is related to the use of multiple ion species.
Esirkepov et al. [131] suggested double layer targets, with a high-Z first layer and thin
low-Z coating on the rear. It was shown these could be used to control the low-Z energy
spectrum, particle bunch charge and beam collimation. Robinson et al. [126] demon-
strated that the proton beam spectral characteristics could be modified through the
manipulation of relative concentrations of protons to higher-Z ions. A change in the
accelerating field structure for different relative concentrations of the two ion species
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facilitates modulation of the proton energy spectrum. Sahai et al. [273] [274] demon-
strated that for a mixture of low and high-Z ion species, high proton energies could be
possible. In this scheme, the high-Z ions are stationary, while an electron plasma wave
is formed in a density ramp. As this structure propagates, protons can be pulled along
via charge separation. This facilitates the production of high energy protons. The use
of multiple ion species gas targets could therefore be an interesting avenue to pursue in
the future.
Finally, current experiments have been limited to investigation with the CO2 laser at the
ATF due to the challenges with producing over-critical density gas targets for near-IR,
∼1 µm, lasers. Recent developments have allowed experiments of this kind [239], with
∼ MeV level protons produced from an over-critical hydrogen gas jet through collision-
less shock acceleration. Experiments are also planned using the VULCAN Petawatt laser
system at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (a0 ' 25, λL = 1.053 µm) using near-
critical density gas jets along with target shaping as used in the experiment presented
in Chapter 4. Simulations in this case suggest ∼ 45 MeV protons could be produced,
although producing short density scale lengths, important for producing mono-energetic
features, could prove challenging.
7.2 Proton acceleration off a plasma grating structure
Chapter 5 presented experimental results again looking at proton acceleration at near-
critical densities from hydrogen gas jets. Target shaping was again employed, although
in this case through the use of a secondary laser. This 5 ns, 80 mJ YAG beam was
focussed onto a stainless steel clip, positioned at the edge of the gas flow at the front
of the gas nozzle. The relative timing of this secondary laser beam to the main CO2
pulse was easily changeable, with ∼ ns precision. This allowed studies of the effect of
the blast wave scale length on the measured proton energies.
Experimental results demonstrated a strong dependence on the measured proton energy
with the shock expansion time. This is believed to be due to the variation in plasma scale
length preceding the peak of the shock, which scales with the shock radius. The proton
energies were shown to vary much faster than predicted by the focussing geometry of
the CO2 beam; the shock moved ∼ 1.3 Rayleigh lengths during the full 50 ns expansion
window, showing a strong optimum at 50 ns, with no protons observed at either temporal
extreme. Since the scale length is ever increasing with expansion time, an optimal scale
length clearly exists.
Simulations were carried out to model the experimental conditions, which demonstrated
proton acceleration through a novel scheme based on the formation of a plasma grating
structure. The pulse conditions were such that the incident laser reflects off the critical
surface, forming a standing wave and inducing periodic density modulations in the ramp
preceding the critical surface. It was found that the ramp profile and laser conditions
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strongly influenced the formation of these structures, with the idealised case being the
formation of a just over-critical density bunch, with ne & nc, coinciding with the peak
of the laser pulse. In these conditions, the limited mass of the grating element, coupled
with the high laser intensity, facilitates strong RPA of the entire grating element, coupled
with reflection of upstream protons to high energies.
Given the sensitivity of the formation of these structures to the experimental parameters,
notably the laser intensity and target density profiles, optimal ramp conditions are
observed for a given experimental scenario. The ideal case is the formation of a near
critical density grating structure coinciding with the time of the peak of the laser pulse
to ensure the maximum accelerating force is felt. For the laser conditions relevant to
the experimental results presented, an optimal scale length of ∼20 µm was found. This
is significantly shorter than measured through interferometry prior to the arrival of the
main pulse, and also shorter than those predicted through the analytical Sedov-Taylor
blast wave scaling. However, simulations demonstrated that the presence of 25 ps pre-
pulses result in density steepening. For the highest observed proton energies, these
showed that the analytically predicted density scale lengths shortened from ∼90 µm to
∼20 µm; the optimum case predicted from simulations.
7.2.1 Limitations of the acceleration scheme
While this induced density modulation phenomenon provides the opportunity for en-
hanced ion energies, the scheme is limited in its applicability. As stated previously, for
the effective formation of the grating structure, two conditions must be simultaneously
met. The intensity of the incident laser pulse must be low enough that the critical sur-
face does not appreciably move, ensuring the ions have sufficient time to respond and
form the grating. High intensity leads to a faster ion response and shorter formation
time, but as this increases the critical surface moves sooner in the laser pulse such that
the nodes in the standing wave are not spatially fixed but move; the grating structure
cannot form. The intensity condition is a necessarily a compromise. Longer pulses are
more suitable given a gradual intensity increase occurs over a long enough time for the
grating structure to form.
The conditions for the experimental results presented in Chapter 5 met these require-
ments. In fact, simulations suggest relatively small changes in the laser parameters
would result in this process not occurring. As presented, for an increase in a0 from 0.62
to 1.45, equivalent to the total measured energy to the chamber contained within the
focal spot within a single pulse, the intensity is such that the grating cannot efficiently
form. In this case, the intensity increases too quickly and reaches a point where the
critical surface begins moving too early in the process. Here, the nodes of the standing
wave are not long enough lived to allow the formation of the density structures. In this
case, electrons and ions from the ramp are piled up at the initial critical surface under
the action of the laser and an effective zero ramp situation occurs. Acceleration occurs
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at the front surface of a relatively high density, thick plasma. This is unlike acceleration
off the grating structures, which are accelerated into a significantly lower background
density, producing higher energies.
Simulations also suggest the scale length must be sufficiently short that only a few
over-critical density bunches form, to coincide with the arrival of the peak of the pulse.
For longer ramps, too much energy is given up to the formation of the grating and the
relative density between the grating element and the background is not sufficient to
assist in effective acceleration to high energies.
The work presented in Chapter 5 was concerned with the use of a relatively long wave-
length CO2 laser. While the effect presented here would not be limited to these wave-
lengths in theory, its application at near-IR would be challenging. Bunch formation
occurs every half laser wavelength, with ramps exceeding a few laser wavelengths in-
efficient for acceleration. Production of these necessarily extremely short scale lengths
is challenging and not achievable with the current target shaping method. It might,
however, be possible to produce a suitable density profile at the front surface of a target
through low intensity pre-heating and subsequent expansion.
Considering the above, target shaping through control of the incident laser pulse tempo-
ral profile could perhaps provide the opportunity to utilise this effect at higher intensi-
ties. Recent developments to the ATF CO2 laser have resulted in a significant decrease
in the laser pulse duration to 3.5 ps, with further plans to decrease this to 2 ps; too
short for stable grating formation. It should be noted that this is confirmed by the lack
of this feature in the results presented in Chapter 4. Control of the temporal profile
of the laser pulse, with the addition of a low intensity pedestal preceding a shorter,
intense pulse could facilitate stable grating formation and subsequent acceleration at
higher laser intensities. Despite this possibility, it is obvious that a fundamental limit
in the applicability of this scheme exists, limiting it to near critical density interactions.
Reflection off the critical surface to produce the standing wave imposes a restriction
on the initial density of the plasma from which a grating element can be formed, with
ne . nc. Since the finite level of density exists within one half period of the standing
wave and the structure thickness tends to the electron skin depth, a fundamental limit
is imposed on the achievable peak density of a given structure. A transition to even
longer wavelengths would help, as shown by the estimated peak density given by equa-
tion 5.1. The peak density scales with the incident laser wavelength, as a greater volume
of plasma is then contained within one half laser wavelength. In practice, however, this
is not a feasible solution, since no high power lasers exist at these wavelengths. As such,
for appropriately high intensities, the structure will not remain sufficiently overcriti-
cal and HB-RPA can no longer occur. This applies to both the CO2 laser or near-IR
wavelengths.
One potential solution to this problem is the use of temporal laser pulse shaping. The
grating formation is dependent on the incident laser intensity being low enough not to
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Figure 7.2: Example shaped temporal pulse structure for the ATF CO2 beam to opti-
mise the formation of a plasma grating structure for subsequent ion accel-
eration.
accelerate the critical surface too early, before the grating structure is formed. While
at very high a0 the density will still be below nc, this acceleration scheme could be
extended to include higher intensities through use of a low intensity pedestal preceding
the main pulse. Through control of the intensity and temporal duration of this portion
of the beam, a stable grating structure could be formed, before a short, high intensity
pulse arrives, accelerating these grating elements to high velocities and producing high
energy proton beams. An example possible laser temporal profile is shown in figure
7.2. Through control of the ratio of Ipp/Imp, and the pedestal duration, τpp, it would
be possible to control the grating formation. For a given target density profile, these
conditions could be optimised to maximise the achievable proton energy. As an example,
consider the case of the expected future ATF beam conditions after the addition of
isotopic CO2 into the main amplifier. A ∼ 2 ps pulse is expected with up to 6 J of energy.
Here, no grating structure could form without the use of pulse shaping to introduce a
lower intensity pedestal given the predicted peak intensities of ∼ 3× 1017 Wcm−2. This
pedestal would comprise of a pulse a few picoseconds in duration and with an intensity
of the order 1015 Wcm−2. Subsequent to this, the intense, 2 ps pulse could be used to
accelerate the already formed grating.
Production of these shaped pulses is believed to be possible at the ATF. By limiting the
horizontal size of the dispersed beam in the stretcher with a hard aperture, the sharp
edges in the spectrum should result in secondary peaks in the time domain. This can be
thought of as analogous to the intensity distribution observed by Fraunhofer diffraction
from a single slit [111]. It is hoped that experiments to test out this pulse shaping,
and its ability to form these grating structures, can be carried out in the future at the
ATF.
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7.3 Colliding blast waves to produce thin gas targets
As already summarised, Chapter 4 demonstrated that radiation pressure acceleration
of protons was possible at near-critical densities with a mid-IR wavelength CO2 laser.
Further to this, Chapter 5 showed that through modification of the target density pro-
file, enhanced acceleration was possible from limited areal density structures. However,
the formation of this modified density profile is intricately linked to the acceleration,
owing to its formation during the foot of the laser pulse. The requirements for the laser
conditions to facilitate effective formation of the grating structure in turn places restric-
tions on the accelerating pulse. Therefore, decoupling of the two effects is desirable to
optimise both the grating formation and the acceleration conditions.
As such, Chapter 6 was motivated by the desire to produce thin, near-critical density
gas targets independently from the CO2 pulse. This chapter presented work relating to
the collision between two blast waves, to favourably modify the target density profile.
The experiment, much like in Chapter 5, used the heating of stainless steel foils placed
at the edge of the gas flow to launch the strong shocks. However, unlike previously, two
counter-propagating shocks were launched from the front and rear of the gas jet. The
expansion time of the shocks relative to the main CO2 pulse could be varied, allowing
the separation between the shocks to be changed. In the extreme case, the shocks were
allowed to expand to the point of collision. The expansion dynamics were studied for
two initial gas profiles, with peak, unperturbed electron densities of 4× 1018 cm−3 and
7.4× 1018 cm−3. Retrieval of the shock density profiles was challenging, due to a number
of issues relating to the poor quality of the experimentally obtained interferometric data.
As such, only estimates of the shock density profile could be achieved. These were based
on interpolation from the information obtained from regions in which the plasma profile
was well resolved. The shock expansion was shown to be in the strong shock limit,
suggesting the density in the case of no collision was underestimated by more than
a factor of 5. For the case of collision, the peak shock density was expected to be
under-resolved by a factor of ∼ 8. Through fitting to the density profile in the well
resolved regions preceding the peak of the shock, and interpolation over the unresolved
regions, the thickness of the collision structure could be estimated. This was shown to
be ∼85 µm.
Spectral peaking of the proton energy trace was again observed, due to hole-boring
acceleration, with the highest observed proton energy being ∼ 1.3 MeV. The maximum
proton energy scaling was also studied as a function of shock expansion, with increas-
ing energy observed with the shock radius. The highest energies were found for the
case of the colliding shocks. This result is difficult to explain given the Ep = 4I/nic
scaling for hole-boring and the expected increasing shock density with expansion ra-
dius. However, simulations indicate the primary acceleration is again from an induced
plasma grating structure, as described in Chapter 5. It was suggested that the increasing
blast wave radius results in more favourable density conditions approaching the criti-
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cal surface, resulting in more optimal grating formation and better proton acceleration
conditions.
As demonstrated, the creation of colliding shock structures can enhance the proton
acceleration conditions, producing higher energies. The work in Chapter 6 was intended
as a preliminary run, at the end of another experiment, to test the validity of this
approach. It is most likely not possible to create micron level targets on the order
of 10’s microns with this scheme. As demonstrated, however, even the experimentally
produced thin structures offer enhancement of the observed energies. Future work
would necessarily first better study the collision dynamics between these shocks, given
the lack of available information from the presented experiment. This would allow more
information about the target profile to be inferred. These experiments are planned
at Imperial College in the near future. Subsequently, this would permit more accurate
control of the main pulse interaction conditions, and future ion acceleration experiments
to better study their effects. Different size gas jets could also be used, to vary the shock
radius before expansion and allow the creation of variable scale length shocks. This
might allow a more systematic study of the effect of the scale length for these relatively
thin gas targets.
Other schemes could also be employed to provide alternative target shaping methods.
One possible suggestion is the use of two, weakly focussed beams transverse to the main
laser pulse, horizontally displaced by varying degrees. In this scheme, the long Rayleigh
length of the beams would create two cylindrical blast waves, which would expand out
radially and collide. With a suitably narrow gas jet, these could be positioned and the
energy selected, such that they expand and collide in the centre of the jet with only
a very low density plasma preceding the critical surface. Through careful selection of
the target and laser conditions, this might facilitate the creation of more optimised
targets.
7.3.1 Effect of a rear surface density ramp
The process of using colliding blast waves to produce thin gas targets necessarily also
modifies the density profile at the rear of the target. In a radiation pressure driven
scheme, the benefit of using thin plasma slabs lies predominantly in the reduced mass
that the laser is required to accelerate, with less upstream material to resist the spatially
driven critical surface. In the extreme limit of very thin targets, bulk motion of the whole
target can occur.
However, in reality the experimentally produced density profiles are not perfect slabs.
For single blast waves, the scale length at the front of the shock is approximately the
mean free path of the ions, in this case on the order of ∼1 µm. This drops to the level
of the upstream density, before following the gas density profile, which itself has a scale
length of around 0.5 mm from the centre of the gas jet. For the case of colliding blast
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waves, the density profile at the target rear is not so clear, but might be expected to
form with a scale length equivalent to that of the incident shock counter-propagating
with the laser. Analytically this was predicted to be ∼80 µm.
Section 6.4.3 suggested that, for thin slabs at the experimentally relevant and higher
currently available intensities, sheath effects would dominate due to heating, especially
for linear polarisation. Two potential solutions exist to ensure RPA is dominant. First,
increasing the intensity would ensure that the radiation pressure is sufficient to overcome
any target expansion effects. Secondly, rear surface scale lengths have previously been
suggested to be beneficial to the ion acceleration process in terms of both the maximum
energy observed and maintaining low energy spread spectral features. Reflection of
upstream ions off a potential occurs as the shock structure propagates through the
plasma, with the final velocity of an ion, vion, taking the form vion = 2vshock+v0, where
v0 is the upstream ion velocity. Typical plasma expansion at the rear target surface
creates a sheath field, which induces a broad range of upstream ion velocities, v0 [157],
broadening the energy spectrum. The presence of an exponential plasma profile with
a given ion density scale length, L∇, was shown to modify the plasma expansion. In
the case of sheath acceleration, Grismayer and Mora [275] demonstrated the final ion
velocity decreases with L∇ for the case of scale lengths greater than a few percent of
the slab thickness, with the expansion slowed and the sheath fields suppressed. For
acceleration dominated by the sheath expansion this is undesirable. However, for the
case of shock accelerated ion beams in which mono-energetic features are expected to
be observed, the sheath structure at the target rear surface have the potential to inhibit
mono-energetic features due to a broad range of initial ion velocities; suppression of the
sheath expansion is desirable.
The effect of such a rear density gradient has been studied specifically for the case of
collisionless shock acceleration. Work by Fiuza et al. [156] demonstrated an optimal rear
scale length for efficient electron heating and ion reflection, given L∇ ≈
√
mi/meλL/2.
The work was developed further, again by Fiuza et al. [161], which clearly showed
the suppression of the sheath field due to a rear density ramp and its effect on the
energy spread of accelerated ions. This work was furthered by Boella et al. [276], who
identified a relation for the plasma scale length that can be used to identify regimes in
which the fraction of reflected ions and the energy spread can be optimised. The authors
demonstrated an optimal scale length, independent of the plasma temperature, Lopt∇ =
pic/ωpi . This minimises the energy spread of a shock accelerated beam. Conversely, in
the limit L∇  Lopt∇ , the reflected particle flux is maximised. The experimental proton
acceleration results presented by Haberberger et al. [167] demonstrated the presence
of an exponential density ramp at the rear of their gas target, and likely helped in
the production of their reported low (∼ 1%) energy spread, but also very low flux
(< 107 protons/MeV/sr), proton beam.
Clearly then, a decaying density profile at the target rear surface has the potential to
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influence the proton acceleration. In the colliding blast wave case presented earlier in
this chapter, such features are expected, although their level of influence on the shock
driven acceleration might reasonably be expected to depend on the thickness of the
central overdense region of the target. The experimental conditions in this case differs
from the work with collisionless shocks given hole-boring RPA is thought to be the
dominant acceleration mechanism. However, should it be possible to produce suitably
thin collision structures, with sufficient control over the front and rear surface scale
lengths, these targets may make it practical for the experimental study of the effect of
a rear surface scale length on the energy spread. With an increase in target density and
appropriately low laser intensities, such that the equality given in equation 2.74 is not
satisfied, it is possible to create a set of conditions in which ion acceleration is expected
to be dominated by a collisionless shock structure. In this case, sufficient control of the
target conditions would in theory allow manipulation of the ion beam flux and energy
spread. Studies of this nature will be important, with control of these ion beam features
crucial for any future applications.
One final point of note is that this effect should also be expected to occur for hole-
boring driven acceleration, although for this to be relevant, the critical surface would
need to reach the expansion region while still being driven by the laser. This places
stricter restrictions on the maximum target thickness. In this case, using the same
arguments as in [156], an expression for the maximum ion energy, accounting for the
sheath expansion, can be obtained
Ei =
1
2
mi
(
2(1 +R)IL
nic
+
kBTeτacc
miL∇
)2
(7.1)
where τacc is the time at which acceleration of upstream ions occurs.
7.4 Concluding remarks
This thesis has described experimental results of interactions involving a CO2 laser with
near-critical density gas targets, with the intention of studying shock driven acceleration
of protons. The unique nature of this high power, mid-IR laser made possible the study
of these effects with gas targets. This is due to the favourable scaling of the critical
plasma density; over-dense gas targets are only now just being realised for the much
more common near-IR wavelengths. Gas targets offer a pathway to high repetition rate,
single species operation, crucial for many applications such as hadron therapy. While
the energies demonstrated from the current experiments are modest, at the MeV level,
the conditions still allow the study of the underlying mechanisms and verification of
the predicted theoretical scaling under these conditions, as demonstrated in Chapter
4. Furthermore, these conditions have facilitated the discovery of novel acceleration
schemes, as in Chapter 5.
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However, with the planned upgrades to the ATF, and the subsequent ATF-II facility
predicted to start operation in the not too distant future, it will soon be possible to
investigate new intensity regimes and with them, achieve higher ion energies. With
this, the ability to now produce over-critical density gas targets for near-IR laser wave-
lengths will provide the opportunity to take this work further, opening up experiments
on a much larger number of laser systems. As a result, experiments of this nature are
planned on the VULCAN laser system in the near future. Clearly then, the future holds
many interesting and exciting opportunities to further study these ion acceleration in-
teractions. Furthermore, with the possibility to study these effects at higher intensities,
it may soon be possible to produce ion beams with the required parameters to be rel-
evant to a number of applications, for example hadron therapy. Finally, perhaps, the
use of of laser-driven ion beams in real-world applications is in reach.
A The Debye Length
Assume a perfectly neutral volume of plasma i.e. ne = Zni. This is a simple case since
there are no net fields or currents. Now we introduce a positive test charge; this induces
the relatively massless electrons neighbouring the charge to move towards it, shielding
the electric field of the charge and thus minimising the potential energy of the system.
This ensures that while the charge in the plasma is not homogeneous, it maintains
overall quasi-neutrality. For the sake of simplicity, one can also assume that because
the ion mass is much greater than that of the electrons, they do not have time to move
before the field created by the test charge is shielded. This allows for the assumption
ni = n0.
Consider the ideal case where the plasma is cold i.e. Te = Ti = 0. This would have one
important implication; the fields would be perfectly shielded, since there are no thermal
fluctuations in the plasma.
Let us now assume the plasma has a temperature T 6= 0. Now there are thermal ef-
fects in the plasma and a Boltzmann distribution is required to describe the density of
electrons,
ne = n0e
− E
kBTe = n0e
eφ
kBTe (A.1)
One can use Poission’s equation to calculate the electric potential, φ,
∇2φ = − ρ
0
= −(Znie− nee)
0
(A.2)
Through substitution of A.1 into A.2 while remembering the earlier assumptions that
n0 = Zni and assuming spherical geometry
1
r2
d
dr
(r2
d
dr
)φ =
−e
0
[
n0 − n0e
eφ
kBTe
]
(A.3)
Except when very close to the test charge, we can assume eφ kBTe since the poten-
tial energy is significantly smaller than the thermal kinetic energy at large distances.
Therefore, one can make the expansion e
eφ
kBTe w 1 + eφkBTe , giving
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−e
0
[
n0 − n0 − n0eφ
kBTe
]
=
n0e
2
0kBTe
φ (A.4)
If one now considers the behaviour of the system in its limiting cases, there are two
scenarios that need consideration.
1. If the distance from the test charge is large (r →∞), then φ→ 0.
2. If the distance to the test charge is small (r → 0), then the test charge looks
like a point charge in the plasma and one sees the normal, unshielded potential
φ→ q4pi0r
The result of these boundary conditions is to suggest a trial solution of the form
φ = q4pi0
1
re
−r
λ . Therefore, one can say
1
r2
d
dr
(r2
d
dr
)φ = αφ (A.5)
where α = n0e
2
0kBTe
. This is equivalent to
d2
dr2
rΦ = αrΦ (A.6)
By substituting Φ = rφ, the trial solution becomes Φ = q4pi0 e
−r
λ
d2
dr2
rΦ =
1
λ2
q
4pi0
e
−r
λ =
n0e
2
0kBTe
q
4pi0
e
−r
λ (A.7)
Therefore, 1
λ2
= n0e
2
0kBTe
and so we get our results for the Debye Length, λD
λD =
(
0kBTe
n0e2
) 1
2
(A.8)
B Normalised Vector Potential and
Laser Intensity
The normalised vector potential can be related to the intensity of a laser pulse through
the use of the Poynting vector, which gives the rate of energy transfer by an electro-
magnetic wave
~S =
1
µ0
( ~E × ~B) (B.1)
Taking a linearly polarised plane wave, with ~E = E0sin(kz−ωt)xˆ and ~B = B0sin(kz−
ωt)yˆ, the Poynting vector can be rewritten as
|~S| = 1
µ0
E0B0sin
2(kz − ωt) (B.2)
Using the relation B0 =
E0
c ,
|~S| = 1
µ0c
E20sin
2(kz − ωt) = 0cE20sin2(kz − ωt) (B.3)
The time averaged energy flow is therefore
〈~S〉 = 0cE
2
0
2
(B.4)
It should be noted the same applies for a circularly polarised laser. In this case, the
electric and magnetic field components are the superposition of x and y components i.e.
~E = E0sin(kz − ωt)xˆ+E0cos(kz − ωt)yˆ and ~B = B0cos(kz − ωt)xˆ+B0sin(kz − ωt)yˆ.
Therefore, ~S = 1µ0 (ExBy − EyBx)zˆ and following through 〈~S〉 = 0cE20 .
Given the intensity is equal to the time averaged energy flow (IL = 〈~S〉), it can also
be equated to the peak electric field of the laser. This is the case for both types of
polarisation, the only difference being the peak electric field oscillates in the linear
case, while it is constant for circular polarisation. Therefore, the time averaged field
magnitudes are found to be E02 and E0 for linear and circular polarisations, respectively.
The time aveage of the normalised vector potential, squared, therefore differs for the
two polarisations and takes the form (remembering 〈a2〉 ∝ IL), for linear and circular
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polarisation, respectively
〈a2〉 = a
2
0
2
→ a20 = 2〈a2〉 → a0 ∝
√
2IL (B.5)
〈a2〉 = a20 → a20 = 〈a2〉 → a0 ∝
√
IL (B.6)
These can be rewritten, respectively, as
a0 v 0.85(I1018λ2µ)
1
2 (B.7)
a0 v 0.66(I1018λ2µ)
1
2 (B.8)
C Single Particle Motion
Consider an electron within an electromagnetic field. Whether an electric or magnetic
field, the electron will feel a force given by equation 2.55. Ions need not be considered
given there relatively large mass; their movement within the timescales considered can
be assumed negligible.
If a laser propagates in the z-direction, the E-field can be written as ~E(x, t) = ~Exe
i(kz−ωt)xˆ.
From Faraday’s law, ~E, ~B and ~k are shown to be orthogonal and it can also be said
that ~B(y, t) = ~Bye
−i(kz−ωt)yˆ. From 2.55, the equations of motion are given by
mv˙x = −eEx cos(kz − ωt)
mv˙y = 0
mv˙z = −evxBy cos(kz − ωt)
(C.1)
Integrating the above expression, a result for vx can be found to be vx =
eEx
mω sin(kz − ωt),
or equivalently vx = a0c sin(kz − ωt). Here, a0 is the normalised vector potential
a0 =
v
c
=
eE0
meωc
(C.2)
The normalised vector potential (also sometimes called the normalised momentum) is
another method of comparing laser pulses. It gives a measure of the electron response
to the laser’s electromagnetic field, or in other words, the ‘strength’ of a laser pulse.
It can be related to the laser intensity for linear and circular polarisation, respectively,
through
I =
1
2
ncmec
3a0
2
I = ncmec
3a0
2
(C.3)
Similarly, the relation can be expressed as (see Appendix B)
a0 v 0.85(I1018λ2µm)
1
2 (C.4)
a0 v 0.6(I1018λ2µm)
1
2 (C.5)
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for linear and circular polarisation, respectively.
Now, returning to single particle motion and considering the z-component of the equa-
tion of motion, substituting for vx
mv˙z = −evxa0cBy sin(kz − ωt) cos(kz − ωt) = −evxa0cBy
2
sin[2(kz − ωt)]
v˙z = −
(
a20cω
2
)
sin[2(kz − ωt)]
vz = −
(
a20c
4
)
cos[2(kz − ωt)] + constant
Consider the initial case, where vx = vz = 0. From this, we can say
vz =
(
a20c
4
)
(1− cos[2(kz − ωt)])
vz =
(
a20c
4
)
sin2(kz − ωt)
This gives the velocity components as
vx = a0c sin(kz − ωt)
vy = 0
vz =
(
a20c
4
)
sin2(kz − ωt)
(C.6)
These show that the velocity components are parabolic tracks, with vz =
v2x
2 . This means
that the larger the transverse motion, the greater the acceleration of the electron in the
direction of laser propagation. The components of the electron motion are found by
integration, giving
x =
a0c
ω
(1− cos(kz − ωt))
y = 0
z = (
a20c
4
)t− (a
2
0c
8ω
) sin 2(kz − ωt)
(C.7)
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